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SUMMARY 

i.     The  Industrial Development  Survey each year interprets the latest available 

statistical  data on industrial  development and presents some analyses based on this 

information.     It  also comments  on current issues  in this field. 

I.     RECENT TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MANUFACTURING 

?..     Manufacturing output  in the developing countries and the developed market 

economies  recovered in  I968 and  I969 from a sharp  decline  in growth during .I967, 

tu!,   t.hi3 momentum did not  continue into 1970.     In the same period,  manufacturing 

in   the centrally  planned economies continued  to grow at  high rates without a 

noticeable   fluctuation,   except   in  I969. 

!..     Por the  longer period  I96O-I969,   the centrally planned economies  led the  other 

economic groupings  with  an annual growth rate  for  the output  of manufacturing of 
l<.b   per cent.     The developing countries as a whole   recorded an average of 6.4  per cent, 

a   rate  slightly   h.gher  than  the   rate  of 6  per  cent   for the developed market   econo- 

mies.     Among the  developing  regions,   Asia led with  a rate of 7   per cent,  while  Latin 

America and Africa recorded  rates  of only 5-7   and  3.9  per  cent   respectively.     These 

regi.nn.il   growth   rates   for manufacturing were   influenced  partly  by   the  relatively 

poorer performance  of a   few  large manufacturing producers  among the developing coun- 

tries.     It   would   not   be misleading therefore  to  state that  more than half of  the 

developing countries  registered growth rates  that   exceeded the average  for their 

regions, 

4.     The average  annual  growth rates«  of per capita manufacturing output  for I96O-I968 

wero   7.4  per cent   for  the  centrally planned economies,  5.2 per cent  for the developed 
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mari-:' t  economies,  but only 3.6 per cent for the developing count ri 3^.    The 

rapici growth of population in the developing countries accounts for this 

striking reversal in their ranking referred to in   paragraph  ]. 

',.     To meet   the  5 per cent target  growth   rate   for GDP set   for the United 

•vanir   nrst   Development    Decade  (196I-I970),   it was estimated that,   the 

•-.anufaeturing sector 'should have  grown at an average  annual  rate  of about 

7  ^r -ent.     This target was reached only in Asia.     For the Second Development 

l)nv'tj<>,   the   target  for the growth rate of manufacturing is 8 per cent  for the 

fir.:!   half  and higher for the  second half.    A greater effort will   be necessary 

•i'hi'•'•••••  these targets. 

•..     Target   growth rates  for manufacturing and GDP set by most  developing  coun- 

•;•..-.,;   i\   their national plans  were  even higher than  those  established by the 

Fir.''    ,'j7elopment   Decade.      Among l8 countries for which data are available 

for  the   ! ..60s,   only two exceeded their planned growth rates  for manufacturing 

and  '.¡DP.     ori  Lanka and Jordan  exceeded their target  rates  for manufacturing 

but   PHI   short   of the targets   for GDP.    The  other  14 countries were unable to 

reach -uher  target.    When the   goals  of the First  Development Decade are 

apnl Let   (',   per cent for GDP and  7  per cent  for manufacturing),   slightly more 

than hai f  of  these 17 countries  were  successful. 

7.     The manufacturing sector contributed an average   of 22 per cent  to the 

over-ali   growth of GDP  in developing countries between i960 and 1968,  and 

its  relative  importance in the   economy was increasing.     The contribution of 

-igrLculture was  second, but  the  relative importance  of this  sector was 

i'teadlly  declining.    The contribution of manufacturing to  the increase  in GDP 

was  23 per cent   in Latin America and  22 per cent  in Asia,   while  in Africa - 

hcause  of the small size of this sector in this region -  it was  only 9 per cent. 

It  has   often been argued that  industrialization  should act  to  stabilize 

i ne orne  levels   in countries traditionally dependent   on fluctuating exports  of 

primary commodities.    The data  on growth of industrial output and   GDP show 

that   in some countries this has been true,  although  in others it  has not.     In 

any event,   the  size of manufacturing in the greater  number of developing 

countries   is  still so small that   it   cannot yet exert  a stabilizing influence 

on   there  countries. 



Ail attempt  was  made   to  gauge   the  influence  oí' several  related   factors 

on  the  rate  of  industrialization,   including (l)   the growth  rate  of GDP, 

(   )   the  growth  of per capita GDP,   (})   the growth of agricultural   output, 

it)   the growth  of  total   exports,   (5)   the  percentage  enrollment   LU secondary 

school  of  the   relevant   age  group,   and  ^o)   the  growth  ul" domestic capital 

formation.      The principal   finding was   that,   the  growth   in manufacturing   1^ 

statistically much more  closely  associated with  a weighted composite  variable 

emompassing  all  of the  above  factors   than with  any of  those  factors   singly. 

This   implLes   that   packages   of economic  and social  policies  with a simultaneous 

impact   on a  range  of these   factors  will  mutually  reinforce each  other's 

effectiveness   in stimulating more  rapid  growth. 

10. Among  the major groups   of manufacturing industries,   those with   the   fast- 

est  growth  rates between  I96O-I969   in  the  developing countries were  metal 

products   (8.3  per cent), chemicals  and basic metals  (7.9  per cent),   and 

non-metallic  mineral   products   '7.3  per cent).      [t  seems  clear  that   these 

industries will  continue  to have   the greatest  growth potential,  although   in 

the Asian  region  the  wood   products  and  furniture  industry and   the wearing 

apparel,   leather and  foot-wear   industries  ranked ahead   of chemicals  and 

non-metallic  mineral   products. 

11. High elasticities  of  output   with  respect   to  pei'  capita income  were 

evident   for  paper and paper  products,   chemicals   (especially  paint,   soap  ami 

drugs),   rubber  products,   plastic  products,   iron  and  steel  products,   machinery, 

and electrical   and  transport   equipment.     A developing country  in  the  course 

of planning may  stress manufacturing projects  with high growth  e I act io i t i <•.•. 

in preference   to ones  exhibiting   low growth  elasticities.     For  example,   ('   r 

each  percentage   increase   in  per  capita GDP,   the  production of machinery  in.: 

increased  almost   ,!  per cent,   while   the  output   of processed  food has  gone  0; 

hy  only  l.T   per cent.     Relatively   large  elasticities  with  respect   to   populo- 

' 1 ;t,   'rowth  wore   registered   in  the  basic   iron  and  steel,   paper and   car.or 

pruiju-ts,   ••!:.,•mi cils,   textiles,   rubber products,   glass  and glassware   pr'U". , 

metal   produ-ts   and  electrical  machinery  and  equipment   industries. 

li.     High ousts and  low profitability appear  to  be restricting the  further 

development   in  industrially advanced countries  of  the   food-processing,   tex- 

tiles,   wearing apparel and  optical   equipment   industries,   encouraging shift:- 
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of  'hese  activities towards   certain developing countries.     However,   this 

phenomenon does not yet   seem  to have occurred  in  come  other manufacturing 

branches  assumed to be relatively labour-intensive,   because fLrms  in  the 

developed countries have  evolved cost-reducing  techniques  of a more  capital- 

intensive  nature.     The  transfer  of production,   therefore,   does  not   seem  to 

take  pia:e as  a matter of course. 

expor1 

by the 

that a 

regi )n 

II.     FOREIGN TRADE AND  INDUSTRIALIZATION 

M.     The  developing countries   increased  their share  of world manufactured 

exports   from  5.5 to 6.7  per  cent   in  the  de-ado   l)60-l>6),   although  world 

export.:-,     :• manufactures  were  growing rapidly.     The   expansion was  especially 

rapid   >n   ! ight manufactures   included in 3ÍTC commodity group 6 and 8.     This 

advance  wis   in contrast   to  the   déclins  of  the  developing countries'   position 

in   t-c,ai   world trade.     If   their  relative  chare   )f   the marked   for manufactured 

esqv.rV   had  not   increased,   their  share  of  total   exports  would  have  deterio- 

rate!   .-•ill   further.     If these   trends  continue,   more   than one  third   of  the 

irniugs  of the  developing countries  will   be   provided  by manufactures 

i'¡  of the Second Development  Decade.     It  must   be recognized,   however, 

•w   'ountries account   for most  manufactured  exports   from  the  developing 

in  fact,   some  15   countries,   each  of which  exported manufacturen 

valued  at  rV-.ro.  than $100 million  annually,   accounted   for  about  80 per  cent   of 

the  develop^ countries'   total   exports of manufactures. 

14.      In   I n„ ,   nearly  30  per  cent   of  the manufactured   exports  of  the  developing 

countries   w.nt   to other developing countries;     by   W  this  figure  had  declined 

to  ?5  per  con'.     The  developed  market  economies  received  about  ?1   per  cent   in 

Hbv> as  c.mr -ed wUh about   67   per .^nt   in 1%0.     The  centrally planned 

economies   imported  I.5  per  cent   compared with  ?.-   Per  cent   in  1,00.     Only 

Latin  America reduced   its   dependence  on exports   to   the  developed market   econ- 

omies  during the   1 >60s  (from  87   to 7I  per   -ent);     Ua  exportB   c0 develQp_ 

ing  countries  (largely within  its  own region)   nearly   tripled  (see  paragraph  20 

below).     The pattern of manufactured exports  from Asia ana Africa evidenced a 

certain   rigidity,  ana  the decline  in the share  of  these exports going to 

developing countries signified  a  lack of complementarity anu specialization 

m  the   industrial structure  among  the countries of  these  regions. 



V.     As   regards   imports,   it   seem,   logeai   ..hat  Jevolopin*   :,.„,...,,..  ,.hou]d 

achieve  greater  self-sufficiency  in   light  manufacture,   (wm-n  a,,   eluded 

in SITC  6  and  «)   aG development   progresses,     finti,   a high  .i,^,,..  .lf iniJu,tri 

alization   is   reache,,   however,   imports   of machinery  and   *ran,,-. „••   .quipmen> 

and  nossibly  of chemicals might  be  expected to  corease  rola-,,,  . ,  total 

imports.     The  data for I96O-I969  support   this suoposUion.      Imnc-  of 

nemicala   increased from 7.7   to   1  Per  „ent   of  the  develop^ ...,in< rie... 

total   imports;     and imports  of machinery and transport  equu,^   from   -s  "   • 

Ì3.6  per cent.     For other manufactures     (SITC 6 and  H),   hoWovc,,   , ho ppopi)r_ 
Hon  decreased   from  ?8./J   to  ?6.7   per  cent. 

16.     Eighteen  countries  have  agreed   to  grar.  generalized   tariff  ^eferonc   I  , 

import,   from  the  developing countries  under the General   Storne  of Prefers •- 

Among them,   countries of the European Economic Community  (EEC),   dapan,   the 

Nordic  countries  (Denmark,  Finland,   Norway and Sweden,   whi„h have made a 

joint   offer known as the  offer   of the  Nordic countries),   the  United Kingdom 

of Great  Britain and Northern  Ireland and the United States   of America enviar 

duty-free  importation of most  products  classified in chapters  P5-99 „f the 

Brussels  Tariff Nomenclature  (BTN),   which  include most manufactured  items 

The other countries provide  for tariff reductions on these  categories.     Severa, 

countries  have excepted certain product  categories  from  the   scheme.    Moreover, 

he Nordic  countries,   the United Kingdom and the United States  also propose 

duty-free  entry of many items   in PTN chapters  l-p4 (primary  products,   some 

Partly processed).     The EEC  is  not   eliminating tariffs   for   the   latter oat,• 

owing to   its   special  preferences   for associated overseas countries.     Cer.,i„ " 

countries,   for  instance the country   of   the EEC and Tapan,   have  already  , n 

their preferences  into effect.     On the   other hand,   the  United States ha- 

announced a delay in implementing them.     The United Nations   Industria,   ü,o„,- 

•nont  Organization  (UNIDO),   in co-operation with the United  Nations Conf.,•,. 

on Trade and Development   (UNCTAJj)   and tha General Agreement   on Tariff- and 

Trade   (GATT),   is undertaking to assist   the developing ,0untries  in cznloULnp 
the opportunities  created by the new preferences. 

17.     In  1969,   Lar.in America exported 14 per cent »ore partly  processed primary 

products   (excluding mineral fuels)   than  other manufactures.     For Africa and    ' 

sia,   on the contrary,  exports in the  latter category were 70  per cent and 



»nt   greater  respectively  than  exports   of pres-essed   primary goods, 

s-  manufactured  exports   of Asia should   ben*fi'   !he  most   from   the  estab- 

f   trade preferences,   because   of   the nu-h  .-prater relative  importance 

r^icm  of exports  in BTN chapters   25-99. 

o     so  agreement   reached  on   .he  Generalized  3 theme   of Pi-*--f e ronces, 

•'   turning  to  the  effect   of non-tariff barrier.-     o   • rade.     Recent 

•' '   •••-•int.o.i   out   that   these   earners   arc   part i -uì ari./   s irdensotno   for 

•^'••°r   -ountries.     S i noti   these    'nun'ries   usually   la-K   um   resources 

-    -j.'niat,   trie effe,.t..•   .,f  non-• as „ff  i amere ,   in' erno l l ovu    trgani- 

"" ! '   r'"'Vi;1(3   T.'oio' an -o   ¡ :1   -fi;-   r.-y?ard   as   an  aid   to  new 

'   ' .   -n. 

P" 

'•rv   :• o >•!}•> : a'    r 

es,   o   tent Isn   L. 

txp.rts   of manufactures   by   the   least 

^.ised    oi   present   trade   in  p.rMy  processed 
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:s'so-Latin  Ame ri os n   t ra¡>- 
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'•''•   o • ••; -ni- •   t:.' .....yr-at i >n  with   respect 

I"v :''   '•:r't''ri "l  *:••••   'osimmea.      [t   is 

li  oonafa :t ires   inorases   nearly 

•     ;hlK''   import-,;-;   from   the   d-.-vo ! or-oJ   -ountries   rose 

'U     rntr'l-^t.ui  A-nor-i.-an  exports   ,f manufatbires   increased 

:•  ^  devei  .PLng   ^mines'   exports   to   Latin America  in   U60 

'"'•     Tiuv'''    'fionges   make   clear   the   new   relations! 

•';,¡- ''"''i    ^sint rues. 
>nshlp  emerging 

III.    vs.: VWINT 111 THE FIRST AND SECOND DEVET,OPMEFT DECADES 

' ""   PUri" '"      "'•'~1 ""'''   "lanufanturing  employment   m   the  developing 
---bries   expanded   ,v   iltl  ave,^   annua]   pate   Qf   ^  ^   ^     ^  ^   ^ 

;VUlOÏ"P   ,hat   the  ":,l!Wiûn 3,'wd  d• ^-dually -er   these years.    Manufac- 
^^  -"!    "—t    in   'se   deve,,sea   rr,arket   e.on_,;r   ^   ftfc   &  ..^.^ 



.lower rate   (averaging 1.8 per cent   in the   1960s),   ani  Lt   grow  yonwhat more 

• = lowly also   m the  centrally planned economies,   except  during the  last  sub- 

penod.     It  must   be remembered,   however,  that   the   industrially more advanced 

entries  are now   in a phase  of development   in which the  share  of manufac- 

turing in  tota!   employment has more  or less  stabilized or  is even declining. 

-.     Population and  the  labour  force are increasing much more rapidly   in the 

developing countries  than in  the more advanced regions.     As  a result,   there 

13  widespread  and  growing unemployment   in many develop,ng countries   ( fre- 

cently  exceeding  10 per   Jent )   and great  pressure  for  jobs. 

• '••     Denpit*   th0  vital   rQle  Qf raanufacturing  in atimulatiiig e,onomio  grwth( 

'hie  sector  nan create at best   only a fraction of fh„  .pb3  needed   in  the ^ 

"•   -   still   quite   small   inmost   developing countries.     Furthermore,   the  expan- 

— n  of manufactured  output  creates  even smaller  incases   in employment 

i,VaU3e  °f   L^reaaes   ^  l^our  productivity   m both  ne,  and  pre-existing pro- 
,,rtl0n  llne3'   and  al3° because   of the gradual  shift   to making more capital- 

•-ntonsive go-Ms.     Each percentage   increase in manufacturing output   in the 

Period  ,,60-1,65 was associated with a rise  of only 0.6 per cent   m employment, 

anu   in   1965-1)6%   with a  rise  of 0.4  per cent. 

••Î.      It   LS   often assumed   that  employment   Ln  the manufacturing sector,   although 

•ho  seeto, may  be  small,   should  expand more rapidly  than employment   in  otro/ 

—-agricultura,   pursuits.     The  data do  not  always  support   this   belief.     n„ 

information  available  on  other  non-agricultural   se-ore   is   far  from compie, 

-*ing  it   difficult   to  interpret   the  facts.     Possibly   the  output   of  these 

-•t-rs   (for  example,   commerce,   transport,  construction etc.)   has  gro>;n more 

r^ily   than manufacturing output.     The  relatively  low  rate   of growth   ir 

-Payment  created  directly by manufacturing is  also explained by  faster 

-—-.aces  in  labour productivity,   as  noted in the previous  paragraph.     Or  it 

•ould  be explained  by differing practices governing the use   of overtime   in 

industry   in  contrast   to the use  of adHi + i•.,!   .i;f) • _,      . e u°e  OI   »aaitionai  shifts  or widening of capacity 
wnich call   for more  employees. ' 

• %     Estimates  of value added per person engaged in manufacturing  in 1',6'j 

indicate  that   this  figure   for the  developing countries  was  only  about  one 

-ixth  of that   for the   industrialized countries.     This   :Jifferen;e   reflects, 

among other things,   contrasting output mixes,  widely diverse  production 



processes   in each sector,  generally   leas  effective   compel i .. ion among firms   in 

the  developing countries,   and  fewer-  opf or iura t iea  for  econ-nles  of scale. 

Some  industries  in the   developing  countries  had  higher  relative  levels  of 

labour productivity,   bat   their   lilted  ivope   is  demons r. rn'ed   by   the  fact   that 

the   1.3 io   two-digit   i ridant ri es,   v.-i'.h  a val te   added   per   rer.'j:.     f  at   least 

!''>  T>°v   '0'Lt   °?  the  average   for  the   induct rial i.z ;d   -uuntries,   accounted   for 

onLy   !.¡   ner  cent   of   the  developing .-ount ri.es.'    total   Tir.ifr" ¡ring  employment. 

Inuus' ru ¡s   in  which  lai  >ur  productivity  was  at   leas'   v..   por-     on',  as  high had 

a  shir<-   of   employment   of  only  4.T   por  ••<">nt. 
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T' oroduetivity increases ;uirc 1 "~.', than the d.;ve 
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and   f     ! 

?7.      I'h- 

•;• ^apings were   ITO,   lo,'   and   1 del  ( ]»t", <.   =   >'.•).      This,   the gap.   in 

¡o'tivity  apoears   to  have   widened   during  t's    First   Development 

'   must  be  emphasized,   however,   t had   maxi mi zar i   r   of   labour  pr .duo- 

elf  is  not   a   prime  objective  of   lew 1 jumen* .      The  appropriateness 

l.uion technique must   rather  be   judged  wi'h   reference   to dévelop- 

pes   (income  growth,   empljymen'    -roa Mor.,   I.T-CC  distribution etc.) 

•or endowment    in   the   ronre'tivo   •ount ry  g:-< >,u- in¿rs. 

inion  is  now  widespread   that   the  use  of unduly    -api tal-intensive, 

labour-so •,,--   techniques   ,n manufacturing   is   en ^uragr-d   ry   ma.j ,r  distortions 

in  the   -ured prices   of  these   two   faet ors     ornear-•  with   'heir  "true  social 

costs".     t\- -rvalued exchange  rates   combined  with   '.nv?sd men'   subsidies  and 

excessiv-     r-.re-iat ion   allowan-es   usual ¡y make    •ani! al   goods  artificially 

cheap oc-p.o".^   to  locally made  items.     On  the   other  hand,   minima  wage  laws 

and   compuls.-.ry  employee   benefits  often   increase   labour   -03ts  substantially. 

Any  effect     ,f sr-h factor-price  distortions    on  the  a •* .al   level   of empi oyment, 

e as •e 'hniques   of however,   près ipp-ves   the  existence    )f a variety  of 

production  -  some more   labour-intensive  and  some   loss.     Espiri -al   evidence 

suggests  that   the  .oope   for substant lally more   labour-intensive  techniques 

in manufacturing  is  not   wide  and  rr.bably  i3   loss   than   in  o:.her  se   tors, 

such  as agriculture and   eonstru-t ion.     None   the   le..,s,   a sten-by-ster  analysis 

of production pro-esses   may  indicate  greater  flexibility. 

P8.     Finally,   in considering the  relatively  low   labour absorption  in manu- 

facturing,    it  must  be  noted  that   the  expansion   of  fa-tory-orgauized  production 



has supplanted some enterprises in the arusan sector.     This  displacement 

may stem from shifts of demand to  factory-made products through urbanization, 

advertising or other forces,   or from the  competitive advantages of factory 

methods  in efficiency and quality control.     To retard the continuing decline 

in the   labour intensity throughout   industry and the displacement  of artisans, 

tne encouragement  of greater selectivity in mechanizing factory functions and 

of subcontracting to the artisan sector,   when pradal,   would  be wise.     More- 

over,   selective mechanization and upgrading of management   m artisan enter- 

prises would help them to survive.     The establishment  of institutions to pro- 

vide    technical,  marketing and financial  assistance to  the  artisan sector is 

needed  to permit  this sector  to integrato  with the faster.-growing parts  of 

the economy,   including modern  agriculture  and  services. 

IV.     INVESTMENT ..¿¡U  u.DUoTRIALIZATI )N 

29.     One  of the serious problems   in analysing  industrial  development at   the 

global   or regional   level  is  the  lack of adequato data on manufacturing invest- 

ment  for most  countries.     It  was  estabU,^d ,tatisti-ally,   however,   that   the 

growth  of investment  in all machinery am   transport   équipent   closely parallel, 

that  in manufacturing,   even though  thin  category  include,  nome non-manufaW.urin* 

capital.     Thus,   this variable  was  taken as  an approximation. 

30.     As  regards  fixed capital   formation,   in Latin Ame ri,-a 7   of the  14 e.untne, 

with available data showed growth rates   :>f over   10 no-   -t-r.   in  the   Hour,      l'ho 

(unweighted)   average  for these  countries,   however,  was only  3.2 per cent, 

reflecting the decline  in capi tal   formation  in Argentina and Uruguay ami'its 

slow growth  i„ Chile and Colombia.     Judging from   investment   in machines and 

transport   equipment,   industrialization wa,  widespread in Latin Amerioa in   the 

First  Development Decade,   in that   thin   ...vestment  grew at  more  than  lu per cent 

per annum in 9 of the 14 count rie.-. 

31. The  data for 9 Asian countries might give the  impression  that  the growth of 

investment  was higher in this  region than in Latin America.     The data,  however, 

are heavily influenced by the  performance of two countries with a very hi^h 

growth of investment. 

32. Three of the 8 African countries  listed,   namely Kenya,   the Libyan Arab 

Republic  and Zambia,  had exceptionally high growth rates for fixed capital 

formation during the mid-1960s.     Their investment  in machinery  and transport 
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•'   '¡'miti1.    ;f  naturai    resources.      íl.^rVM',   mana l'a. • tur i rig seemed    to   le   taking 
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''   w   ":   ''   '   'pir  of »Perini    importano!-   for   industrialization   -n   l.ho   devo I opi ng 

• •;••• -¡.v.     This  chapter   i ri   volarne   17    'on-vm::   t.1 a:   re I al ; onsh i p   b. twoen   indus- 

•"id   arri alitare  and   waii   propared   iti    • nis.il tat um  w ! th  KAO. 
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e un I, ' • 

deci i .. 

been 

from   a.-- 

whilo     r 

paragra: 

•'imarinon of   the   et. rao tura I   transforman   ,,i   now   taking  pinco   m   I ho 

a- countries   with   the  h i s l or i,-;, I   rvord   for   l,ho   , nduo n-i a ! i cod 

indicates   that   the   t ra.isf orma 11 en   m   output    'ownrds   a   higher  chare 

•-..•   .'«rid   a declining one   for agriculture   is   being  ••open'ed,    i u!    'fio 

).'-!ino  of   the  agri eU | t,; ral    labour   foreo   Ln   today's  developing 

•'   lags   well   behind   the  shifts   in  ..«tpnt..      Kurt horrnoro,   t ho   1 nn, tod 

'••••!   Ha«  occurred   iti  agriculture's   charo   of   the   labour   for  o   has   not 

"•d   by   a corresponding   rice   m   industry's   charo.     Incoad,   mirante 

Aturo have   tended   to   find  casual   empleen»,   in   the  services  sector, 

Trient   in   industry has   len     muid   by   tin-   factor,  discussed above   in 

41.      Tho  •• a   ro-eeonomie   relationship  between   industry   and   agri wit uro,   whLoh 

underlioc   tho  structural   transformation,   includes   intorsocioral   capital   and 

labour  transfers.     Barring sizable   , ,fiows  of  foreign   mvostmen'    i „  manufac- 

turing,   the agricultural   sector must   finance   the  earl.y   stages   of   ,.r,dus trial t- 

zation  either   through  direct   participation,   taxation  or adverse  changes   i„ 

itn   terms  of  trade.     As   the  size  of  the   industrial   sector grows,   ,,   oeases   to 

ne  so  dependent,  on outside  finance.     The   large-scale  movement   of   labour  fro,:, 

agriculture to   industry,   which  often has   been couriered  cssent.al,    is   no 

longer  so critical   as   in  the  past  o„,itur.y,   as   indicated   n,  the  paragraph 

above. 

-1:\     The   importance  of these   in torse«; toral   relationships may  bo   illustrated 

by   considering how strategies   to develop  agriculture  have distinct   ramificati 
ons 



r,,r   th°   ¡"dust rial   cctor  and   viro.  V(îr.., ru      F,°r   Lr,:Han  ..,   ,   ,....,,..,.„„.„„   tl) 

;Un,Ulain   ^'•¡•"iH'w.il    output,   „all,,   for   „„rea.H   ,„;„,„ f,,,.,,,.,,   Ihpil,..   .,„..,, 

•   r-tn,«,   ncM.-Mc,   fungicide,,   tool«,   walor-.nu,^,,,,    ,,,.Mi ,L„n   e, 

3omu   of   i.h,,:n  rli.,v   1K;  r;iado  dornesti-ally   and   .omo   may   ,,   i-n« .„•( .,,.     To   ' h , 

extent,   t.hnt    t, ;,y   acó imported,   Lho   ava i I ah i li t,,y   of l'oro tyn 'hange   for- 
it,«iu:-,t.rLai   .„„¡nmonl.,   raw  storiai»   and   , ntormed i at.e  nrodu-,,   ...   r.'(, •„,.,„,        , f 

'ho   -,,«„   ,,,  !îtLmil|,,(;   w.i(îul,ur.0   LsJ   :lu  Mliitiüü::   th;i!    rnr^n  ^^ 

—ve,   I,-..,,„,   ¡n,uff,-ient,    Lt,,  own   Ln.plon.ent.at Lor, vul !   ,..,.,¡,-0  now  ,ilWl.tl, 

— <-•'-,ug   '"   P'"^-   import,   substitutes,   although   noi    t,,,,,n]v   . ho 

agr-Loul turai    input,   l.homse 1 ve,. 

H-     Ar»  agrr-uHural   strategy   based,   for-   incanno,   on   land   ,.f,nn  or-   the 

settlement   of  now area,   with  «family   farms» may  moan:     (l)   a   -har^e   in 

requirement,   for   farm.ng  equipment   from   larger  maoh.ner,   to  snnpler   tool,- 

C)     a  demand   for equipment   to  olear   land   and   build   road,   and   for component, 

of now  dwelling,   far,,,   buildup  and   irrigation  and  dra.nago   f.nlUr,,; 

(0     an  enlarged  markol    for-  low-priood  consumer manufacture,;     (/|)     a   reduc- 

en   in   rural-urban migration.     Comparably   far-rea^hi,,*  influences   radiate 

from  any   spe-ifi -  , t ra t 0gy   to  promote   industry,   such  a,  ar 

strategy. 
iii   import-sub« t, Ltut i  >r. 

•1-1.     The   to-hui.al   interdependence  between  agriculture  and   industry,   viowe, 

">   term,   of   thou-  rospo-Uve   inputs,   in  obvious.     The manufacturing ,n,t.r 

^es   agricultural   output    in   the making of  flour,   vegetal,!,.  o,h-,   and  su-ar- 

••he  oanrung,   freezing and   drying of  foods  etc.     At   a higher   level,   agri',;;'- 

t,lral   t,r,HJu't^  a'-«  inverted   into  bakery  goods,   pasta,   boor  oto.     Spvor, 

manufacturing  t,ari-he,   al:,,  process  non-food   agnouhura,   products,   su-n    , 

loxtiLe   fibres,   hides  and   skins,   wood   products  and   tohac,,.      [n   Lta   , ¡v ^ 

agriculture   utilize,  manufactured goods  as  key   input,.     The   role,  of  ,,'„•!• I. r.y 

both   iu  expanding   :roP  area  and   in enhancing crop yield,  are  analyse,,   ,,  dota. I , 

and  extensive comments  are made on the establishment   in developing ,:,u, • rue, 

ofke,y   industries  eupporting agriculture,   particularly   fertilizers,   ,..,-,., -i.io« 

and  farm  equipment.     Agriculture's  reliance  on   industrial    inputs   ,,:n^,  a, 

agriculture   becomes  more  modern;     on  the  other  hand,   industrial   nr-,  ,.„,ng of 

agricultural   output   typically   increases   in   importance during  th-  curly   ,<ago, 

of  industrialization,   but   its   relative   role   in   industry  declino,   later  on. 
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41'.      There   is mounting evidence   thai  within   the  unar  future   the  widespread 

fifí >rts  at   national   self-sufficiency   in  cereal   grains will   cons iderah l.y   dampen 

export,  potential   for wheat,   rice,  maize  and   other'  cereals,     countries  desirous 

of expanding the  export   earnings  of  their agricultural   luvlor:;  u-.tiy,   therefore, 

turn   increasingly   to  the  export   market   for'  processed   food.;.      These markets 

presently   are concentrated   in  the high-income  countries,   and   tin;  developing 

countries,   to  compete,   must   match   the   standards  of  quality   arm   Hygiene   set   by 

indust.ri.ea   there.     Moreover,   they  must   compete  with   low  unit    os's  achieved 

through   large,   highly mechanized  production   units. 

4').      ''he   ability   to    ompete   in  world  markets   also   requires   integrated   produc- 

tion   units.      Por  agro-industries,   vertical   integration  brings   trie  production 

<f   the  agricultural  commodities  and   their'  processing and  marketing under  otie 

ciiinagemont.      Horizontal   integration   links  support    industries   and   ly-produot 

utilization   to  the  basic  agro-industrial  complex.      For example,   if   livestock 

Lou,   meat-processing and marketing  form   the   rasi'  -omplex,   the  produc- 

r'eedstuffs  and  the  tanning and  processing of  leather might   be  linked 

These  forms of  integration,   by   providing centralized  management   and 

d   profitability,   may   allow  a  developing country   to   uitrxiu-e  products 

'ernational   markets  years   ahead   of what,   would   re  iio.-.ut !e   if agro- 

develop   in an  unplanned   fashion. 
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Foreword 

This is the fourth in a scries of industrial development surveys, prepared 
in response to Economic and Social Council Resolution 1030 (XXXVII) re- 
questing the Secretary-General to arrange for the preparation of periodic industrial 
development surveys, and in response to General Assembly Resolution 2152 
(XXI) and Resolution 1 (I) adopted by the Industrial Development Board at 
its first session. 

Chapter I reviews the recent progress of manufacturing, particularly in 
developing countries, in terms of output growth and its relation to target growth 
rates, population increases and growth of the non-manufacturing sectors of 
the economy. In general, manufactured output growth in both the developing 
countries and the developed market economies recovered in 1968 and 1969 
from the sharp deceleration in 1967, but the momentum did not continue into 
1970. In the centrally planned economies manufactured output continued to 
grow at high rates during this period. Over the longer run, the pace of industrial 
growth in developing countries has declined gradually over the past three five- 
year periods, although this naturally was not the case for each individual country. 
Estimates arc made in this chapter of the relationship between industrial growth 
and various other economic factors such as growth of exports and agricultural 
output, the rate of school attendance at the secondary school level, and the 
growth of domestic capital formation. Certain aspects of the analysis are extended 
to the major branches of manufacturing. 

Chapter II, which reviews trade in manufactured goods, shows that the 
share of manufactured exports from developing countries in world manufactured 
exports has expanded somewhat during the First United Nations Development 
Decade, while their share of non-manufactured exports has failed to keep pace. 
The developed market economies increased their relative position as a market 
for developing countries' manufactures. Trade among the developing countries 
themselves declined as a share of their total trade. Beyond assessing trade per- 
formance, this chapter comments on the current situation regarding the generalized 
scheme of preferences, the impact of regional integration on intra-regional 
trade, and the role of non-tariff distortions affecting the trade of developing 
countries. r   e 

A slackening of industrial development in the later 1960s had adverse 
implications for employment in developing countries, which is treated in chapter III. 
It appears that the expansion rate of manufacturing employment dropped off 
from an annual rate of 4.3 per cent per annum in the periods 1955-1960 and 



1960—1965 to 2.1 per cent in the years 1965 — 1968. The review of recent progress 
is followed by a discussion of a number of interesting policy questions related 
to manufacturing employment in the Second Development Decade, such as 
those regarding factor prices and factor intensity, income distribution, the 
displacement of artisan workers, and the adoption of explicit employment goals 
in development planning. 

Chapter IV marshals the available information on investment in manu- 
facturing and its contribution to the expansion of output. The rate of growth 
of investment in manufacturing is estimated for a number of countries for which 
no direct observations exist. The levels of fixed capital formation in various 
countries are analysed, with attention focused especially on investments in 
machinery and equipment, and the relationship of these investments to manu- 
facturing output growth is investigated. Finally, the flow of capital to developing 
countries from abroad is examined. 

Chapter V concerns the relations between industry and agriculture in 
economic development. An historical review of the structural transformation 
in the currently industrialized countries is provided as a background for assessing 
recent performance in developing countries. The mutual support between 
industry and agriculture is emphasized. It is pointed out that the importance of 
industrial support to agriculture tends to grow as development proceeds, while 
agriculture-based industries normally decline as a proportion of total manu- 
facturing. It is shown, moreover, that the absence of co-ordination in strategics 
and policies between those who plan for agriculture and those who plan for 
industry may lead to serious conflicts and contradictions. Finally, the growing 
importance of quality control, modern technology and vertical integration is 
emphasized for those industries that process agricultural products for markets 
in die developed countries. 
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Chapter I 

RECENT TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF MANUFACTURING 

WORLD GROWTH OF MANUFACTURING 

Manufacturing output in the developed market economies increased at a 
rate of 7.1 per cent in 1968 and 7.4 per cent in 1969, but declined to a rate of 
2.1 per cent m 1970. The performance of the developing countries as a whole 
followed a similar pattern of growth over the same years. In Asia, the growth 
rate of manufacturing output increased to 6.9 per cent in 1968 and to thr very 
high level of 9.3 per cent in 1969, but dropped to 5.9 per cent in 1970. Preliminary 
data suggest that Latin America followed a different pattern; its manufacturing 
growth rate increased to 6.8 per cent in 1968, fell to 5.1 per cent in 1969 and 
increased to 6.8 per cent in 1970. The annual data for the region of Africa were 
not available at the time this survey was compiled, but the performance of a 
number of African countries suggests that the growth of manufacturing output 
in the region remained at a steady rate of about 4 per cent in 1968, 1969 and 
1u7Vnigenjra1, manufacturil,g outPut « both the developing countries and 
the developed market economies recovered in 1968 and 1969 from a sharp 
dcclmcin the growth rate in 1967, achieving higher growth rates than the average 
tor 1960-1965, but the momentum reached in these last two yean of the First 
Development Decade did not continue into 1970. Over the same period, in the 
centrally planned economics manufacturing output continued to grow at higher 
rates than those for the developed market economies, without noticeable fluctua- 
tions except for 1969. The centrally planned economies registered growth rates 
of 9.3 per cent in 1968, 7.2 per cent in 1969 and 9.2 per cent in 1970. 

It is usual to monitor progress by comparing growth rates with those of 
wme past P«">dor with growth targets. Both approaches are explored in the 
present analysis. The growth of nianufacturing output for the period 1960-1969 
is compared with that of 1955 -1960, and target growth rates for the First Develop- 
ment Decade arc used as bench-marks. In the First Development Decade the 
target for the growth of GDP was set at 5 per cent per annum, but no specific 
target was designated for manufacturing. It is therefore necessary to estimate 
what might have been an appropriate target. Various estimates given for the 
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growth elasticity of manufacturing with respect to GDP fall around 1.4 per cent I 
On the basis ot tins figure for manufacturing growth elasticitv, ,t may be cal- 
culated that the growth ot the manufacturing sector should have increased at an 
annual rate ot 7 per cent it the over-all growth target of 5 per cent were to be 
met. In the discussion that follows the growth of manufacturing output at the 
regional level is compared with this 7 per cent rate. At the country level the 
growth or manufacturing is compared whenever possible with goals set by the 
individual countries. ' 7 

A well-publicized goal of industrialisation is the achievement of stability 
of income in an economy that suffers from fluctuations owing to heavy dee- 
pen dence on the primary sector. It is thought that industrialization accomplishes 
tins goal by diversifying the economy and reducing the dependence on primary 
exports. It is therefore also appropriate to explore here the relationship between 
fluctuations in manufacturing output and fluctuations in GDP if only in i 
preliminary fashion. ; 

Finally, an attempt is made to analyse recent industrial growth. One approach 
to this analysis involves the use of a so-called "growth factor score" in an effort 
to in er some of the key factors influencing economic growth. A second approach 
entails investigating shifts in the relative importance of the various major 
industry groups and relating these shifts to the growth of both per capita 
income and population. r 

GROWTH OF MANUFACTURING OUTPUT BY REGIONS 

A comparison of manufacturing growth rates in table 1 shows that the 
centra ly planned economies led the other economic groupings witl. an average 
annual growth rate of 8.6 per cent in the period 1960-1969. The developing 
countries as a whole recorded an average annual growth of 6.4 per cent, a rate 
shghtly higher than the 6 per cent achieved by the developed market economies 
m this period. Among the developing regions, Asia had the highest growth 
rate at 7 per cent. Latin America and Africa recorded rates of 5.7 per cent and 
3 J per cent respectively. In view of the fact that less than 8 per cent of world 
manufacturing output is currently produced in the developing countries, these 
ountnes will not be able to catch up with the developed market economies ,f 

they maintain only this slight difference in their over-all rate of growth  The 
similarity ,n these growth rates also indicates that the distribution of manu- 
tactunng output between the developing countries and the rest of the world 
has changed little in the last 10 years. The present gap between the growth rate 
of the developing countries and that of the centrally planned economies is likely 
to become even greater, owing to the considerably higher rate of growth in 
manufacturing output in the latter countries. 8 

It should be noted that for the developing countries the average annual 

u-hiSis:& ass ä ¿¿ytjiast sr? (Sa/r Nn-: wv- 
and Tabla (Sales No.: M.XVIÍH). """""/• '5"*-'*W, No. 3 - International Analyses 



CHAPTER 1.     RECENT TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MANUFACTURING 

TABLE 1.    GROWTH OF MANUFACTURING OUTPUT/ BY REGION AND ECONOMIC GROUPING' 
1960-1971 

Average annual rate based on output index numbers 
(Per cent) 

Developing countries 

Total 

1966 7. 57 
1967  4.0 
1968  7.0 
1969  7 2 
1970  6.0 
1971-  !.2 
1955-1960  7 2 
1960—1965  6 8 
1965—1969  5 8 
1960-1969  6 4 

Afri«?     Asia 

2.1 
0.8 
3.9 

9.1 
4.9 
2.0« 
3.9/ 

4.2 
4.8 
6.9 
9.3 
5.9 

10.4 
8.2 
7.7 
6.3 
7.0 

Latin 
America 

5.1 
4.1 
7.8 
5.1 
6.8 

6.2 
5.9 
5.5 
5.7 

Developed 
market 

economies 

7.8 
1.6 
7.1 
7.4 
2.1 
0.3 
4.2 
6.0 
6.0 
6.0 

World, 
excluding 
centrally 
planned 

economies 

6.9 
2.4 
6.3 
7.4 
2.1 
1.1 
4.5 
6.2 
5.7 
6.0 

Centrally 
planned 

economies 

8.5 
10.2 
9.3 
7.2 
9.2 
8.0 

10.7 
8.4 
8.8 
8.6 

World 

and VÄ5VUS2| AcTllTstï^f Nâti°m'  "'""*" Bu""in * S^'^ •< <*»>* * World Industry 

area, Central and Scith America, Africa Ä 
and Japan), and the Asian Middle East 'SlcScd maVkeit eeSLiä • 1Ä SSn^fHi ^ (other *"» *«*• 
the United States), Europe (other than Èas em S^A^trM^^ t,ndud« N?/th, America (Canada and 
••CentrallyJ« ecoÄs" ¿Ä 

include) both market and centrally planned economies. 

countries generally include figures for Africa, it ¿k^WfXt íh!. ÍS ^S '«   *ouJ,h ??aU for <>«ve»opiiig 
by subtracting Asian and Latfn ß^iS^^ ^^^tÜSÍÜSR & **" "" * ^ 

• 1965-1968. 
' 1960-1968. 

growth rate declined over three successive periods, from 7.2 per cent in 1955 - 
1960 to 6.8 per cent in 1960-1965 to 5.8 per cent in 1965-1969. More or less 
the same pattern of growth is evident for each of the three developing regions, 
as shown in table 1. The average annual growth rate in the developed market 
economies on the contrary, increased from 4.2 in 1955-1960 to 6 per cent 
over the decade 1960-1969. Relative to their own past performance and that 
ot the other economic groupings, therefore, the record of the developing countries 
tor the growth of manufacturing output was not encouraging over the Firn 
Development Decade. 

output 
In term« of its relation to the general welfare, the growth of manufacturing 
»ut should be measured as per capita growth. Table 2 «rives the avérai annui per capita growth. Table 2 gives the average annual 
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growth rate of per capita GDP and per capita manufacturing output for the 
period 1960-1968. The average annual growth rate of per capita manufacturing 
output for the period 1960-1968 was 7.4 per cent for the centrally planned 
economies, 5.2 per cent for the developed market economics and 3.6 per cent 
for the developing countries. Among the developing regions, Asia led Latin 
America and Africa. The rapid population growth in many of the developing 
countries is, of course, a primary factor accounting for the considerable difference 
in per capita manufacturing output between the developing countries and the 
other economic groupings. The implication of these différences in growth rates 
is obvious. Increases in per capita welfare arc more difficult to achieve the higher 
the population growth rate. Largely because of the population growth rate 
the distance is also widening between the developing countries and the other 
economic groupings in the growth of per capita GDP. 

The growth target for the First Development Decade, as noted earlier, 
was an average increase of GDP at 5 per cent per annum, which would require 
an average annual growth of about 7 per cent for the manufacturing sector. 
Asia was the only developing region to achieve this target growth rate for 
manufacturing; the rates for Latin America and Africa fell short of it. This fact 
together with the long-run decline in the growth rates of manufacturing output 
in the developing countries discourages hope for a faster growth rate in the near 
future. The target for the average annual growth rate of manufacturing output 
in the Second Development Decade is 8 per cent for the first half of the decade 
and an even higher rate for the second half. 2 It would appear that an enormous 
effort will be necessary to reverse the slowly declining trends in manufacturing 
growth for many of the developing countries to achieve these ambitious targets. 
Since the industrialization of the developing countries depends not only on 
internal factors but also on external factors such as the inflow of foreign capital, 
availability of suitable technology and accessibility to the markets of the developed 
countries, future manufacturing growth in the developing countries depends 
partly on the co-operation of the developed market economics and the centrally 
planned economies. 

Because economic transformation usually entails a steady growth in the 
importance of the industrial sector, it is appropriate to determine the extent of 
the contribution of manufacturing to the growth of GDP. In table 3 the in- 
cremental growth of manufacturing output is measured against the incremental 
growth of GDP by the use of a contribution ratio. This ratio docs not measure 
the multiplier effect of the manufacturing sector nor docs it imply any qualitative 
effect of manufacturing on the whole economy. It is merely an attempt to appor- 
tion the growth of GDP among the major sectors of the economy. The contribu- 
tion ratios indicate the percentages contributed by the various sectors to a given 
increment to GDP. The relative share of manufacturing output in GDP and its 

2 United Nations,  Towards Accelerated Development: Proposals for the Second United 
Nations Development Decade (Sales No.: 70.IF.A.2), p. 10. 
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TABLE 2.    GROWTH RATE OF PER CAPITA GDP AND PIU CAPITA MANU- 
FACTURING OUTPUT,* BY REGION AND ECONOMIC GROUPING,  1%()_1%8 

Average annual change in index number 

Per capita Per capita 
                                                                           (JOP             rntmufivturing 

Developing countries  2.1 3 6 
Afri•  1.7 ]'A 
As,a  1.9 4.3 
Latin America  ] 9 29 

Developed market economies  4.2 52 
Centrally planned economies''  5/, 74 

Source: UNIDO, based on United Nations, Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics 
ani other data supplied by the United Nations Statistical Office *».«,..,.., 

" Manufacturing here is defined by ISIC 2-3, Rev. 1. 
• Gross material product is used in place of gross domestic product. 

growth rate arc the principal determinants of this ratio, along with the rate of 
growth of the non-manufacturing portion of GDP.3 

In the developing countries the manufacturing sector contributed 011 the 
average 22.4 per cent of the increment to GDP per annum over the period 
1960-1968. This is the highest contribution ratio of the various sectors to GDP. 
Although the contribution ratio of the agricultural sector is relatively high— 
18.4 per cent-the contribution ratio of agriculture is smaller than the sector's 
share -33.2 per cent-in GDP in 1963. This wide difference is explained by the 
fact that GDP grew at an annual average rate of 4.7 per cent as compared to 
2.6 per cent for agriculture. Although the difference in the contribution ratios 
between agriculture and manufacturing is presently small, continuing differential 
growth rates will widen the gap. 

The manufacturing sectors in Latin America and Asia registered contribu- 
tion ratios of 28.1 pa: cent and 21.7 per cent respectively in 1960-1968, while 
Africa scored only 9 per cent. The manufacturing sector in the centrally planned 
economies surpassed that of the other economic groupings with a contribution 
ratio of 60 per cent. Because gross material product is used in the calculation 
for the centrally planned economies, the relative magnitude of the manufacturing 
sectors contribution should be given somewhat less weight if comparison is 
made with other economic groupings using gross domestic product as a basis 
for the calculations. Even given this allowance, however, there seems little 
doub- that the manufacturing sector contributes a larger share to the growth 
of n? onal income in the centrally planned economies than it does in any other 
economic grouping. 

t^JJ^u contrib
u
uti?" rati« j» calculated on the assumption that the contribution of a 

SKÍ     ,?r0!íth °f thC uh-le CCOnomy U exactly «l«1 <°that *ct°" urease in output Th.s assumption does not take into account the income^multiplying effect of the manu£¿ 
S SSSZS^?^ °tha

e
KCton throu*h input-output refatiSnships. The ratio inScatcs 

the relative degree of change of a sector in an economy. Since it measures the relative chanaes 
of a sector, there could be a case in which a low growth of manufacturing o«pu¿cffan 

«"ton ag• nag^ní        °' * ^ "" Codd ^ fa a *** rdativC •*E^5£ 
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TABLE 3.   CONTWBUTION OF MAIN ECONOMY SECTORS TO THE GROWTH OF GROSS DOMES• 
PRODUCT, BY REGION AND ECONOMIC GROUPING, 1960—1968" 

(Per cent) 

GDP 

Developing countries 

Sectoral distribution, 
1963      100.0 

Average growth rate, 
1960-1968         4j 

Sectoral contribution 
to GDP growth, 
1960-1968      100.0 

Latin America 

Sectorial distribution, 
1963     loo.o 

Average growth rate, 
1960-1968         4.9 

Sectoral contribution 
to GDP growth, 
1960-1968     100.0 

Asia 

Sectoral distribution, 
1963     100.0 

Average growth rate, 
1960-1968         4.7 

Sectoral contribution 
to GDP growth, 
1960-1968     100.0 

Africa 

Sectoral distribution, 
1963     100.0 

Average growth rate, 
1960-1968         4.2 

Sectoral contribution 
to GDP growth,   " 
1960-1968     loo.o 

Devtlopeà market economies 

Sectoral distribution, 
. 1963      100.0 

Average growth rate, 
1960-1968        53 

Sectoral contribution 
to GDP growth, 
1*0-1968      ,ooi0 

At'i- 
cuHure 

33.2 

2.8 

18.4 

21.1 

3.2 

13.8 

43.6 

2.6 

24.1 

40.4 

2.4 

23.1 

6.7 

2.2 

2.8 

Manu- Con- 
figuring        struclion .    . 

muniamoti] 

17.0 

6.2 

22.4 

28.1 

14.6 

7.0 

21.7 

9.7 

3.9 

9.0 

29.7 

6.3 

35.3 

Transpon      Wholesale 
and com-       and mail 

3.7 

5.8 

4.6 

23.3 3.3 

5.9 5.5 

3.7 

3.9 

6.1 

5.1 

4.7 

5.1 

5.7 

5.7 

4.5 

4.8 

5.5 

5.6 

6.6 

6.4 

4.6 

6.0 

4.9 

6.0 

6.3 

5.2 

5.9 

7.3 

6.9 

5.8 

7.6 

trade 

13.9 

5.1 

15.1 

16.3 

5.0 

16.6 

12.4 

5.5 

14.5 

14.3 

4.0 

13.6 

14.6 

5.6 

15.4 
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TABLE 3 (continued) 

r;OP Aifim Maim- Con- Trompón     UholesaU 
culture facturing        struction        "»atom-      and retati 

mumcattons        trade 

Centrally planned economies 

Sectoral distribution, 

A
1963   •     100.0 19.7 46.3 8 3 90 7 A 

Average growth rate, u 7A 

1960—1968  ¿a TC QO -_ 
Sectoral contribution * ° 60 82 5.4 

to GDP growth, 
1960-1968      loo.o 21 60.0 7.3 0.9 6.2 

by .hc&SAoï Niti0nS' Vea,h00k °fNM A«•» SmMc, and other dau «upplicd 
_(;, ' •C contribwion •'° of a sector is calculated by the following equation : 

i GDP Ä96310°   WhCrC G'" ,hC **** ratC °f KC,0r ' Md *' " •"* rC,atÍVe 'hare of - °"<P« of ««or I 

GROWTH OF MANUFACTURING OUTPUT, BY INDIVIDUAL 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

An examination of the growth of manufacturing output by develop 
region indicates tlut industrialization has progressed rather slowly iŒ 
mg countr.es. Although the growth rate over a specific period does not Iec£ 

m LP01Fnt ? t '"""I" fai,UrC of ^ustriaLtionPtwo disturbo 7£s 
emerge. First the growth rate of manufacturing output in the develop 
countries declined during the First Development Decade, and h decime^ 
charactenZed by a growth rate that was almost identical wTth  hat fottal 

t h^TV" the dT,0ped ^ economics- At the couXTvel 
tables 4,5 and 6 show growth rates of manufacturing output for selected develoo 

•drrcr this ,dc;ade-Thcse mes *• **¿«J"S 
* row*IS  fC regl0rnal data- Twenty-fo- of «k 50 countries achievedLtr 
growth rates of manufacturing output than the average for all developing coW 

TcZZ^f   Tntín¿ BmÍl and India' Wh0sc C0^ed manuSgVuZ 
S in° i%30U^per ¡7of r1 »•*<»** »>** of thc ¿uK 
tC £ '        Smg   , °Ut for cxaminati°n. " " »triking to note th* 
during CF-Tn TterCd ConsiderabIy ^er average annual growth\a£ 
during the First Development Decade than the average for the develop 
countne, (6.4 per cent) namely, Argentina 4.7 per cent, Brazil sTper3 

cottrte! ZtCea\l thCA "• rtimC ,thc *•*<**** »-tors in Le of Ae countries that contributed significantly to the over-all manufacturing output 

STpakir« 7«     (TaiWan¿17:1 P« ccl* »te Republic of Korea 16.4 per 
cent, Pakistan 7.8 per cent, Mexico 8.3 percent, and Peru 7.8 percent Manv 

ilTaX""' fTÍ ** Combinc^ manufacturing; £ u" ¡ST 
mcrea*d their mdividual outputs at faster rates than the averagefor their regS 
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for exampie, in Asia, Ceylon 13.5 per cent, Iran 12.5 per cent, Jordan IOS per 
cent, Malaysia 10.8 per cent and Thailand 11.4 per cent; in Africa, Ethiopia 
9.7 per cent, Ghana 8.2 per cent, the Libyan Arab Republic 10.6 per cent the 
United Republic of Tanzania 11.7 per cent and Zambia 16.5 per cent; and in 
Latin America, Costa Rica 8.1 per cent, El Salvador 8.6 per cent, Honduras 
) per cent, Nicaragua 8.1 per cent and Panama 11.1 per cent. 

In terms of the general welfare, the growth of per capita manufacturing 
output may be considered more important than that of total manufacturing 
output. Table 2 shows the growth of per capita manufacturing output as 3 6 per 
cent per annum for the developing countries, 5.2 per cent for the developed 
market economies and 7.4 per cent for the centrally planned economies over 
the period 1960-1968. Only 15 developing countries out of the 50 listed in 
tables 4, 5 and 6 registered faster growth rates of per capita manufacturing output 
than the average for the developed market economics. Some of the larger pro- 
ducers of manufactured products, such as Argentina, Brazil, India and Mexico, 
evidenced a slow growth of per capita manufacturing output. China (Taiwan) 
and the Republic of Korea were the only major producers of manufactures 
among the developing countries to record an increase in per capita manufacturing 
output at significantly higher rates, 13.6 and 11.3 per cent respectively, than the 
average for the developed market economics (5.2 per cent) and even for the 
centrally planned economies (7.4 per cent). Several other countries, Ceylon, 
Ethiopia, Panama, the United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia increased per 
capua manufacturing output at a substantially faster rate than the average for 
the developed market economies. The growth of per capita manufacturing 
output for the majority of the developing countries, however, was far behind 
that of the developed countries. Measured in terms of the slow growth and 
small value of per capita manufacturing output, industrialization in many develop- 
ing countries fell far short of the aspiration of these countries. 

The last column of tables 4, 5 and 6 gives the contribution ratio of manu- 
facturing output to GDP. As in table 3, this ratio indicates the average percentage 
contribution of manufacturing output to the increment in GDP over the period 
in question In general, African countries recorded lower contribution ratios 
than the other two regions, partly owing to the slow growth of manufacturing 
output and its relatively small share in GDP. There arc exceptions. For example 
manufacturing output increased at an average annual rate of 9.7 per cent in 
Ethiopia, a rate that exceeded the growth rate of GDP by 5 percentage points. 
The contribution ratio, however, was only 13 per cent because the relative 
share of manufacturing output in GDP was only 6.5 per cent. In the Libyan 
Arab Repubhc manufacturing output increased at an average annual rate of 
10.6 per cent, but the contribution ratio was only 2 per cent since GDP grew 
at a rate of 25.8 per cent over the same period, and the relative share of manu- 
facturing output in GDP was only 4.4 per cent in 1963. 

In Asia, all but four cou tries registered a higher contribution ratio for 
manufacturing than the percentage ,hare of this sector in GDP in 1963, as shown 
m table 5. For example, the contention ratio of Burma was 10 per cent and 
its manufacturing output accounted for 9.8 per cent of GDP in 1963 In Ceylon 
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TABLE trïlT'xn rnpP AN° MANUFACTUWNt; °u• *"» CONTRIBUTION or MANU- 
FACTURING TO GDP GROWTH, BY SELECTED AFRICAN COUNTIES, 1960-1968 

( mu.ik «r JJ"? f      Growth of    Gro>i't'> of Contribution 
Growth       Growth of manufactur-       ,"""         ¡"'capita of mam,- 

"GDP •"¡su- -sir ä. Ä Ä3 
 _0**MÊiMmutTm) (percent) ^  („„„„,, amMai Me) 

Xf°f  •* 

i'^*    -0-9        -3.2 12.6       -3.0    ~-sJ =Ü~ 
If"*:       5.2           2.6 18.8           4.3           1.8 16 
*h,°P,a       4.7           2.7 6.5           9.7           7.7 3 
£hana         2.7           0.0 5.2          8.2           5.4 6 
r
Ke"ya

A-ün       5-6           26 95           6.3           3.3 1 Libyan Arab Rep     25.8         21.4 4.4         10.6           6.8 2 
î?alaw'       3.8            1.2 5.3           3.6           1.0 5 
î?°rocco       3-8           LO 12.5           3.6           0.8 12 
^Branu^--       "            U 5'6           5.6            3.1 9 Southern Rhodes.»       3.5           0.3 17.2          3.1        -0 1 15 
Sudan       4.4           1.5 5.1           73           43 9 
Tanzania, United Rep. of        4.1            1.6 3.4         117           on in 
T

r
uni,j  3.7    1.4 13.0    6:0    3;6 2 

^anda      4.4           1.8 7.0          7.2           4.5 12 
l*\.      «I        -2.0 18.1       -1.5        -3.5 -272 
Zamb,a       8-3           5.1 5.8         16.5          13.1 12 

by «heÄdKsÄff ****** Yt*"*** <*N"""*»' A«*• *«»"' »nd other d«. applied 

TABLE 5.   GROWTH OF GDP AND MANUFACTUIUNG OUTPUT AND CONTRIBUTION OF MANU- 
 f ACTVWNC TO GDP GROWTH, BY SELECTED ASIAN COUNTRIES, 1960-1969 

r     .1       Growth of      slw* °f Growth of G'ou>^,of Contribution 
C/^L       itT^miu     »Kmnfattur-       manu- P« «W*       of mm», 
of GDP     '""g""   iúiZcDP, factoring        "?>!•        f«*•l 

Í963 factoring       to GDP, 

— («*«* annual,ale)        (ptrctnt)        (overate annual rate)      ^tm) 

^T""  36 M 9-8 3.8 To û~~ 
^r,on •:••:  4.3 1.8 8.6 13.5 10.7 27 
Chma(Ta.wan)  10.O 6.7 20.1 17.1 13.6 34 
i*?•   6.5 5.4 11.1 5.2 4.2 9 
ndtt    ;;  3.1 0.6 15.3 4.9 2.1 24 
ndone"a    2.7 0.3 10.8 1.0 -14 4 
I*".-  J0 4-9 21.3 12.5 9.3 33 

JraV¿  6-3 3.3 7.6 4.4 15 5 
Khmer Rep  4.3 2.0 8.8 5 7 33 12 

ST**-*  »S 5.5 13.6 16 4 1U * 
ÍS¡Í  5.9 2.8 9.1 10.8 7.6 ?7 
E?*'.**1  5.5 3.3 10.9 7.8 5.6 16 
?  "TVo'  •••  M ,6 19-8 4.5 11 ¿ 
Thailan<r      7.6 4.4 11.4 11.4 8.1 17 

1 i^^^^viS^b?ruL^J^^L1*?^ Smp*ltfA,k •***F« Eau, 1970 (Stia No: 71.U.P »• u^M Nttiom. Y~*o* of Nmwnal Mourn SmUtia; mi other d*. «upplkd by the UniKX» S«&& 
« 1960-196«. 
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TABLE 6.   GROWTH OF GDP AND MANUFACTURING OUTPUT AND CONTRIBUTION Oí MANU- 

FACTURING TO GDP GROWTH, BY SELECTED LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES, 1960—1970 

^       ,        Growth of       sl'«'tof r.towthof     < •>'"<''''."/ <:omrihulhn 

ofGOP       i*T.yKJM    inginCDP, i.utmm^         ,."""».'- f'>"»'<»X y',J'               ivfij                                 Lu turimi to CIV, 
f>60   1970 

         (•"•<•'•'«<• <itiii"«l rate) (¡vrretit)         f.wer.w .mutui r.itr) (Ver tent) 

Argentina       3.6           2.0      ~  31.1           4.7            id 45 
Bolivia       5.4            3.0           14.9           7 2            4 9 in 
Br«il       5.8            2.9           22.9           5.7            2 8 ->3 
Ch|,e       4.3            1.8           26.0           5.8            3 2 35 
Colombia       5.1            1.6           19.3           6 2            '> 7 24 
Costa Rica       7.I           3.1           16.3           8.1            4 0 2? 
Dominican Rep       3.7           0.4           16.9          3 5           0 2 16 
l•*°*       5()            1.5           15.9           6.5            3.0 21 
El Salvador       5.5            2.2           14.6           8.6            5 2 23 
Gua«?»»l»       5.2            2.2           13.1           7.6            4.6 19 
Honduras       5.2            1.7            12.7           90            54 22 
^exico         6.9           3.3           27.3           8.3            4.6 33 
Nicaragua       6.1            3.0           13.4           3.1            5.0 18 
Panama       8-1            4.8           15.3 11.1            7 7 20 
P»»guay       4.6            1.2           15.5           4.7            13 16 
fT

cm       5.5            2.3            16.5           7.8            4.6 23 
^«^y       11        -0-2           21.3           1.7           0.4 33 
Venezucla       4.6           1.2           12.2          6.6           3.1 i8 

China (Taiwan), Iran and the Republic of Korea, the contribution ratios for 
manufacturing exceeded 25 per cent, mainly owing to high growth rates in this 
sector India recorded a high contribution ratio of 24 per cent in spite of a low 
manufacturing growth rate of 4.9 per cent. Thus, it is evident that in Asia the 
manufacturing sector is generally performing better in terms of generating 
growth of income than the other sectors, with the exception of a few countries. 

Most of the Latin American countries listed in table 6 achieved contribution 
ratios greater than 20 per cent. In fact, in all except one country, the Dominican 
Republic, the contribution ratio was higher than the relative share of manu- 
facturing in GDP. While the growth rate of the Latin American manufacturing 
sector was not impressive, the poor performance of other sectors of the economy 
enhanced the relative importance of manufacturing in generating income growth 
Manufacturing in Argentina and Brazil was singled out earlier for its poor 
performance, but m both countries the manufacturing sector was nonetheless 
ahead of other sectors.4 

for *•S, »L K2
PP

" jaiTthe contnbut»on ratio is not an unequivocal measure. If, 
IhlTfl ' the M'íICan and U^g^y*» pcrformancei are compared (table 6) it is seen 
£ï ^ " * c<?ntTT

butlon rati° of 33, wherea, manufacturing oufput grew at only JVÏÏ 
ñfinü" Uru*»yj

and at «P» «« * Mexico, áealthy growth oagriculture' 
GDPTKÄrfS d m Vap* grOWth me for the "on-manufacturing pS of 

s^ss^^ssssir^ *cton thm has a deprc,,in8 tendLy °"the 
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REALIZED VERSUS TARGET GROWTH RATES 

11 

Another way to measure industrial growth is to compare the growth of 
anufactunng output with the planned or target grow/for that ïctTr for 

die vanous devclopmg countries. Table 7 shows th? planned growth rate    o 
GDP and for manufacturing output for a number of developing coun ries 
Because the penods covered for planned growth are not idenTcfl X 
peno* shown m tables 4,5 and 6, the comparison gives only a SiïïcatS 
of performance. Among the countries Hsted in table 7, China (Taiwan) and he 
Republic: of Korea were the only ones to exceed their planned ratTs of growth 

fo eX GDP ng°UtPlf and GPD- The reSt WCre Unable t0 rC3ch Pl-ed8^ 
* GD[ °r «anufactunng output, with the exception of Argentina, Ceylon 

and Jordan where growth rates fell short of the target for GDP but exceeded 
the planned rates for growth of manufacturing output. 

for GDÎCan77dardS °f *? ^ ^^P•* Decade <5 Pcr ccnt "te of growth 
S •À 7 r C• for manufa«uring output) are applied, somewhat more 

lrs0„^^^^ 
Another criterion for evaluating the performance of the manufacture 

sector « ,t, conmbution to «he stabihty of economic growth. ItT»rr2 
argued that .„dustnalization tends ,o reduce the degree of econom   flTtlon 

Iwh ra;rGDp0lmnby/liVCrStn8 *e eCOn0mic b'*- T1" •£* growth rate of GDP and that of manufacturing output are shown in table 8 
for selected devclopmg countries for which data are available. In"he emuta! 
d,scuSS,on reference is made to fluctuations i» the growth rate and no. toTe^k 
of output because the value either of GDP or of manufacturing output _d 

rwr;p:lprP^
crea5e in ^ ^for ~*"***— 

rates foí •1°/ ^""^ '" °f Ç"^" ""*"**• Wh• io »»»"I 8">wth rates for manufacturing output and GDP are compared, the fluctuation of the 

ou»« m GDP°     STT tim *" °f GDP-^ •**« *« of maSclt 
rPratt of «rorh of *" 7 m 1%3' *"" Which " "'e1" "* —»«> *« tne rate or growth of manufacturing output would have a significant effect 
on the growth rate of GDP. The da« in table 8, however, show th« tfcfluctua 
«on, of the manufacturing sector did no, significa«./ influe»« I j££ 

A« S   V ¿"^°"- ^ °bvious «P'»-«ion for dm phenomenon 
h», the other scoors „f the economy acted a, subilizers. More £ kL tTsamc 

however ,he nuctuadon, of annual growth rate, for manufacturira/wc^lcs, 
than for Argemma or Brazil, with only two disto,« deviations. AteltZtiom 

AAA* SP^C ife -^ ^fi-Ä- 
Mexico me ^^^1X^^X7: Sy^ 
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T.« 7.   ,.1MNBD AN„ CROWTH OT GDp ANO ^ ~ 

I OR SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Average annual rate 
  f AT m»f) 

PUmntd growth A *  ,' T— 
  Actual growth 

  «wpw GDP     /*«""«* 
4/rifrt f^Pw__ 

Tanzania, United Rep. of   1960-1970     6.7        14 9       19Än   1()tít     ,, 
Tunisia    1957-1971      *í «*„       1960-1968     4.1 n.7 
Uganda  S-W       fiî        iîî        ï°~1968     3J «•<> 

.4,.<i WI      63        101        1960-1968     4.4 7.2 

ChinMTaiwan)':::;:''  JSUÏÏ 7? Il] 1960-1969 4.3 13.5 
India                     1«S   i2S =1 1M 1960-1%9 10.0 171 
Iraq     £" S H ^ 196°-1*» 3.1 49 
Jordan     .W;;.-"    Sl*J »A »J 1960-1968 6.3 4.4 
K01ca.Rcp.of....    ;"  ÎSZJ2? J« • I960-1968 5.8 10.5 
Pakistan ...         1S-ÎS0 « ! n ? a*0"1969 85 IM Phíl¡PP- :}SLS *J J g-Jg 5.5 ,8 

Ltf/i» iiwertai U 1960~I969 5.1 4.5 

A'""::::::::::::.- \%z• 8\°   «  1«-,«, „   4.7 
Chile-  {S?   ÎÏÏ    !'î "      1«0-IW0    5.4        7 2 
Ecuador....         S~S     »Í "       '*<>-<»><>     « 5.8 

Paraguay  iSiS!     ZÍ        iM       ttfO-im     5.2 9.0 

  "*4-'»g    7.1        10.8      1980-1970    <6        66 

6Zf„g^rLìd
t
iafor

n^fr *£*" —*-with -*- —- 
in manufacturing oZ   L^vtl^ t°T** eXperÌCTCCd ' *** 
were greater for GDP 4» A«û^ Vear-te-year fluctuation, 
In both countries the flncma«• »?.££"   g- 0u,|,U,• ","" ftom oble »• 
«on. Thus, die manufacturing .! ? VTbles moved in «•» «« *'«- 
•HegrowrH rf ÄKKÄ "^ ' ""*"« - * 

with large LmE££>?ZEÏÏ£*am? °U fcW dcVeloPi»f! «"*• 
for a large "um wlv^j^"^^ *« *« g'owd, rate, 

pmpomonatelys„ullh,veiSdZ^lTÍ     ma,o6c,u•l5 *<*>» «e 
cent. It i, therefore not nluíJfd,Mter *"• *c »»«age annual rate of 6.4 per 

counrte.regSrarof^Ä'0 ""V"1 ^ ""J"** «*<•«*& 
average for fheir rl^ve ^      m*n»&ctu•8 °«P»< *« ««ede/th? 

of ÄSftil t Äc D
of Kr ^ ?*" *•*> - »   utput in the First Development Decade. Although they 
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fr,•>,;. „»* iî „, _ zr,,':,ttes ;rí, -t; 

but thcv tZ/T^uf0 Ín tablc 8 arC Smallcr «»nufacturing producers 
exce^oV7Fl     • ""f ^ gr°Wth in that *** th• » GDP .V*the 

SliÄiäs?y Pcru'in thre\of thrcountri« ^ w 
the directionof rh.fl  V 7" P?" *"" that of "»«^turing output; 

THE GROWTH FACTOR SCORE OF MANUFACTURING 

to Jl!hiS ,SCCtio" an a««npt is made to pinpoint some of the factors that seem 

be areued L" 7 rCSPond
L
d,ffcrc,ntly *> g'ven economic condition,. It might 

cach manufacturing activity rather A. on the ba.¡, «£££££££? 

pcnodJ960-I968 „ related here, by the u* of a grow* factor Kore,' to: 

Second, the high« «Ed thTto^»¡Kií^"'ä,' bytf «•l*«»> coefficient, 
.»dependent, „ given «ore, „ftÄteÄ «3 SÄÄ*^«* 

cuUtcd by g- x 100 where Ii, ,he ¡„dividu.1 „lu,, Hthe MgheB vlte „,, L ^ ^ 

Sdì!;"'ÄuleiSÄ^,ÄÜ3ÄB|,,c!is "'"• °f "* «"**• 
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(I) the growth rate of GDP, (2) the growth rate of per capita GDP, (3) the level 
of per capita GDP in 1963. (4) the growth rate of agricultural output (1960-1%8), 
(5) the growth rate of total exports (1960-1968), (6) as a substitute for skilled 
labour, the percentage of the enrolment of the secondary schools in the relevant 
age group in 1965, and (7) the growth rate of gross domestic capital formation 
(1960-1968). The growth rate of GDP is taken as an indicator of changes in the 
economic base of a country. The level o(per capita GDP in 1963 and the growth 
rate of per capita GDP are assumed to represent respectively the level and changes 
in the level of income. The growth rate of agricultural output is also chosen as 
an explanatory variable because the leading manufacturing activities in many 
of the developing countries consist of the processing of agricultural products. 

It is argued increasingly in some circles that the export of manufactures 
is vitally important to the economic development process. Export statistics may 
be separated into manufactures and non-manufactures, but the exports of manu- 
factured products falling into the SITC groups 5-8 have not reached a significant 
level in developing countries. It therefore seemed advisable to use data for total 
exports for the present purposes. The availability of skilled labour is also thought 
to be one of the key determinants of industrialization. Since specific information 
regarding skills is not usually available for developing countries, the proportion 
of the relevant age group enrolled at the secondary school level is substituted for 
skilled labour. Finally, domestic capital formation of the manufacturing sector 
should have been used in this exercise, but again the scarcity of information 
would have severely limited the number of countries that could be considered. 
Gross domestic capital formation is therefore used as a proxy. The level of 
investment in an economy affects manufacturing output from the viewpoint 
of demand as well as supply, and the selection of this variable in lieu of gross 
domestic capital formation in manufacturing partly reflects the demand for the 
manufacturing products and partly the increase in production capacity. 

A significant degree of association is evident between the growth of manu- 
facturing output and the combined growth factor scores. When the combined 
growth factor scores in table 9 are correlated with the scores for growth of 
manufacturing output, a correlation coefficient of 0.80 is obtained. It is interesting 
to note that in the case of individual correlations between the growth of manu- 
facturing output and individual variables 1 through 7, each coefficient obtained 
is less than 0.80. Table 10 contains the various observations used in this exercise 
with the exception of the growth rates of GDP and per capita GDP, which arc 
given in tables 4, 5 and 6. Calculated on the basis of these observations, a cor- 
relation coefficient of 0.68 is obtained between the growth of manufacturing 
output and the growth rate of GDP; and the highest correlation coefficient, 
0.78, is found between the growth of manufacturing output and the growth 
rate of per capita GDP. 

Another interesting finding is that the level of per capita GDP docs not 
seem to have a significant relation to the growth of manufacturing output 
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TABLE 9.   GROWTH SCORE OF MANUFACTURING OUTPUT, BY SELECTED 

1960-1968 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 

Score for 
growth of 

mmufactur- 
  ing output 

Africa 
Ghana    45 
Morocco  ]6 
Southern Rhodesia 13 
Tunisia  31 

Asia 
Ceylon  
China (Taiwan) 
Indonesia  
Iraq  
Jordan  
Korea, Rep. of. 
Philippines  

84 
100 

f; 
21 
60 
93 
23 

Comkined 
growth 
factor 
score 

62 
98 
74 
92 

133 
268 
64 
148 
185 
265 
129 

Latin America 
Argentina  
Bolivia  
Chile  
Colombia  
Costa Rica  
Dominican Rep.. 
El Salvador  
Guatemala  
Honduras  
Jamaica   
Nicaragua  
Panama  
Peru  
Uruguay   
Venezuela  

Score for 
growth of 

manufactur- 
ing output 

20 
40 
36 
28 
44 

6 
60 
44 
55 
33 
33 
65 
46 

1 
38 

Combined 
growth 
factor 
score 

96 
147 
166 
103 
133 
59 

132 
118 
131 
156 
152 
210 
140 
57 

121 
Note: For the computation procedure ice footnote S, page 13. 

the correlation coefficient is -0.23).» Because of this extremely low correlation 

bi„cdVC'    ,n "'"' GDP i• diminatcd from the ^putatL and tne ell 
Ued growth factor score shown in table 9, therefore includes only «x variabTs 
The growth rate of agricultural output ha, a low corrclativity with the «owth 

Ä£^,rs(a corrition cocfficr °f °-32>«and the ¿sz coefficients w.th the other variables are 0.70 for the growth rate of cxDorts 

age group and 0.38 for the growth rate of gros, domestic capital formation. 

The principal finding appear, to be that while the correlation with each 
mdividual variable is comparatively low, the combined growth facTorscore 

Äwth o°f       taWe> UkCn t0gCthCr reVeaI> * ***&« «-^S the growth of manufacturing output. In other words, if change, in one of the 
variable, have relanvely little impact on the growth of the rmnufacLL »fctor 
policy meagre, de«g„ed to affect one variable, for example, education  a^ 
cultural production or export,, may do little to «timulat/the groJTofX 
manuf^unng «ctor On the other hand, the high correlation obtXJI *S 

ftneowry affect a w,de range of economic element, may be required to achieve 
the rapid growth of the manufacturing «cctor. 

«he «¿So^ÄSÄ^^ - whkh 
ÍSSÜL *• -Ä^^^ 
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TABLE 10.    PER CAPITA GDP, GROWTH OF AGRICULTURE, EXPORTS AND GROSS DOMESTIC 
CAPITAL  FORMATION  AND  PERCENTAGE  OF  SECONDARY  SCHOOL  ENROLMENT IN  RELEVANT  AGE 

GROUP, BY SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Growth of Growth of 
Uvei of             agricultural Crou"h

t "f Si'"'"' *""' ^"f "'' 
n»,r*Jt.                outmu exports, enrolment m capital 

l^r>pP¡9,i          1960-m* Í9HO-I96H relevant age formation, 

1          '            ammirate) «""»"Irate) (,*t cent) (auerage 
  annual rate) 

Africa 
Ghana          207                2.2 0.6 27 —4.7 
Morocco          168                 4.3 3.1 15 10.8 
Southern Rhodesia        207                 4.7 3.7 3 2.4 
Tunisia         200              —3.0 6.4 25 12.1 

Asia 
Ceylon          138                  1.9 1.4 78 7.5 
China (Taiwan) ..         163                 5.5 21.0 58 15.7 
Indonesia           79                 2.3 —2.5 17 6.6 
Iraq         245                 5.6 6.0 29 2.7 
Jordan         184                7.4 17.5 49 10.4 
Korea, Rep. of...        135                4.4 39.0 43 24.0 
Philippines         235                 4.8 5.4 31 10.6 

Latin America 
Argentina         522                2.3 3.0 40 1.7 
Bolivia         110                 1.7 14.7 23 10.6 
Chile         301                 1.8 8.5 41 33.5 
Colombia         257                3.0 2.4 23 4.2 
Costa Rica         339                2.0 9.0 37 10.0 
Dominican Rep...        263                 0.0 —1.2 24 10.8 
El Salvador         230                2.9 7.7 19 1^9 
Guatemala         283                 3.9 8.3 8 7.7 
Honduras         198                2.5 12.0 11 9.9 
Jamaica          422                2.5 5.1 22 12.5 
Nicaragua         279                3.9 13.8 17 10.6 
Panama         445                 6.1 16.4 46 12.9 
Peru         222                 2.0 9.5 28 13.6 
Uruguay         562                 0.3 4.2 57 —4.1 
Venezuela          745 6J 2^0 34 6.6 

. s<•fí«- UNIDO, bawd on United Nationt, Ytmbook of Notional Accounts Statistics; United Nation», 
íí?^. "f*00*-. ECAPE, kconomic Survey for ASM and the lot Hast; and United Nation», World lUonomk Survey, 
?»Í9 (Mates No.: 71.II.C.I), 

DEVELOPMENT OF MAJOR MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY GROUPS 

In the ensuing section, attention is given to the changes that have taken 
place within the manufacturing sector. Not only is this sector probably the least 
homogeneous of the various sectors in an economy, but its structure is also subject 
to rapid changes. When the national income increases or a new technology is 
introduced, or when the economic base of a country is transformed, the structure 
of the manufacturing sector is also modified. Structural changes within the sector 
are clearly observable in the historical process of industrialization in the developed 
countries.7 While the period discussed in this survey may be too short to permit 

7 The historical transformation is discussed in some detail in chapter V. 
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?"JrSti8:"i0n f ,distinci """"»' cha"8cs in ma"y ^eloping countries 
.rends arc nevertheless efficiently apparent for enough countries to allow à 
comparison of structural differences among economrc groupings aS LZll 
regions. It » also possible to identify the manufacturing groups having îhe S 
growth potential and to explain the pattern of manufacturing growth !yth 
use of growth and size (population) elasticities. Y 

The growth rates of the major industry group, and their relative contribu- 
ion o manufacunng output are shown for the period 1960-.970 ,„ ,ab      1 

"ir ben0'"0 IT,d"rrnCeS arC "0,ed Ìn <iK StrUC"'rc °f ""* -nu actunng ^etor between the dcvelopmg countries on the one hand and the develop 
market economics and centrally planned economies on the other. The LéZÍ 
economies exhibit: a relatively larger food, beverages and tobacco InKy 

SC 37 Tu 1       C ¡,ndU5,7 ('SIC,32)' \ "UMy !•"" •»* -«1» ¡"dû   y (IMC 37), and a much smaller metal products industry (ISIC 38) 

fee.a„L,,rPk'' Ín
JV969;c'

hC f00d' *""* and ,oba«° ""lustry group 
(see table 11) accounted for 25 per cent of manufacturing output inthcdcvelonin* 
coumr.es for 10 per cent in the developed marke, economies and fo 47? 
cent ,„ the central y planned economies. Very substantial difference" are Z 

Zrlr f mCU'f
Pr0dUC,S ÍnduS,ry WTb group accoun cd fcTorl 

18 per cent of manufacturing output in the developing countries in 1969 whereas 
m share was 39 pe, cent in the developed market economies and 44 « «n 
n the centraUy planned economies. Among the developing regions Asüscem 

to have a different manufacturing structure with a lower native sharfo" the 

Pr^±VTrh8Cf        '°br° ",dUS,riC, Md " hi*U« •**" *« «- -et product,. The former industry group accounted for only 15 per cent of total 
manufacunng output in Aria in 1969 as compared with 25 I Z in La,„ 
America ,n the same year, and 26 per cent in Africa in 1963

P Me al IdÛc," 
was the largest manufacturing group in Asia, accounting for 30 per cent of tota 
manufacturing output, or almost 10 percentage point, higheren "he skTe 
for that mdustry group in either of the other developing regions. 

werZt fa!T grOWÌng m*nufictu•g ¡"JuKries over the period 1960-1969 
were chemicals, non-metallic mineral products, baric metals a"d metal products 
rrespectivc of economic grouping, a. «en in table 12. Metal products registered 

in the developing countnes, followed by chemical, and basic metals each with 

ZASFAT
1
 T "'J9 »" Cmt- ChcmicaU in«•d « the t.« ra,T n both the developed mark« economic, and the centrally planned económks 

Th, „„ doubt reflected tbe rapid growth of petrochemical produ• 72 
Fir« Development Decade in the developed countries. Chemicals we,c thfonlv 
major mduary group in me developed maVkc, economic, who« gtwrhsurpasS 
the grow* of me „me group in the developing countries. TheVJ rafcfor 
mctdproduct, wa, second to chemical, in the developed marke, and the cérfy 

dig» '«^TS^iÄ to"ÎASâT' ,0 ülMli" fl*"» » 3 °< * no di«-.« i, ,¿L ¿ thc ^SÍArfS gToiTÄiS"- **"*»* 
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planned economics, although there was a sizable difference in their average 
annual growth rates. Even from the limited amount of data it is clear that 
metal products, basic metals, chemicals and non-metallic mineral products 
have been and will continue to be the manufacturing industry groups with the 
greatest growth potential in the developing countries, not to speak of the 
developed market and the centrally planned economies. However, the product 
mix in these industry groups differs considerably between the developed countries 
and the developing countries. For example, machinery and transport equipment 
and electrical appliances arc the main metal products in the developed countries, 
whereas these products are not produced on a large scale in the developing 
countries. 

The food processing, textiles and wearing apparel industry groups (ISIC 31, 
321, 322-324) registered slow growth in the developed market economies in 
1960 — 1969. The demand for processed foods does not increase proportionally 
to increases in income, which largely explains the slow growth in the food in- 
dustry. The export of cotton and synthetic fibre textiles and ready-made clothing 
from developing countries increased over the decade.  Low productivity and 
profitability appear to be restricting the further development of these manu- 
facturing branches in the developed countries, thus influencing a shift of these 
industries to a number of developing countries, notably China (Taiwan), Hong 
Kong and the Republic of Korea. However, this pattern of development does not 
seem to have been paralleled in other manufacturing branches assumed to be 
relatively labour intensive. In many developed countries the shortage of labour 
leads to the adoption of more capital-intensive production  methods, so that 
traditional products continue to be produced along with new manufactured 
goods which are continually introduced into the market.  For example, wood 
furniture, which is normally a relatively labour-intensive product, is successfully 
produced and exported by the labour-scarce Scandinavian countries. It may be 
misleading therefore to assume that the developed countries will cease to produce 
commodities that are generally considered to be labour intensive. For many 
such items, there may be a tendency to develop capital-intensive methods of 
production. 

When the developed market economics are taken as a whole the structural 
changes within the manufacturing sector have been mainly owing to the introduc- 
tion of new manufactured products such as computers, and shifts in demand 
for existing products such as automobiles, appliances etc. The change is apparently 
not the result of shifts in the international division of labour, wherein the develop- 
ing countries might have certain comparative advantages based on resource 
endowments and relative factor prices, especially abundant low-wage labour. 
The structural changes in the manufacturing sector of the developing countries 
have resulted mainly from the process of import substitution and developments 
in the area of natural resources. There does not seem to be a pattern whereby 
the developed countries shift manufacturing production from light industries 
to heavy industries and the developing countries take over a significant share 
of the production of light industries. Structural changes in the developed countries 
do not seem to affect the manufacturing sector of the developing countries, and 
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a more or less full range of manufactured products continue to be produced 
and traded among the developed countries. As the data indicate, the growth 
rates of manufacturing production have increased in all groups in the developed 
countries. This phenomenon may presage some difficulty for the developing 
countries in finding export markets for their manufactured goods in the developed 
market economics. r 

GROWTH OF MAJOR MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY GROUPS, BY 

INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 

Table 13 gives growth rates for major industry groups in the ISIC threc- 
digit categories for 19 developing countries for which output data were available 
Some of these countries achieved extremely high growth for both GDP and 
manufacturing output, while some experienced a slow growth and rather large 
rn.ctuat.ons ,n the growth of GDP and manufacturing. Some arc large countries 
with a growing domestic market, but the list also includes small countries with 
ew resources The level of per capita GDP varies widely among these 19 countries 

In spite of these differences, however, a general trend is clearly observable- 
that is, growth of the transport equipment, the electrical machinery and the 
chemicals industry groups exceeded substantially the average for total manu- 
racturmg output. In some countries a significant structural change was brought 
about by this growth. 6 

Among countries achieving high growth rates for manufacturing in general 
the transport equipment industry group (ISIC 384) increased at an average 
annual rate of 21 per cent in China (Taiwan). 44 per cent in Iran, 35 per cent 
m the Republic of Korea, 23 per cent in Ecuador and 14 per cent in Mexico 
during the period 1960-1969. Owing to the rapid growth of this industry, its 
relative share in total manufacturing output increased from 1 to 2.6 per cent 
«n China (Taiwan), from 1.8 to 10.9 per cent in Iran, from 1.4 to 4.5 per cent 
m the Republic of Korea, and from 3.1 to 4.5 per cent in Mexico. 

The output of the electrical machinery industry group (ISIC 383) increased 
amilarly at a high average annual rate of 46.7 per cent in China (Taiwan), 23 per 

SSL!11 ESx /" Cem i" ^ RcpublÌC °f Korca and 21 P« ccnt in Hondiiai 
(1960-1966). M a result, the relative share of this group in manufacturing 
output increased from 1.4 to 10.1 per cent in China (Taiwan), from 0.7 to 1.4 per 
cent ,n Iran and from 0.9 to 2.2 per cent in the Republic of Korea. In Honduras, 
m spue of the high average annual growth rate of 21 per cent, the relative share 
of this industry in manufacturing output changed from 0.3 per cent in 1960 
to only 0.4 per cent in 1966. 

Chemical products, petroleum and petroleum products arc other major 
industry groups recording relatively high growth rates. For example, the output 
of chemicals (ISIC 351-352) increased at an average annual rate of 25 per cent 
m the Republic of Korea, 17 per cent in Ecuador and 12 per cent in Mexico. 
The output of petroleum products (ISIC 354) in China (Taiwan) increased at 
an average annual rate of 38 per cent in 1960-1969, with this industry's share 
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TABLE 13. GROWTH RATE AND DISTPIBUTION OF MAJOR INDUSTRY CROUPS IN THE 

(Per 

FM .- » 
LM*W 

me 
hunW mMrr md "tir" *£"• 

rtftt          fTMttffjf 
méptprr      ana 

Awwrer ptedM. plont *°*">   3 *"**" eMiliMiitf 

ISIC 111-312      313 314 321 322 323 324 331 332 341 342 

AM» 

Avenge HUIIUI IM of growth (1960—1*9) 7.« 95 7.9 3* 97 12.0 19.« 27 23.7 9.6 
Output dittribution                  (1969) 
Output duOibuuon                    (1969) 

».0 2.4 7.2 3M 12 0.6 01 S3 1.7 1.4 
16.4 12 3.9 224 1.1 10 0.3 2.9 49 13 

Sou&.nt Rhodene 
Avenge innuil me of growth (1960—1969) 4.6 1.0  10.4 3.2  •  «.7  3.1  
Output dittribution                    (I960) 13.7 14.3  13 6.9  •  4.1 — 9.6  
Output diaributian                    (1969) 

Aáé 

Ceylon 
Average mnuil rite of growth (I960—1966) 

12 6 

~~ 
9.S  112 6.5  • 4.3  7.7  

1.7  1.1 6.2 10.7 10.3 -19 at 14 3 1.9 
Output dútrtbution                    (I960) 23.2  12.« 9.9 4.2 0.3 1.4 96 1.0 25 
Output diltributioh                    (1966)   1»9  10.2 10.3 3.7 04 0.9 114 1» 2.2 

Chini (Tiiwm) 
Average mnuil rite of growth (1960—1969) 7.2 101 3.3 110 24« • 2 14.1 »4 137 100 
Output dittribution                  v^U 
Output dittribution                  (1969) 

37.7 0.3 6.0 13.6 2.2 0.3 49 05 2.« 3.4 
17.9 03 22 14.3 3.6 0.1 3.2 1.0 13 2.0 

Avenge mnuil rite of growth (1962—1969) 92 SO 2« 13.6 10.2 74 19 IM 90 
Output Attribution                  (1962) 
Output dittribution                  (1969) 

16.9 22.2 3.« 1.7 •!j 1.0 2.6 6.3 40 
16.1 16.3 2.2 0.9 0.9 2.4 6.0 3.9 

tutu 
Avenge mnuil rM of growth (1960—1969) 34 S.«  11 «7 -1.2 11.0  • 1 
Output dittribution                  (I960) 10.7 S2  26.3 64 OS 4.»  1.4 
Output dnributka                  (1969) «.7   S.0  17.3 6.9 0.3   7.4  1.7 

Avenge nnud rue of growth (1962—1969) 56 7.« S.0 19.Ï 12.0 11.2 
Output dittribution                    (1962) 16.9 1.0 23.3 17 13 
Output dittribution                  (1969) 11.7 0J IS.S 1.1 l.S 

Kora. Kip. of 
Avenge mnuil rite of growth (1960—1969) 12.4 113 113 19.2 12.1 3.3 19.1  16.« 12.3 
Output diminution                    (I960) 
Output dittribution                    (1969) 

Phillppinei 
Avenge mnuil rite of growth (1960—1969) 

220 13 4.6 2S.7 4.4 1.3 5.0  2.7 SI 
13.6 4.7 26 26.1 2.« 0.4   3.2  13 3.1 

3.2 94 S3 20 -1» -1.3 0.2 6.S 1.9 30 -3.3 
Output dittribution                  (I960) 
Output dittribution                  (1969) 

30.1 6.3 41 7.2 3.1 04 1.0 4.« 07 2.0 3.7 
27.9 S.S 4.5 5.1 t.S 0.2 06 4.9 0.5 1.S 20 

¿UHM AlMTttê 

•mil 
Avenge mnuil rue of growth (1960—196«) 31 S3 5.1 0.« 4.2 25 (6 
Output dittribution                 (I960) 17.4 30 1.4 122 10 2.6 
Output dhwibution                   (19M) 14.1 1« 1.) «3 i.'t 0.1 32 

Chile 
Avenge mnuil rite of growth (1960-1969) 36 33 4.4 4.« 3.5 1.1 -0.7 SS 1.4 «.7 22 Output dittribution                    (I960) 17.7 4.S 0J 11.9 24 12 2.1 2.) 0.7 3.a 4.2 
Output dittribution                 (1969) 16.1 4.0 0.1 12.0 2.2 0.« 1.1 IS OS 4.S 33 

Colombil 
Avenge mnuil rete of growth (1960—1969) • 3 12 4.7 4.1 • 2 61 0.«  12.7 • 5 
Output dittribution                  (I960) 14.3 14.7 4.3 14.6 4.» 1.1 2.7  2.3 
Output dittribution                  (1969) 1K.J 12.6 4.2 124 5« 1.2   1.7  31 23 

Dominicm Hep. 
Avenge mnuil rate of growth (1960—1961) -4.1 12.0 9.6 46 -4.S 10 -4.4 11 11.« IS.« 7.Í Output dittribution                  (I960) •9.6 2.0 0.9 3.« 16 0.7 1.2 2.2 0.4 1.0 
Output dittribution                  (196(1) 372 7.2 1.7 41 1.0 0.7 0.7 2.2 0« 2.7 12 

landet 
Avenge mnuil rue of growth (1960—1968) 11.) 3.0 9.3 1.1 10.» 1.1 2I.S 34 50.0 6.7 Output dittribution                  (I960) 
Output aWbution                  (196«) 

29.« 13« IS 132 3.« 1.0 2.1 2.5 0.1 
295 ».4 1.2 10.4 33 0.4 4.2 11 33 

El Salved« 
Avenge mnuel rue of growth (1941-1961) 7« 19 32 19.2 «.) 2.) ».7 27* —14.9 Oueput dntributio,i                 (1961) MS 4.« 23 10« 151 1.4 0A IT 7.« Output dicrlbutloa                   (I9M) 32.2 2.4 IS M.J 7.1 0.S 06 •.» 0.* 

Avenge mnuil rue of growth (1960-1966) IS.« «1 1.1 12« 13.7 123 1* M 13J 205 Output diaribution                  (I960) 
OttepntuaVaitMion                   (1966) 

2*2 
54.2 
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Mente» 
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1.7 
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IO 
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2.5 
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in total manufacturing output rising from 0.8 to 2.9 per cent In the Republic 
of Korea, the output of petroleum refining and allied products (ISIC 353 -354) 
grew at an average annual rate of 29 per cent in 1960-1969 and their share in 
total manufacturing output changed from 1.9 to 3.9 per cent over the same period. 

In countries experiencing low growth rates for the manufacturing sector in 
general, a similar pattern is observable for these same manufacturing industries. 
The growth rates of chemicals, petroleum products, electrical machinery and 
transport equipment were much greater than the growth rates ot total manu- 
facturing output. For example, the output of transport equipment (ISIC 384) 
increased at an average annual rate of 12 per cent in the Philippines, which was 
twice the growth rate of total manufacturing, and 17 per cent in the Dominican 
Republic where manufacturing output increased at an average annual growth 
rate of 1.5 per cent over the same period. The Arab Republic of Egypt, Panama 
and Peru follow the same pattern, as seen in table 13. Exceptions are India where 
the transport equipment industry grew at an average annual rate ot 3 per cent, 
and Chile where a negative growth was recorded for this industry. However, 
in India and Chile the output of the electrical machinery industry (ISIC 383) 
registered increases at average annual rates of 14 per cent and 7.5 per cent respec- 
tively in 1960—1969. Similar high performances for this group were recorded 
in the Philippines (11 percent), Brazil (9.8 per cent) and the Dominican Republic 
(20 per cent). Accordingly, its relative share in total manufacturing output in 
these three countries changed substantially. 

Chemicals, petroleum and petroleum products increased at a rapid rate- 
in most of the low-growth countries. Chemicals (ISIC 351 -352) grew at an 
average annual rate of 8.2 per cent in Ceylon, 9 per cent in India and 10.4 per 
cent in Brazil. The fast growth of these industry groups brought about significant 
changes in their relative magnitude in total manufacturing, although they con- 
tinued to produce only a comparatively small proportion of total output. The 
main income in the manufacturing sector was generated by the food, beverages 
and tobacco, textile and wearing apparel industries. 

Despite their over-all growth performance, the developing countries gener- 
ally evidenced slower growth in the food, beverages and tobacco group (ISIC 
311—314) than for total manufacturing output, explaining a decline in that 
industry group's relative share in total manufacturing output. 

The high-growth countries generally recorded higher growth rates tor the 
food, beverages and tobacco industries than the low-growth countries, but the 
growth rates were nevertheless also lower in these countries than the average 
for all manufacturing. For example, food products (ISIC 311—312) in China 
(Taiwan) increased at an average annual rate of 7.2 per cent in 1960—1969, 
at the same time that this industry's relative share of total manufacturing output 
was reduced from 37.7 per cent in 1960 to 17.9 per cent in 1969. In India, the 
average annual growth rate for food products was 3.6 per cent over the same 
period, and its relative share of total manufacturing decreased from 10.7 per cent 
to 8.7 per cent. In the Dominican Republic, the food manufacturing sector 
declined in absolute terms, recording an average annual growth rate of —4 per 
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cent in D60-1968, resulting in a reduction of its relative share of total manu- 
facturing output from 89.6 per cent in 1960 to 57.2 per cent in 1968. The textile 
and wearing apparel industry groups (ISIC 321-322) also evidenced slow 
growth m many countries, although there were some notable exceptions such 
as Unna (Taiwan) and the Republic of Korea, which expanded their markets 
to North America and Asia. 

No other general trend among the other manufacturing industries is dis- 
cernible from the data in table 13. An extremely high growth rate was achieved 
by some manufacturing industry groups in one or two countries, but these same 

fZr^H T PCrfon,í VU" Ìn 0thcr COUntricS- PaPcr and PaPcr Pinete output 
(IMC 341), for example, increased in the Dominican Republic at an average 
annual rate of 15 8 per cent in 1960-1968, a rate that is far above the average for 
manufacturing, but the same group did not achieve above average growth in 
other countries. & 

At the ISIC three-digit level it may be seen then that the relative share of 
rie major industry groups in manufacturing output varies substantially in these 

«JrVïiTl?,s°Un;riCS (?n) °nC grOUP t0 anothcr< cxccPf for foo£l Processing 
(¡SIC 311-314) and textiles (ISIC 321-322), which account for more than one 
third of manuractunng output. As has been mentioned, the trend seems to be 
towards an increase in the importance of metal products, especially transport 
equipment (ISIC 384), electrical machinery (ISIC 383), chemicals (ISIC 351 -352) 
and petroleum and petroleum products (ISIC 353-354), and towards a gradual 
dec ine m the importance of the food, beverages and tobacco sector (ISIC 311- 
314). This trend has resulted in significant changes in the structure of the manu- 
facturing sector. 

At this point it should be noted that these fast-growing industries generally 
lend themselves to economies of scale. In the light of this, developing countries 
with a large domestic market are in a better position to diversify their manu- 
facturing activities, but the smaller developing countries may be forced to spe- 
cialize in a few manufacturing activities depending on the size of the domestic 
market and the accessibility of export markets. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE PATTERN OF GROWTH or MANUFACTURING 

In this section the growth of major manufacturing industry groups is related 
to the growth of per capita GDP and to the size of population. The purpose of 
this exercise is to examine the extent of the impact of two major factors on the 
pattern of growth of manufacturing. In the following analysis the size of a 
country « expressed in terms of its population. Data on manufacturing output 
tor 1963 are used. These cross-country data were collected from 65 developing 
countries They cover industries in the ISIC three-digit category, and they 
arc related to per capita GDP and the population in the same year (1963) by the 
use of a logarithmic function: 
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log V¡ = C -\ a, log y -4 b, log /) 
where V'i = output of/ group in $1,000, 

y   = per capita output in dollars, 
p   = population in 1,000s, 
a¡ = growth elasticity of i industry group, 
/>,   - size elasticity of/ industry group, and 
C = constant term. 

The growth elasticity a indicates the increase of manufacturing output 
of a particular manufacturing industry group in response to a one-unit increase 
of per capita GDP, whatever the unit may be. For example, a 1 per cent increase 
in per capita GDP is associated with the growth elasticity a¡ per cent increase in 
the manufacturing output of the i industry group. Size elasticity b indicates 
the relationship between population increases and the manufacturing output of 
the / industry group in the same manner as growth elasticity. (Tabic 14 gives 
the growth and size elasticities for 23 major manufacturing industry groups.) 

The output of most manufacturing industry groups varies in the same direc- 
tion as changes in per capita income. The production of tobacco manufacturing, 
however, increases less than proportionally with the growth of per capita income. 
High growth elasticities are found in the paper and paper products industry, 
chemicals such as paint, soap and drugs, rubber products, plastic products, the 
iron and steel industries, and machinery, electrical machinery and transport 
equipment. This finding is not new and corresponds to the discussion in the 
previous sxtion. These industries are fast-growing manufacturing activities in 
which growth in output has responded more than proportionally to increases 
in per cepita GDP. As an example, for every 1 per cent increase in per capita 
GDP, the production of machinery, excluding electrical machinery, may be 
cxpcc'.cd to increase 1.98 per cent, whereas the output of the food-processing 
group increases only 1.23 per cent. As per capita income rises, the structure of 
the manufacturing sector is bound to change owing to differences in the growth 
elasticity of the various industry groups. The implication of growth elasticity 
for development planning is that a developing country may try to concentrate 
on the selection of manufacturing projects with high-growth rather than low- 
growth elasticities. 

The size elasticity coefficient indicates the effect of the size of a country 
(in terms of population) on the manufacturing industries. In some industries 
efficiency is known to be greatly affected by the size of operations, which in turn 
is influenced by the size of the market. It must be acknowledged that a small 
developing country could develop a successful export industry without much 
dependence on the domestic market. In such cases the size elasticity may not 
have much meaning and size might more appropriately be measured by the 
level of industrialization, which would suggest the level of external economies 
available for appropriation for any given project in the manufacturing sector. 
It will be noted, however, that the size elasticities presented in this discussion seem 
to confirm that population is in fact an important variable. 
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 TABT E U-     GROWT
" AND SIZE H.A8TKJTHS OF 23 MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS 
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It is especially noteworthy that relatively large size-elasticity coefficients 
are registered for those industries shown in table 14 in which economics of 
scale are thought to play a major role. The largest size-elasticity coefficient 
(1.58) is found in the iron and steel basic industries (ISIC 371), which suggests 
that the output of these industries increases more than proportionally with the 
population increase. Paper and paper products (ISIC 341), chemicals (ISIC 
351-352), textiles (ISIC 321), rubber products (ISIC 355), glass and glassware 
products (ISIC 362), metal products (ISIC 381), electrical machinery (ISIC 383) 
and transport equipment (ISIC 384) register high size elasticities. When they are 
compared with other groups indicating a size elasticity clos~ to 1 or less than 1, 
such as food, beverages, clothing, footwear, wood products, printing and plastic 
products, it is clear that these latter industries are less subject to economics of 
scale than those with a high size elasticity. This finding suggests that a small 
country may have a limited choice of industries for development. The exception 
would be a country whose industrial development is based on the overseas market 
for specific commodities. 

The conclusion is then that for many countries there arc especially difficult 
hurdles to surmount on the road to industrialization. The effort by the developing 
countries to promote products that arc internationally competitive in terms of 
price and quality must be accompanied by a willingness on the part of the de- 
veloped countries to permit easier access to their markets for the manufactures 
of the developing countries. 



Chapter II 

FOREIGN TRADE AND INDUSTRIALIZATION 

INTRODUCTION 

International trade is closely interrelated with the process of industrializa- 
tion. As a first step towards assessing the impact of industrialization on trade 
patterns, this chapter examines recent trends in exports and imports of manu- 
factured products. As the Second Development Decade progresses, more complete 
data on the First Development Decade are becoming available, thus facilitating 
tins type ot economic analysis. 

Since many of the developed countries have e.ther begun or propose to 
implement generalized preference schemes, the potential effects of these schemes 
on the interrelationships between trade and development are appraised. Further 
with the initiation of generalized preference schemes, non-tariff distortions may 
take on added importance, and they are therefore also considered here. 

GROWTH or WORLD TRADE 

In general, the rate of growth of both exports and imports has recovered in 
recent years from the slowdown experienced in 1967. Table 15 indicates that 
world exports increased to achieve a rate of 14.4 per cent in 1969 and maintained 
tins healthy growth rate in 1970. The rate of increase was highest for the developed 
market economies. The pattern of export growth differed however, for indivi- 
dual countries regions and economic groupings. The export growth rates of 
the European developed market economies and Japan declined in 1970 relative 
to 1J69, while the rate of growth of US exports expanded in 1970 ..fter havine 
remained at the 1968 level in 1969. In contrast, the growth in exports of the 
centrally planned economics, which did not slacken in 1967, continued to increase 
in the period 1968-1970. Much of this expansion seems to have been accounted 
tor by exports from centrally planned economies other than the USSR. 

With regard to the experience of the developing countries, while the export 
growth rate improved in 1969 over 1968, in 1970 it fell back to the 1968 level 
Had it not been for the continued expansion of exports from Asia, the growth 
rate tor the developing countries would have been much lower. Thus, the 
developing countries did not achieve a growth rate equal to that of world exports 
over the three years, although the growth rate for the Asian countries approached 
the world average. 

31 
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TABU 15.   ANNUAL GROWTH RATES OF WORLD TRADE, BY ECONOMIC GROUPING AND SELECTED 

COUNTRIES, 1968—1970 
(Per cent) 

Exports, f.o.b. Imports, (.if. 

ms         T%9 1970 m.<? iw 1970 

Developing countri^        9.7           11.5             9.9 9.0 9.1 9.6 
Africi.'      16.9          15.5            8.0 5.3 8.5 12.2 
Asia       10.5           11.2 12.3 9.3 9.6 8.7 
Latin America        3.9            9.6            8.5 10.2 7.8 9.7 

Developed market economies..     12.4          15.2 15.5 12.1 14.9 15.1 
EEC       14.4           17.9 16.8 12.6 21.9 16.8 
EFTA        8.4           14.9 12.5 6.7 10.0 15.1 
Japan      24.2          23.3 20.8 11.4 15.7 25.2 
US         9.5            9.5 13.7 23.3 8.5 10.9 

Centrally planned economies..       9.1           10.7 11.5 8.2* 10.4* 14.4" 
USSR       10.2            9.6            9.8 10.2' 9.7* 13.7* 

World      11.8          14.4 14.4 11.5 13.7 14.0 

Source: UNIDO, Industrial Dti'thpmtM Survey, Vol. Ill (Sales No.: 71.H.H. 15), p. 29, and bated on United 
Nations, Monthly liulletin of StMistks, variou* issu« s. 

* Imports, f o.b. i 

As the data in table 15 indicate, the growth rates of world imports followed 
a pattern «omewhat similar to that for exports. While this similarity was also 
observed for the developed market economics, in 1970 the growth of imports 
to the centrally planned economics was somewhat more dynamic than the growth 
of exports from these countries. The growth rate of imports to developing 
countries changed little from 1968 to 1969, and increased only slightly in 1970. 

If the changes in growth rates over the period 1969—1970 are viewed for 
the developing regions as a whole, there appears to be an inverse relationship 
between exports and imports. When attention is focused on particular regions, 
it is evident that a slackening growth in exports for Africa and Latin America 
coincided in each case with an accelerated rate of import growth, whereas the 
continued expansion in the export growth rates of Asia was accompanied by a 
slowdown in the growth of imports. These phenomena seem to indicate a wors- 
ening of the African and Latin American balance of trade.9 

If they are viewed apart from data for the developed market economies, 
however, the recent growth rates of exports and imports of developing countries 
have been dynamic. Compared with the 1960—1967 averages (6.3 per cent for 
exports and 5.2 per cent for imports), and especially with 1967 figures (2 and 4 per 
cent respectively), the magnitude of contemporary growth rates is indeed 
impressive. The achievement of the developing countries is somewhat diminished 
only when it is compared with the performance of the developed market eco- 
nomies over the 1968—1970 period. 

The foregoing has provided a general perspective of international trade. 
A more specific understanding of recent developments in the relationship between 

• For Latin America, this adverse effect may be particularly severe lince over the longer 
1967—1970 period the average rate of growth of exports (7.3 per cent) was much below the 
average growth of imports (9.2 per cent). 
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industrialization and international trade may be gained by examining trade in 
manufactured goods. In the analysis that follows reference is made periodically 
to total trade, which affords a reasonable ba<is forjudging the degree of success 
oi trade in manufactures. 

GROWTH OF MANUFACTURED EXPORTS 

The assumption that exports of primary products will not increase rapidly 
enough to finance the imports needed fot development has often been the basis 
for emphasizing the role of exports of manufactures. Thus, it is important to 
analyse the flows of manufactured exports to better understand their composition 
and direction. Consideration is given here to products included in SITC com- 
modity groups 5-8. The products involved arc: chemicals (SITC 5), machinery 
and transport equipment (SITC 7), and other manufactures (SITC 6 and 8)- 
they are usually considered as manufactures in analyses of trade data. A number 
of processed primary products arc not included. The trade flow of these pro- 
ducts, which fall into the SITC 0-4 groups, is given in table 27. 

/<rr^S SCC,¡ Ín tablC 16' during a pCriod Whcn thc valuc ot"total world cxPorts 

(SITC 0-9) more than doubled, the percentage share of the developing countries 
steadily declined (from 21.5 per cent in I960 to 18.3 per cent in 1969). In the 
same period thc share of the developed market economies of total exports im- 
proved from 66.8 per cent to 70.8 per cent. 

If attention is turned from total exports to manufactured exports, thc per- 
formance of thc developing countries is seen to be much more encouraging. 
In a world where manufactured exports were increasing more rapidly than total 
exports (total exports increased by 114.1 per cent over the decade 1960-1969 
while manufactured exports rose by 152.5 per cent), thc developing countries 
increased their share of these exports substantially, from 5.5 per cent in 1960 
to 6.7 per cent in 1969. This increase meant a 21.8 per cent improvement in their 
relative position. For the centrally planned economies, both total and manufac- 
tured exports have declined in recent years relative to total world exports. Thc 
position of thc developed market economies has changed only slightly in recent 
years. ' 

The relative position of the centrally planned economies declined for each 
of the commodity groups comprising manufactures. In contrast, thc relative 
position of the developing countries improved for exports of all manufactured 
goods. Their relative position for exports of chemicals, however, improved 
less than 10 per cent, whereas for exports of other manufactures (SITC 6 and 8) 
and machinery and transport equipment, it improved 28 and 100 per cent re- 
spectively. The relative position of thc developed market economies improved 
for exports of both chemicals and machinery and transport equipment. For 
other manufactures (SITC 6 and 8), however, it was consistently below that in 
1960. 

In summary, the exports of manufactured goods from developing countries 
were capturing a progressively larger share of the world market over thc First 
Development Decade. Thc expansion was especially dramatic for other manu- 
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Table. 16.   VAILI; Oí IXPOHTS, BY ECONOMIC, GROUPING, 1960—1969 

Commodity CIMI» 

(Sut) 

l:x¡vrts funi 

Total exports (0—9) 

Manufactures (5 — S) 

Chemicals (5) 

Machinery and transport 
equipment (7) 

Cither manufactures (6—8) 

Year 

196(1 
1%1 
1964 
1965 
1968 
1969 

1960 
1961 
1964 
1%5 
1968 
1969 
I960 
1%1 
1%4 
1965 
1968 
1969 

1960 
1961 
1964 
1965 
1968 
1969 

1960 
1961 
1964 
1965 
1968 
1969 

( hillioii 
JMirs 
t'.o.h.> 

127.4 
133.1 
172.0 
186.4 
239.1 
272.7 

f.9.7 
73.5 
98.8 
10.97 

150.2 
176.0 

7.5 
7.9 

10.9 
12.2 
17.0 
19.3 

27.7 
30.1 
40.9 
45.7 
65.6 
77.3 

34.5 
35.5 
47 0 
51.8 
67.6 
79.5 

/Viv/i»;>i'ii(f 
countries 

Developed 
market 

ei\ii¡ .'mies 

Centrally 
planned 

eti'Hom i't'í 

21.5 
20.8 
20.0 
19.6 
18.f, 
18.3 

5.5 
5.4 
5.6 
5.8 
6.5 
6.7 
3.9 
4.1 
4.1 
4.2 
4.2 
4.3 

0.7 
0.8 
0.8 
0.9 
1.2 
1.4 

97 
9.7 

10.1 
10.6 
12.3 
12.4 

I'ti cent of 

66.8 
67.5 
68.2 
6H.8 
70.1 
70.8 

82.3 
82.4 
81.8 
82.1 
82.8 
83.1 

86.5 
86.6 
87.0 
87.0 
88.1 
88.1 

86.0 
86.9 
85.5 
85.9 
86.8 
87.3 

78.5 
77.7 
77.4 
77.5 
77.6 
77.8 

Mai 

Source: UNIDO, bawl on United Nation,, Monthly 

and the p5ri.wfUrn       "'" *" '" *hl" ,,,,"• which ''*'«* 

11.8 
12.3 
11.8 
11.7 
11.3 
10.9 

12.2 
12.2 
12.6 
12.1 
10.7 
11.1 

8.8 
9.2 
8.6 
8.9 
7.7 
7.4 

13.5 
12.5 
13.6 
13.2 
12.0 
11.3 

11.8 
12.7 
12.5 
11.9 
10.1 
9.7 

Ihillelin of Statistics, March issue, various years 
•s, among others, figures for islands in the Caribbean 

teure. (SITC 6 and 8). This phenomenon wa. in co,„raS, ,o «he total ,radc no- 
anon of developing col,„tri„. ,f thcir rc|alivc ^     .       exrxTmarkeX 

¡ras s fir-*,hc,r *"-* *~ rf-ÄS 
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TABLE 17.   EXKMTS OF MANUFACTUMS BY OIUCN AND DESTINARON, 1960-1969 

  Exports to 
lixports from                                 World      ~ ' * " - 

(million Developing Developed Centrally 
                                                                 dollars) countries market planned 

'"'     — . *rr»owiM^^  economies* 

Developed market economies *' ""' °f,0tal 7~Z~ 
1969 

Centrili plannedeconòmica        ^^ ^ 747 4.0 
1%9  mmx 

Developing countrie?             ' R6 14-2 68.7 

l%t             3'840 297 66.8 2 5 
1%4            3»975 31.6 65.3 2 2 

S :::::::     ?•<£ »•; • " 
196«               5^* 29J 66.2 3.8 
1969               '«¡¡J 25.1 70.9 3.4 

Africa                            11,8n0 23-1 70.6 3.5 

196!             1'31r' 22.5 74.0 2 7 
1964           1'311 217 73.9 ->\ 
1965 .'.'.'.'           î'ïï ,5-8 81.1 3.2 
1968                 J'l" î!7 756 5.7 
1969 ::;;;     *•j 3j so.5 6>1 

Asia"                                     ',3° 116 79.8 6.2 

1961             2,124 44.6 50.7 31 
1964            2,265 46.0 5O.O 26 
,965            ?'158 379 56.5 46 
1968 .•;.".•;;     Ji?3 ^-3 59.4 3.8 
1969...                  J2J *>•« 65.7 3.5 

i%i ;;;::      ¡5? ;°-4 «7.1 0.4 

1%5           \A" III 74.0 0.5 
1968                    ¿J" 26.6 72.1 ,., 
1969....              5-2SS Ï7 72° M 
            2.270 28.0 70.7 l.i 

Md the Padâc.                         ,0 ,ne ***• wWch *«**««. «nong other«, ligum ft* IM, in thVcirJU*» 

' Includes South' Africa, I960, 1961 and 1964. 

Stl'T^ f«*—* n f «« of *c export, of manufactured 

.%^:::;x* ?s?s5planncd •ie* "** ^ ~ » 
BMl,'Iírei,,:*^V*,••í* "'0,,8l), reAec,€d *c «l»i"K« of Africa and A«a 
cunomus at the end of the decade than at the beginning. Exoara of tW 

product, fio« Africa to developing countrie. d«3K. SS%VZ 
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TABU 18.   EXPORTS OF CHEMICALS (SITC 5) BY ORIGIN AND DESTINATION, 1960—1969 

lixporls to 

Exports from                                  World rw;,.»;«,.            Developed Centrally 
(million) <Z,Z"                 ma,kt! ?'"'""' dollars) iiwwri«               economies economies' 

Percent of total 

Developed market economies 
1969         17,000 23.6                70.4 5.9 

Centrally planned economies" 
1969           1,420 14.5                 26.0 57.9 

Developing countries' 
1960/.     290 36.2      60.3 3.1 
1961      320 39.1      54.7 3.4 
1964     445 48.3      47.2 3.1 
1965       510 48.0      47.1 4.7 
1968     720 47.2      45.1 7.5 
1969      830 50.0      42.8 6.6 

Africa' 
1960      91 39.6      56.0 2.2 
1961       110 40.0      54.5 - 
1964     115 40.9      56.5 1.7 
1965      100 49.0      49.0 5.0 
1968       130 34.6      46.9 18.5 
1969     135 33.3      44.4 20.7 

Asia* 
1960     Ill 58.6      34.2 0.9 
1961      133 60.2      31.6 1.5 
1964     181 65.7      29.3 3.3 
1965     203 58.6      34.5 3.0 
1968     272 58.5      34.2 6.6 
1969     336 64.3      31.5 3.0 

Latin America 
1960     110 13.6      85.5 1.8 
1961      105 11.4      81.0 1.9 
1964     155 34.8      61.9 3.2 
1965     160 37.5      58.8 4.4 
1968     240 47.9      45.8 5.8 
1969     265 49.1 45J 6.4 

Source: UNIDO, bawd on United Nations, Monthly Buiktin of Statin«), March 1966 and March 1971. 
Sote: Figuro do not add to the total, which includes, among others, figures for iilandt in the Caribbean 

and the Pacific. 
* Other countries included in these statistics for the economic groupings and regions are given in the 

footnotes to tabic 17. 

the total to 11.6 per cent, and exports of manufactures from Asia to developing 
countries went down from 44.6 per cent to just over 30 per cent.10 Only Latin 
America was becoming less dependent on the market of the developed market 
economies, with 87 per cent of its manufactured exports going to developed 
market economies in 1960, but only about 71 per cent in 1969. Over the same 

•° The declining importance of developing country markets for Alian and African 
manufactures might indicate a significant parallel development of the various manufacturing 
sectors. 
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TABLE 19.   EXPORTS or MACHINERY AND TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT (SITC 7) BY ORICIN AND 
DESTINATION, 1960—1969 

Exports to 
Expmuf,om SIL ~¿^* *£*£ E=— 
 "OIU.U)      "~ JSSL «¿SE- 

„     .     .  Pet cent of total-  
Developed market economies 

1969  67,450 23.0 72.1 3 6 
Centrally planned economies' 

J9?9. ,V  ».753 15.1 6.2 77.5 
Developmo countries 

}*J"  19° 71.1 26.3 1.6 
S  225 7U 27J °-9 S  310 72.6 24.8 0.3 

I•  395 696 »I 0.8 
J55  760 «-0 50.0 0.9 

J96?  1.080 47.2 51.9 0.8 
Africa 

1960  65 76.9 20.0 _ 
1961   71 81.7 12.7 - 
1964  65 72.3 26.2 
1965  47 70.2 27.7 _ 
}*!      61 39.3 57.4 1.6 

J•9  65 40.0 58.5 15 
Asia 

1960  144 84.0 13.2 21 
1961   172 77.9 19.2 12 
ij¡a  222 78.4 21.2 0.5 
1965  278 69.1 29.5 11 

, 196*  513 47.4 51.1 1.0 
Latin America 

1960  20 35.0 65.0 
1961   28 39.3 60.7 - 
1964  55 72.7 27.3 _ 
1965  64 79.7 18.8 _ 
1968  160 58.8 40.0 _ 
1969  225 55.6 42.7 - 

NTP^ÍÍPS ^ffA^^'^i^'iL?"*''" **•**». M.rch 1966 and March 1971. 
and thePÜdfic                                             ' ÍCh ÍnCÍWkt' *mong <*hew' ägure* for iümd* in ,he Caribbean 
no.« to uW^17OUmrif, inaUded '" "** Mari,,,C, f0f ** cconomk P'Hiptog. and region, are given in the foot- 

period the share of this region's manufactured exports to developing countries 
nearly tripled. It is possible that the Latin American experience has been influenced 
by the various economic integration schemes that are being implemented there; 
this phenomenon is analysed later in this chapter. 

Tables 18—20 indicate that among the individual commodity classes, 
intra-developing countries' trade relative to total developing countries' exports 
increased only in chemicals. The upsurge in the exports of this commodity 
group from Latin America was paralleled by the growing importance of Asian 
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TABLB 20.   EXPORTS or o 
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mER MANU,AC,T^!-SC 6 VNO 8) - «*« - -STINAT10N, 
r. „    exports /.) 
* W«- ir •„,„   •  

(milium l^ivhimif Dcfeloptd Centrali» 
  •/.'//•ir..-J '••WriW market plannet 

<•""""'••<« <Y.W„„Vv" 

Developed market economie* Kraut of total 
1969 .... 

Centrally planned economia  ,HH° ,72 78.7 , o 
1969  

Developing countries'  7'71° ,4-' 21.2 «ifi 
I960.. 

1964 ;;;•••• *«* au 68.« ;' 
1965                          J'730 24.5 7I 7 ;•; 
1968....     VW» 251 707 « 
1969...            H'33° 21.1 75 0 *: 

I960.. "" 

1964      .I3« 17.3 79.6 î, 
1965....                         I'400 11.1 857 w 
1968...            I-310 14.5 794 i* 
1969..      !•«*> 10.8 «16 e'? 

'«*•              2'43" '-7 823 
1960 ... •" 
1961 ....        I-869 40.7 545 , 
1964 ;;;;;;;;  j.*o 42.2 54.0 ,; 
1965 ...                         2>755 32.8 61 -> -•; 
1968....  3.010 31.7 63« ?"? 
1969 ..            4'500 26.8 69 2 J"? 

Uiu Awrita       5<340 25.9 69? '* 
1960 . -y 

1961          67° 9.1 88, 
1964       690 107 *-¿ 0.1 
1965 ;:;;;;;;;;  *» 20.6 • «. 
1968....                   1.060 21.7 77 4 ""l 
1969  1.660 20.5 78 9 J 

1,780 21.3 781 °'5 

~t^ the develo« 
cxpom of transport and ma Cy £~ m?rkc< ^X «* Latin America 
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The somewhat improved position of developing countries in the world 
market for manufactures (table 16) appears more impressive when it is considered 
that many of the new markets arc in the developed market economies where 
the competition from established producers could be expected to be greatest. 
Further, the view might be taken that this greater market penetration means 
that the manufactured exports of the developing countries have become more 
competitive. On the other hand, it should be recognized that this increased 
dependence at the same time augments the degree to which developing countries 
are subject to vagaries in the progress of the developed market economics. 

It was observed, on the basis of table 16, that the vigorous growth of de- 
veloping  countries' manufactured  exports was  important in upholding  the 
relative position of their total exports. The data in table 21 allow further elabora- 
tion ot this theme. The table indicates that, for the three developing regions as 
a whole, manufactured products have become a more important component of 
total exports. In view of the smaller base from which the developing countries 
began, their growth in importance as exporters of manufactures may be regarded 
as much more dynamic than a similar improvement in the relative position of 
the developed market economics. As table 22 indicates, the similar increase for 
total manufactures' share of exports, which appears in table 21 for both the 
developing countries and the developed market economics, involved an 11 per 
cent improvement for the developed market economics and 61 per cent for 
the developing countries in the First Development Decade. The pattern of growth 
is generally the same for each of the commodity groups, and for each group the 
most dynamic expansion was achieved by the developing countries. Within 
this context, it should be recognized that the small initial base for exports of 
machinery and transport equipment is a factor in the relatively impressive increase 
in the exports of that commodity. However, exports of other manufactures 
(SITC 6 and 8), which maintained the leading position among manufactured 
exports for developing countries, accounted for most of the improvement in 
the relative position of these countries' manufactured exports. For the developed 
market economies, exports of this commodity group continued to account for 
about the same percentage of total exports. Exports of other manufactures 
(SITC 6 and 8) from the centrally planned economies actually declined relative 
to total exports over the period. 

In general, these data indicate that manufactured exports arc becoming 
more important for developing countries relative to total exports. Given the 
assumption that manufactured products must be exported if foreign exchange 
earnings arc to be sufficient to finance the required imports for development, 
the experience of the First Development Decade seems favourable. If these 
trends continue, more than a third of the export earnings of developing countries 
will be provided by manufactures by the end of the Second Development Decade. 
With dynamic shifts in internal resources the prospects for future growth may 
be much brighter (assuming no counteraction on the part of the developed 
countries). 

The benefits from these gains have not, however, been evenly distributed 
among the countries of the three developing regions. A closer examination 
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TABLE 21.   VALUE OF EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES RELATIVE TO VALUE OF TOTAL EXPORTS, 

BY ECONOMIC GROUPING, 1960—1969 

Viw 

Total ex 'oris from 

Commodity group 
(S1TC) li or Id 

Developing 
countries 

Developed 
market 

Centml l y 
planned 

economies economies 

   Million dollars  
Total exports (0—9) 1960 127,400 27,350 85,040 15,020 

1961 133,090 27,650 89,900 15,720 
1964 171,940 34,350 117,220 20,340 
1965 186,390 36,490 128,180 21,730 
1968 239,140 44,409 167,670 26,900 
1969 272,710 49,780 

Manufacture 

193,190 

j as per cent 

29,750 

of total exports 
Manufactures (5—8) 1960 54.7 14.1 67.5 56.5 

1961 55.2 14.4 67.5 57.2 
1964 57.4 16.3 68.9 61.0 
1965 58.9 17.5 70.2 61.1 
1968 62.8 22.1 74.2 59.6 
1969 64.5 23.7 75.7 60.0 

Chemicals (5) 1960 5.8 1.1 7.6 4.4 
1961 5.9 1.2 7.6 4.6 
1964 6.3 1.3 8.1 4.6 
1965 6.6 1.4 8.3 5.0 
1968 7.1 1.6 8.9 4.9 
1969 7.1 1.7 8.8 4.8 

Machinery and transport 
equipment (7) 1960 21.8 0.7 28.8 24.9 

1961 22.6 0.8 29.1 23.9 
1964 23.8 1.0 29.8 27.5 
1965 24.5 1.1 30.6 27.7 
1968 27.4 1.7 34.0 29.4 
1969 28.3 2.2 34.9 29.4 

Other manufactures (6 and 8) I960 27.1 12.3 31.8 27.2 
1961 26.6 12.4 30.7 28.6 
1964 27.3 13.8 31.0 28.9 
1965 27.8 15.0 31.3 28.3 
1968 28.3 18.8 31.3 25.4 
1969 29.1 19.9 32.0 25.9 

Source: UNIDO, baled on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, March ¡sine, various years, 
j . •Mr. Figures do not add to the total, which include», among other», figure* for island» in the Caribbean 

and the Pacific. 

of the data clearly reveals that a few countries dominated the statistics for manu- 
factured exports from the developing regions. An analysis is made below of 
the trade of these principal exporters of manufactured products to the developed 
countries.12 

i* In 1969, 70.6 per cent of the manufactures exported by developing countries went 
to developed market economies, and 25.1 per cent to other developing countries. 
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TABLE 22.   PERCENTAGE GROWTH OF THE PROPORTION OH TOTAL EXPORTS  DEVOTED TO 

MANUFACTURES,  1960—1969 

Commoiityjinmp Develo,•* ¡^»eloped Centrally 
(Uli-) "°"a tommies """ket p\mnti 

economies economies 

Total manufactures (5-8)    15.8 60.7 110 5 2 
Chemicals (5)  21.4 43.5 16.4 78 

Machinery and transport 
equipment (7)  25.5 160.0 20.7 ^O 5 

Other manufactures (6 and 8)  .,. 6.8 56.7 1.3 _Ig\ 

«ZowihNr,vL0rÄd,T, UnÍtCd NatÍO!íS' Mrh'y RulU,in ffSuiaks, March issue, various years. 
1960-1961average " computed a, the percentage increase of the 1968-1969 average over the 

Tabic 23 provides an indication of the composition and extent of the con- 
centration of manufactured exports among developing countries. The concentra- 
tion is greatest for miscellaneous manufactured goods (SITC 8) and least 
for chemicals and basic manufactures (SITC 5 and 6). The leading countries 
exporting chemicals (SITC 5) are in Latin America, while for basic manufactures 
(SITC 6)u Asia is the most important region, followed by Africa (using the 
criterion of number of countries). From another perspective, if a country is 
an important exporter of basic manufactures (SITC 6), it is likely to be a leading 
exporter of total manufactures (SITC 5-8). Only China (Taiwan), India and 
Mexico rank among the most important exporters of manufactures in all com- 
modity groups. Brazil, Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea and the three coun- 
tries of Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei grouped together arc the only countries 
that rank among the most important exporters of all but one commodity group. 
Thus, if judged on the basis of diversified important manufactures, the number 
of countries with a high ranking is quite limited. 

An examination of the product concentration of the leading exporters 
for each commodity group provides a better understanding of the nature of 
this trade. Guinea, Jamaica, Mexico, Surinam, and Trinidad and Tobago were 
the most important exporters of chemicals among the developing countries, 
but their product mix differed radically. Mexican exports of chemicals were 
quite diversified, whereas 100 per cent of chemical exports from Guinea and 
Surinam, and % per cent from Jamaica, belonged to the aluminium oxide, 
hydroxide group (SITC 513.65), and 61 per cent of those from Trinidad and 
Tobago were in the anhydrous ammonia group (SITC 513.61). 

Exports of basic manufactures (SITC 6) exhibited a similar pattern of 
concentration. The four leading exporters of these manufactures were Chile, 
India, Zaire and Zambia. For India, textile products comprised 60 per cent 
of these exports, while copper products predominated for Chile, Zaire and 
Zambia (99 per cent, 77 per cent and 70 per cent respectively). To the extent 
that unrefined copper is included, however, these figures are distorted. Of 
the three copper exporters, Zambia appears to export the least unrefined copper 

" See table 23, footnote b, for definition of batic manufactures. 
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TABLE 23.   EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES FROM SELECTED DEVELOPINC COUNTRIES TO TIIK 
DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, 1969" 

As per cent of exports of manufactures from ail developing countries to developed countries 

SITC commodity group 

5- ,s     ~1 ~6 ; -s 
¡out Chemicals Rasic Machinery       Mivella- 

'!""'"- Mann- ,„,</ neous matiii- 
.''«•«"'« fiutiires" tnmsivrt factored 

 —   fl/HI/'dlfflf {OOllsr 

Africa  
Angola  1.09 
Ghana  j ^ 
Guinea  f, ^ 
Kenya  " |29 
Liberia  ^'„ 
Madagascar   j 21 
Sierra Leone          j 06 '" j (¿* 
Tunisia  j 39 
Zaire         7.39 ' 1147 
Z»«11»1        11.11 16 92 

Asia 
China (Taiwan)         5.37 185 223        19 u 

"°n8KonB  18.36 4.37 30.86        6L40 
n?a\  7.56 2.70        10.49 2.14          179 

Indonesia  1.30 107 
Iran  1.47 2 13 
Korea, Republic of  4.33 150 4 J4        1Q _- 
JVUWdlt  J     „ymj 

Malaysia, Singapore, Brunei           4.20 5 59 2 34 1 v\ 
l*}«•        2.31 3Ì25 
Ptohppines         1.23 1.01 243 
Portuguese Asia   T*" 

,7"¡¡"d.    Li? 1.66 ,J0 
L<i/m America 

ArPtina           1.02 5.53 172 
Bahamas   4 21 

*•il  1.50 4.03 1.36 4.41 
?*   9.20 1.95       13.88 
GuY»na   3.22 
Jamaica  g jç 

M_TV "J •;•••,".  52°        1177 3M        16.73 397 Netherlands Antilles    2 37 
Panama  j'^ 

I• ••••       3.38 5.11 
Surinam  g ge 
Trinidad and Tobago  5 10 

 Total         85.86        73.95'      89.59    ~W27        9440" 

^ÄS?^ .«ee.. ._. etc. In «her ,ab,e, *_ 

6 above.,ndUde' ** ""-^ in"•«. —«- *ÄTb_o_, and «her printed matter etc. See 

• aim?*'! SÎ-JUT*0' _fe non-in<li»Uial diwnonds, uniet. 
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l\i 
(approximately 5 per cent of the total for this product group). In genenl refine 
copper, «„wrought, seems to predominate among copper expom ' " 

Mach.ncry and transport equipment evidenced similar product concentra 
t on For the three leadmg exporters-China (Taiwan), Hong Kong and So Ice r,ca, cquip was prctlominam  Am] within^this ^       ¿ •"*£° 
v  ves T ' tclcCOm"Uinicatio- equipment and transistors, and e'let ic valves were most important. «.nxincai 

^VTTCV" T*' T"*!' gr0l'P' illanco,,, manufactured 

Ko,,g an(l tllc Rcpubl,c of K ¿igs LSÄÄärÄ- 
Kong and footer and toys and sports equipment were important for bo h 

of ZV   I     ,Wa"- T°8C'!,Cr thMC thrCC C°"ntri« "do 83 41^ 
co"„^ OPmS COUmnCS CXp0rB °'>roduc« » *» S•P «o Jevelop^d 

Sonic of this coneentration of manufactured exports is dictated bv the 

li   k      u       /r°T,7 and 8 ' markct labilities in developed countries 
may^ have been identified and efforts then made to take advanX   „fthc„ 
Such experiences, w„h relatively new products, demonstrate the export ad- 
vantage of a country's ability to shift its resources from one industry toTnothc 
» wel as the benefit of identifying „c„ markci si,„ations (c.g. for 11 ' 

The export performance of developing countries may also be seen bv 

Fo 'SrLt CXPO" grOWth °f :radÌtÌOnal a"d "»-ditllip^ I-or ,h,   comparison, seven commodity groups have been selected- four are 

increase iL ïf   »    P»«•g" motor cars and their pam, for example, an 
increase from $! million to $3 million ,„ ,966^1967 appears as a 200 pePr cent 

The data reveal that negative changes in export growth rates occurred 
much less for the non-traditional exports. To judge whether or no m« sh fc 
may have been demand-induced, an analyse of development L IM7 he 
year of a slowdown in trade growth, is informative. In th« year growri 'rate 

mlrkTellS tl^*, ft°m ^"^ ~^Ä£ 
ecllrSed t*Z ZÏÏÏÏL rC8i0Mf "í the "»"*> ^ (tMo OA\     u-1 i. Per,cent ot the cas« for these commodity croups 

of? the c sc7 Th n0nTáltl°f ?POrt gr0Wth ratCS dcclincd '" «"'y oJ-nZ of the cases. This mdicates that from the standpoint of demand the prospects 

ÄsWÄ^sr tïïSLfiss ^^rf-to Bcl8iu- Luxcmbourg c^otT ascërSdTcT  „e SdXS HgTSn * ***»• 
dominatcs among its exports to other countries Rcfined ^ Prc" 

15 See table 23 for definition. 
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for expansion of developing countries' trade arc much brighter in non-traditional 
exports. This phenomenon, together with the growing importance of manu- 
factured exports relative to total exports, implies that if external pressures should 
limit export expansion, the growth of traditional exports would be slowed 
first and perhaps to a greater extent. A possible explanation of this phenomenon 
is that slowing growth rates may reflect volume and/or price changes. For 
example, a decline in prices of traditional exports could partially offset increases 
in volume, and thus be registered as a decline in growth rate. 

In general, with regard to the export of manufactures, the experience of 
the developing countries was relatively favourable in the First Development 
Decade, and it has done much to offset the deteriorating export position of 
primary products. But the link between exports and development, which receives 
so much attention, is only one aspect of the picture. The other important 
component - the import of manufactures which often results from rapid growth- 
is examined below. 

GROWTH OF MANUFACTURED IMPORTS 

As with total exports, the total imports of developing countries increased 
substantially during the First Development Decade (exports by 82 per cent and 
imports by 81.75 per cent). The growth of imports was not uniform, however, 
among developing countries. African imports increased 28 per cent during the 
First Development Decade, while Asian and Latin American imports expanded 
167 and 70 per cent respectively. 16 Imports of manufactures to the developing 
countries and to each of the developing regions increased relative to total imports 
over the decade. The largest growth took place in Asia; the figures for Asia 
raised substantially the over-all average for the developing regions. 

The ratio of manufactured imports to total imports might be considered 
to be within the range expected. For the developing countries in 1969, imports 
of manufactures accounted for 69.2 per cent of total imports, whereas for the 
developed countries manufactured imports comprised 62.8 per cent in the same 
year The precise reason for growth in the importance of manufactured imports 
for the developing countries is not, however, easily determined. A priori it 
would seem logical that developing countries should achieve greater self- 
sufficiency in other manufactmes (SITC 6 and 8) as development progresses. 
Further, until a high degree of industrialization is reached, imports of machinery 
and transport equipment and possibly chemicals might be expected to increase 
relative to total imports. The data in table 25 appear to support this supposition. 
For all developing regions, imports of chemicals (SITC 5) increased from 7.7 per 

££•£? r CZ îf *£ imp0m: and for machin«y •d transport equipment 
(Ml C 7), from 28.2 to 33.6 per cent over the period 1960-1%9. Similar patterns 
are evident for the imports of each of the developing regions. But for other 
manufactures (SITC 6 and 8) a decrease of from 28.4 to 26.7 per cent of total 

i» The data indicete that in recent years African imports have been increasing ramdlv 
Hence, this esumate may not accurately reflect current tenancies »•as,ng rapidly. 
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TABLE 25.     WORLD EXPORTS OF MANUFACTURES RELAT,VE TO TOTAL EXPORTS TO DEVELOPS 
COUNTRIES, 1960—1969 

Commodity grouv 
Year 

Total exports to' 

(SITC) Developing 
countries Africa* Asia Latin 

•  - 

(total) America 

1960 28,430» 
Million dollars - 

7,830        9,190 
Tota! exports (0—9) 

7,820 
1961 29,350» 7,750 9,550 8,080 
1964 35,240 7,390 16,090 9,160 
1965 37,580 8,170 17,340 9,320 
1968 46,280 8,920 21,850 12,160 1%9 51,690 10,040 24,560 13,290 

Manufactun s as per cent 

Manufactures (5—8) 1960 64.4» 
of total 

70.6 
exports 

59.1 73.5 
1961 65.1» 68.7 61.9 75.0 
1964 64.0 68.9 61.1 71.0 
1965 66.0 72.0 63.0 73.0 
1968 68.2 73.1 65.7 74.9 

Chemicals (5) 
1969 
1960 

69.2 
7.7» 

73.8 
6.9 

66.4 
7.7 

76.5 
10.1 

1961 8.1» 7.4 8.3 10.5 
1964 8.3 7.0 7.3 11.7 
1965 8.5 7.6 7.7 11.7 
1968 9.4 8.5 8.7 12.3 

Machinery and transport 
equipment (7) 

1969 
1960 
1961 

9.0 
28.2» 
29.2» 

8.4 
30.1 
28.8 

8.2 
22.7 
24.7 

11.7 
38.4 
39.9 

1964 29.0 30.7 26.4 36.0 
1965 30.5 34.0 27.8 36.6 
1968 32.6 35.1 29.2 40.7 

Other manufactures (6 and 8) 
1969 
1960 

33.6 
28.4» 

36.4 
33.6 

30.3 
28.6 

41.4 
25.1 

1961 27.8» 32.5 28.9 24.6 
1964 26.7 31.1 27.5 23.4 
1965 27.0 30.4 27.5 24.7 
1968 26.1 29.5 27.8 22.0 
1969 26.7 29.1 28.0 23.4 

tor Afnca, 28.6 to 28 per cent for AM, and 25.1 to 23.4 per cent for Latin America. 

From this it may be concluded that the composition of imports of the 
devclopu.g reg«,« ha, been changing i» keeping with a ,*,,; expectation, 
The ch»ge,TO al» an indication dut industrialization is cxpmdmTm Zc 
regton, A. «h exporu, the data ate «rongly affected by 5* peffolTn^ 
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TABLE %    Pi* CAPITA IMPORTS TO DF.VF.TOPING COUNTBUS, 1969 
(Dollars)  

SITC commodity X'oup . 

Imparimi W'OM  : ~ y 8 5-S °   9 

   , 7>T (~M i Í75"_     lïîT        25.27        29.59 
Africa        ££ • ^^ 4 79 54.59        69.47 
Latin Amen«        8.36 1 ¿3 ^ fi_lfi 792 

^¿^•^•::::  îff    »:»   *•«   ,*   K».«   ^ 

VXMCT (Sain No.: 7I.XVII.1) [population dau|. 

of the largest developing countries. Thus, what is true for the aggregate does 
not necessarily hold for individual countries. Space does not allow a country- 
by-country analysis here. However, these genera  observions may serve as 
uieful bench-marks with which the data for individual countries may be compared. 

Another useful point of reference in measuring development is the per- 
formance of per capita imports for manufactured products. By referral to per 
capi figurcs'thc ¿c of country does not influence the evaluation^of invport 
performance. As indicated in table 25, imports of manufactures increased (although 
fmports of the commodity group SITC 6 and 8 declined) relative to «ah»pcj* 
oveT the first nine years of the First Development Decade. Thus, given the 
probability that capital equipment, chemicals etc. may have to be imported in 
order to attain development goals, future estimates may be expected to rcflec 
an increase in per rapita imports of chemicals and machinery and transport 

CqTaPbleC26 indicates that the highest per capita importation of total manufactures 
occurred in Latin America and this figure was strongly influenced by the s.zable 
imports of machinery and transport equipment. For chemicals, Latin America 
also had the highest per capita imports. As industrialization moves ahead in 
Africa and becomes more diversified in Asia, the per capita imports of products 
in these two categories may be expected to rise. The low per capita imports ot 
other manufactures (SITC 6 and 8) to Asia should be noted. As the predominance 
of Asia as an exporter of these products is an indication of local production 
capacity, its relatively few imports may be taken as an indication of its greater 
self-sufficiency in these product!." As development proceeds in the other de- 
veloping regions, especially if undertaken within the framework of regional 
economic co-operation, per capita imports of these commodities may decline 

or increase more slowly than before. 

GENERALIZED PREFERENCES 

At various times in the past the developed countries have been requested 
to grant unilaterial import preferences for the products of developing countries. 

iTTrnljor problem that ari.es when comparisons of production and trade ^rmma^ 
are attempt by commodhy is that output of manufacture,.s classed accordmg to ISIC 
while exports ot manufactures arc classified according to Mil.. 
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The focus has generally been on the need for the developed countries to eliminate 
tanfi on products from developing countries withouf reciprocity on thTpa t 

Mat:Zl^TvThY^ f0r S"chrf— wasP
institLionatdP i 

(UN• iu^ Nat,0,nS Conferencc • Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) established by v.rtue of Resolution 21 (II) the Special Committee 
on Preferences Subsequently, at its third session in July 1969, me SpedaTSom 
T ad°Ptcd Pro-d"-s whereby the developed market cononS were to 
exchange vews w.th n the framework of the Organisation for Economic Co" 
operation and Development (OECD) on the extension of geneXd pre- 
ferences, with die aim of (1) determining the feasibility of extending gnetlS 
preferences and (2), if found feasible, developing national propon for he 

ScesÍSUCh PrCfCrCnCCS- EÌghteCn C°--Ved to'grant genetl^d 

These countries prepared two lists; the first specified products included 
.» the Brussels Tariff Nomenclature (BTN) chapter 25-99 on^ when pre- 
ferences would not be extended  and the second listed products covered'by 

^ Är 2     99 °n      I PrefTrS WOUld bC eXtended- Pr0dllCtS C-eredy 
by  chapters 25-99   primarily mclude  manufactures,   while chapters  1-24 

whT.hT Pr7ryuPr0dUCtS' b0th unProc«^ and processed. The prefer nces 
which have either been proposed or granted, are considered to be temporary* 
(first stage-10 years) and non-binding by the donor countries. ThTm 
that at some urne ,n the future they will be reviewed in general and Tthe 
meantnne ¡nay be withdrawn or extended to other cnrnzJ^^JS 
withdrawal, most donor countries in principle retain the right to limTthe 
È:;h;

fàe Preferences if this seems necessary. The various £s!ñons   r 
based on the assumption, which seems realistic, that the most favoured-nation 
treatment will be wavered only within the framework established by thftoZ 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Y      ^encrai 

Sr, J1"' EEC' JlPan' Ú^.i}0ták countrics. «he United Kingdom and the United 
States envisage the establ.shment of a list of duty-free imports of most products 
defied « chapters 25-99 of the BTN. The Nordic Countries, 1?Um"e 

Kingdom (except m a few cases and the United States also propise dutXe 
entry of most products in BTN chapters 1-24. For the )JL*Z££. the 

to ass^a i"1"1811"8 tanffS'h0WCVCr' °Win« t0 itS *«* Prefer^es favouring 
ts associated overseas countries. In general, it might be assumed that many of 

the manufactured products m BTN chapters 1-24 would be of particular 
mterest to the least developed of the developing countries. For fe ££„   it 

countries do no? hav? ta?^«d bSL*!^/nCctmc^ •» P•cipJe. Since some of these 
examining po, ^ way^^^ ••h< ** - «"-y 
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would be beneficial if the concessions of the developed market economies, 
especially for products in these chapters, were to be increased. 

In keeping with its general mandate, UNIDO has undertaken and will 
continue to undertake measures appropriate to assisting the developing countries 
in exploiting the opportunities created by the generalized preference schemes 
as they are implemented. In particular, the UNIDO Industrial Survey Missions 
and programming and planning assistance will consider the potential effects 
of generalized preferences whenever appropriate. Further, the Industrial Develop- 
ment Survey will periodically monitor the global effects of generalized pre- 
ferences on the industrialization of developing countries as the Second Develop- 
ment Decade progresses. 

The review in this chapter, and those contained in the Industrial Development 
Survey, Vols I, II and III, of the export performance of manufactures generally 
apply for products in BTN chapters 25-99. It is recognized that a few major 
developing countries dominate the export trade in products covered by these 
chapters. To evaluate the potential for exports of manufactures by the least 
developed countries, attention is focused in table 27 oa those primary products 
that have undergone some degree of processing in the manufacturing sector 
but that are recorded in the trade statistics within the category primary products 
(SITC 0-4). These products are referred to hereafter as processed primary 
products. Since many of the least developed of the developing countries may 
expand production of these products in the initial phase of development, this 
table provides a bench-mark with which individual countries may evaluate 
their performance and against which future performance may be measured. 

As tabic 27 indicates, manufactured exports of food and live animals (re- 
corded in SITC 0) are presently most important, and exports of processed 
mineral fuels etc. (recorded in SITC 3) rank second. This same situation holds 
for Africa and Latin America. For Asia, however, partly refined petroleum 
products predominate. Further, it may be noted that within each of the com- 
modity groups included in SITC 1 -4, the processed products that arc leading 
exports do not vary greatly among the three regions. (There are some notable ex- 
ceptions to this, i.e. copra (SITC 221.2) exports from Asia have been very 
important.) Within the commodity group of food and live animals, however, 
there is substantial variation in importance from region to region. For Africa, 
vegetable oil residues (SITC 081.3) and cocoa butter and paste (SITC 072.3) 
are most important. For Latin America, meat and meat preparations (SITC 01) 
and refined sugar (061.2) are predominant. And processed shellfish (031.3), 
refined sugar (061.2) and preserved fruit (052) dominate this group of com- 
modities exported from Asia. 

On the assumption that current exports arc an indication of the potential 
expansion of exports of processed primary products, Latin America would be 
the region likely to suffer most if some developed countries or regions do 
not eliminate import tariffs completely on these products. If fuels arc excluded, 
which are natural resources of a few countries and often subject to separate, 
private agreements, Asia would rank second as a potential loser. 
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dei 
These same data, when presented on a country basis   *r<* „ft•       J 

Icmonstratc tha, some areas ¡often selected Ä"^,» 
arc « proscn, less developedI than „Am... Further, ,. is argued th",£c le 
developed contienes are unabe to compete with the „,•, ¿.„.I     j     j 
therefore ,„ need of special, ,o^„JCd^Z\ÍttZt nôfrfT 
"-justified h t0 bc fu||   dcJcd       <£ «» no  A.S 

logical extension of the idea promoted  bv  UNCTAn „f - _. L 

relationships,«- On the other hand, a »«ctf^t^SÄ 
duct-on-oncnted aid) might seem preferable as a method of £iST he least 
developed of the developing countries. -»»sung tnc least 

The data may bc examined in yet another way, by comparing the exoorts 
of processed pnmary products with manufactured exports (S TC 5 ~S)Z 
developing reg.cn. Discounting mineral fuels etc fSITC 3) 111 97 7 Y 

that in 1969 rn-mAr»^. r .       vM1^ JJ> tab,e 27 indicates 

: „ê^pT SiïcTr T- Thuí¡Asia' ^^ ^veìy tpot; n ine export ot SITC 5-8 products, will conceivably bc most favoured bv 
he extension of generalized preference, This region is both ¿£Z   and 
complied „, the production of those products mos, broad ySL "„ 

these schemes. By contrast, further evidence is available that LIUÙ AT 
exports are mos, discriminated again« by ,hosc J^X¿TJ^Z 
.Wuse to liberalize completely the preferences extended^ ¡£3%% 

havr tinA„n American exports in this commodity crouo 
have undergone some processing. In contrast only 0.8 per cent of African 3 

l'LZr
t
CCntA°fAT CXP0m °f—atures L «tofi^lwS^ 

appear to indicate that Latin America followed by South and Somhls  A L 

•Ä ;:ü;rry provide standards in cvZ- 

induslS^^^ g-S^ ** CCntre "P—» the currently 
production and trade flows nvofve Î^Llî .• V^°pi1?8 countri«- For various reason, 
and in manufactured gools by the ceSrSn Z EFT* &"?"«' by the **&** 
developed among the developinLcoZÏL wo, iJ,•' * <?uld ** ar*ucd that thc ^re 
and the least developed woillœSuê n nrnl'°nt,nUe the P^"» °<* industrialization, 
the least developed coimtrici mfoS E£« P'?du? pnmary ProductI for «Port. Thus 
«f the region in Vuch X T"« wav fctTJlf*** econo•«"y "> the moredevelopä 
developed market economies V *" dcveloPm* co•«• ¡n general are related torte 
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TABLE 27.   IMPORTS OF PROCESSED PRIMARY PRODUCTS WITHIN SITC 0—4 TO DEVELOPED 

MARKET ECONOMIES FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1969 

( Thousand dollars) 

Imports from 

Commodity SliC 

Food and live animals  0 
Meat and meat preparations  01 
Milk and cream, evaporated or 

condensed    022.1 
Milk and cream, dry   022.2 
Butter     023 
Cheese and curd  024 
Fish, fresh, chilled or frozen  031.1 
Fish, salted, dried or smoked  031.2 
Shellfish, fresh, chilled, frozen etc.. 031.3 
Fish, tinned, and fish preparations . 032 
Kite, glazed or polished  042.2 
Meal and flour of wheat or meslin 046 
Flour and cereal preparations etc.  . 048 
Pried fruit  052 
Fruit, preserved, prepared  053 
Vegetables, frozen or preserved   .. 054.6 
Vegetables, roots and tubers etc. .. 055 
Refined sugar etc  061.2 
Molasses  061.5 
Sugar, confectionery  062 
Coffee essences, extracts  071.3 
Cocoa powder, unsweetened   072.2 
Cocoa butter and paste  072.3 
Chocolate and 

other chocolate products  073 
Bran, pollard, sharps etc  081.2 
Vegetable oil residues  081.3 
Meat and fishmeal (fodder)     081.4 
Miscellaneous food preparations... 09 

Total     

Beverages and tobacco  1 
Non-alcoholic beverages, n. e. s. ... Ill 
Alcoholic beverages  112 
Tobacco manufactures     122 

Total     

Africa Latin 
Amtrica Asia Vtveloping 

countries 

23,472 656,681   13,694  693,847 

58 
100 
287 
12 

8,378 
975 

14,192 
24,915 
13,891 

435 
647 

1,608 
27,894 
2,651 

20,572 
11,699 
10,237 

130 
1,095 
3,498 

90,493 

3,498 
18,123 
93,371 
14,416 
2,493 

35   - 

2,606 
3,750 
18,774 

359 
177,514 
17,976 
6,903 

400 
2,700 

60,933 
99 

8,506 
377,721 
48,587 

779 
37,031 
2,598 

24,312 

453 
43,153 
146,137 
217,956 

6,400 

485 
46,668 

768 
120,654 
18,102 
15,990 

53 
2,018 
15,351 
92,884 

969 
89,575 
135,614 
24,458 
1,261 
154 

920 

359 
8,728 

70,123 
1,442 
8,835 

93 
100 

2,893 
4,247 

73,820 
2,102 

312,360 
60,993 
36,784 

488 
3,065 
19,659 

181,711 
3,719 

118,653 
525,034 
83,282 
2,170 

38,280 
6,0% 

115,725 

4,310 
69,974 

309,631 
233,814 
17,728 

389,140 1,862,363  669,105 2,920,578 

93 
111,584 

974 

31 
36,452 
9,689 

112,651  46,172 

- 124 
5,686 153,722 
3,628 14,291 

9,314 168,137 

Crude materials, inedible, except fuels... 2 
Hides, skins, fur skins, undressed .. 21 69,614 
Copra, excluding flour and meal .. 221.2 11,386 
Wood charcoal  241.2 7 
Wood, shaped or simply worked.. 243 59,404 
Pulp and waste paper    25 12,706 
Sheep's and lamb's wool, degreascd 262.2 94 
Wool or other animal hair etc  262.7 30 
Synthetic, regenerated fibre  266 0 

134,082 
329 
246 

76,536 
1,559 

34,174 
5,861 

99 

302,885 
155,563 

1,388 
282,448 

17,020 
41,481 

— 5,891 
1,142        1,241 

99,189 
143,848 

1,135 
146,508 

2,755 
7,213 
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  TABLE 27 (continued) 

Commodity sm:       - 2^5LZZZZZZ 

----•: .  Afii(a          JÜÜL          Asia         ^¡g* 
Building and dimension stone etc. .      273 1 «Vi in., ~~~ •^^_ 
Copper matte                        ï£n oil      ¿U       2'765       5«587 

Nickle matte, spciss etc..'.'.'       ^22 1      f^       8'5"      3i>*>7 

Total                             —¿-    H^L    ^__    iU43_ 
 :.imiiiii:_-_;.; • • 155,042  28«.9i8 413,154  857J14" 
Mineral fuels, lubricants and related     

materials  -, 

Coke and semi-coke of coal etc. 3218 222        _ 
Petroleum, partly refined  33102 ->m      im•    „• B9 461 

Petroleum products   & - *!   , l3?'430    239.194 373,905 
ToU|                                  33~ _2jjg4_1.261I576_ 445,584 1,735,284 
 "- " "     '"^' " ' •      • ' 28'627 1.396,006 685,017 2,109.650" 

Animal and vegetable oils and fats  4 ~   
Animal oils and fats  41 i .„ -„„.,., 
Fixed vegetable oils and fats :.:::; V> 170 S «Sì i^60      ^ 
Processed animal and ,3M %'243 145-944     412,551 

vegetable oils etc  4-1 Á ,1a ., .„ 
Total                                "• 43 -r^g- i^L _iH    J8.357 
  :.".::.ïJI:-"-^_    _     176,239   144,342  146,621   467^" 

ManufacturedprX,...:::::::       zSg ^S j'iK» sas 

S «*. wïïtr'ÎSS: Ä Ä^ ^^ °fflce- '*» *«*"«* * to Worlä Tra* Annual. 

ECONOMIC INTEGRATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

The principal developments and major problems of regional integration 

«p-L;» «jjs v¿fe "wi'^rj *d Är„ridcrably 

Frst ,
n

nrnUfaCtUreS- Trade m man«^tures is emphasized for several r^ns 
First, pnmary commodities are often excluded frorn coverage bv SLÏÏT 

» UNIDO lÜTt ^Vet?"Wnt SU,Uey' VoL '(Sa,W No-: 68«B18). PP. 140-151 UNIDO, Industri Development Survey, Vol. II (Sale, No.: 70.II.B5)  chapter V. 
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TABLE 28. 

^DUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT SURVEY 

EXPORTS OI MANUFACTURéS TO LAMM A » „, 

(MiIlioti ¿¿¡¡ars) 

Commodity erouii 
(SITC) 

Il orld 

Chemicals (5) 1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1%4 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

Machinery and transport 
equipment (7) 

Other manufactures 
(6 and 8) 

Total manufactures 
(5-8) 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 

790 
850 
860 
890 

1,070 
1,090 
1,270 
1,280 
1,490 
1,560 

3,000 
3,220 
3,160 
2,970 
3,280 
3,410 
3,890 
4,120 
4,950 
5,500 

1,960 
1,990 
1,9.30 
1,870 
2,160 
2.3(H) 
2,500 
2,460 
2,670 
3,110 

5,750 
6,060 
5,950 
5,730 
6,510 
6,800 
7,660 
7,860 
9,110 

10,170 

Develojvd 
market 

economies" 

740 
770 
790 
800 
960 
970 

1,130 
1,140 
1.320 
1,370 

2,930 
3,050 
2,970 
2,720 
2.990 
3,150 
3,570 
3,740 
4,510 
5,000 

1,780 
1,760 
1,600 
1,530 
1,760 
1,840 
2,030 
1,950 
2,090 
2,450 

5,450 
5,580 
5,360 
5,050 
5,710 
5,960 
6,730 
6,830 
7,920 
8,820 

Centrally 
t'limned 

i'¡t'itomiesb 

28 
25 
35 
47 
69 
70 
85 
94 
120 
135 

8 
13 
18 
29 
43 
52 
70 
77 
100 
135 

125 
130 
155 
185 
245 
295 
295 
325 
390 
455 

161 
168 
208 
261 
357 
417 
450 
496 
610 
725 

Developing 
¡ountriesr 

(total) 

22 
50 
37 
36 
38 
52 
53 
57 
54 
53 

65 
165 
175 
226 
251 
207 
253 
297 
349 
370 

57 
185 
179 
156 
151 

173 
177 
185 
202 

144 
400 
391 
418 
440 
425 
479 
531 
588 
625 

Latin 
Amerita1' 

15 
12 
19 
33 
49 
57 
76 
85 

105 
120 

6 
10 
15 
25 
39 
50 
65 
70 
92 
125 

50 
56 
82 

115 
175 
220 
230 
265 
325 
365 

71 
78 

116 
173 
263 
327 
371 
420 
522 
610 „ ^——————«^_________é^_        "¿D 61 
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industrial interdependence must follow: that is, intra-regional trade i„ manu- 
factures must increase. manu- 

Earlier in this study it was pointed out that in the trade of developing 
countries only Latin American exports of manufactures became increasing 
dependent on other developing countries as a market for exports ThTph - 
nomenon coincided with the continued implementation of theUtin AnX„ 

fCAC^ H   S0C,at,0n (Lf/A)
LTd dlC Ccntral American Commo^M   k (CACM) Hence ,t seemed desirable to investigate it further. Table 28 provide 

t^Ï^rStlëM°n' by ÌndÌCatÌng thC — of »anuficturcd^ 

Seen from this perspective, the ability of Latin American exports of manu- 

that exports from developing countries to Latin America increased much more 
rapidly than did exports from the developed countries. Thus, even thoughT 
developed countries increased their exports of manufactures to Latin Amer k 

finí ^VTt^A tÍmCS m0rC than thC <"**** "*' °- *" tint decade of Latin American economic integration the percentage increase 
of developing countries' exports to Latin America is nnJgrczJlwTZ 

- I Ara0!6!-8 7 • *" "* ^'^ <" ^ ^ 
44 1 ent nÏ A l•"• ^^ °f ma•fact-« increased from 
44.H per cent of the developing countries' exports to Latin America in I960 
to 84.1 per cent in 1969. Stated differently, intra-Latin AmericanaTinJZ 
factures increased 759.2 per cent in 1960-1969. Considering that hese rZvc 
changes occurred m a region that was a rapidly expanding import mark L 
new economic relationship among Latin American countrL is clear. Although 

•s impossible to identify specifically the contribution of the economic S 
on process to these changes, the generally favourable effects of th se effots 

at co-operation cannot be denied. 

In summary, although official political and legal progress in the economic 
»ntegration endeavours has lagged, it would be difficult Fargue th economic 
migration ,n Latin America has been ineffective. The data Indi a that new 
commercial contacts have been made which may forge new link amo„e Z 
economies involved. Thus, in some cases, the WLrf2£ 
efforts may lead to their formal institution; that is, after commerciaTlmerest" 

allocate new ±SjíÏÏSÎSS.SÎ ^T"^ *? ""«••al corporation, to 

indigenous entrepraiSS hZ?Z 1     pm"Y domest,c ?°»1 » the encouragement of 
»atiSnal corÄ  ^PJïKiA^^il^eîmion 0£d°me«" niarketíby ¡^ 
^^«^oif^^^j^sss^^ä^rr^ ofíis goal- Thu,•Wkhin thc 
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NON-TARIFF DISTORTIONS 

In view of the likelihood that generalized preferences will be implemented 
m the near future by most developed market economies« it is ¡m£ortant t0 

consider the effects of non-tariff distortions (NTDs) on the trade of developing 
countries. 5 These practices, which consist of quotas, subsidies, health standards 
customs classifications etc., may discriminate against the exports of developing 
countries in general, or they may artificially encourage exports from certain 
regions or countries. Further, most of this sort of practice still in use is not the result 
of deliberate policy implementation but rather the legacy of past colonial re- 
lationships. The French Franc Zone and the British Commonwealth were the 
most prominent examples of such relationships over the past quarter century 
For a variety of reasons, those developing countries that were not a party to 

thItwereS0C,an0nS    ***  dÌSCrÌmÌnated a8ainst  bV comparison  with  those 

rffJhX ^°rmcf .colo7zi
r

n8 countri« generally recognize the possible adverse 
effects that could result from the too rapid removal of preferences that have 
fostered uneconomic production in the past. In such instances, specialized pre- 
ferences may be granted Optimally, these preferences should be designed so 
that they automatically phase out over a transition period. Thus, the major 

Ì rirtCm ng deVCl0pÌn
L
g C0UmrieS WOuld involve thosc n°n-"'iff distortions that discriminate against the exports of developing countries in general 

Recent studies have pointed out that NTDs discriminating against exports 

ZSSZ  NTH ^nSOme t0 d7dTß COUntrieS-26 In ¿a. " combating NTD  discrimination  (e.g. legal talent) are more limited in these ountnes than m   hc of ^ dcveloped coun/ries  Further( thc ^ J*cse 

hat remain unemployed as a resuir of NTD discrimination have fewer alternative 
uses ,n developing countries. Finally, continued implementation of NTDs 

«ZSr* a SenOUS imÇedimem t0 mdl,strial exP°r" and therefore tend to 
no«ibí> *"" eXpeCtlí fT,the ToduCtioa ^generalized preferences. This 
posability-u supported by the fact that at the present time NTDs seem to apply 
most to the exports of developing countries. Surveys indicate that 28 per cent 
ot total imports to developed market economies were subject to NTD^ The 
imgnitude of this percentage is influenced by the fact that 33 per cent* of the 

discrimination. This figure does not indicate the intensity of application of 

probÄ^ 

TD/B/C¿/R 2 Develop^ Countries; TD/B/E2/R.I and Add. 1; and 
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NTDs although it may be assumed that if a Government enacts an NTD  it 
will attempt to make it effective. 

In addition, there is scope for general efforts to analyse changes in NTD 
incidence. From one viewpoint, it seems very unlikely that NTDs will be 
reduced except^ in the more general context of trade liberalization (i.e. tariff 
reductions .2« At the same time, the possibility of increases in discriminatory 
practices always exists (The uncertainty created by this continuing threat can, 
m itself, be considered an NTD.) Since developing countries generally lack thé 
resources to assess the effects and scope of NTD incidence, international or- 
8Î"M•"* 

mi«ht7e11 Providc the neccMi"7 •»<«ce i« evaluating the impact 
ot NTDs, as an aid to new industrialization. 

21 S?I?e developed countries daim that the effect of NTD incidence on <fev*L»i». 
countne, » ^significant. A, evidence they cite the lack of coi^atat •n^ rftheÄv 
of the* countries to defend their intere«», owing to the lack XainedkJal£^inlïïïï£ 
^ » Kkely that if NTD, are reducedf they wiH ÙTreSiS XSf.onJSS preferred by the developed countries. "»»co primarily on protects 





Chapter III 

EMPLOYMENT IN MANUFACTURING IN THE 
FIRST AND SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADES 

The first part of this chapter reviews the development of manufacturan 

«nee 1955. Special emphasis is placed on the developing countries in the First 
Development Decade. Following this review, the discussi« turns"LanaWs 
of cemm major policy questions related to manufacturing employment in thl 
Second Development Decade. The chapter closes with an accoun/of the treat- 
men^ of employment in the international development effort planned for this 

TRENDS IN MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT IN THE 

FIRST DEVELOPMENT DECADE 

For the decade of the 1950s the manufacturing industries of developing 
countries were credited with a compound growth'rate for output of E 
7 per cent per annum and for employment of about 4 per cent L annum 29 
The comparative figures for the First Development DecadVare not yet available 

%5*£57t T' h°•C\ÌndÌCate **** ^compound 
fabÄ   Thif    A^ Cer f0,r °UtpUt a,nd 3A PCr cent for «"Piment (see tabic 29). This evidence of a long-run slackening of industrial development 

25Ät "^ha,f of thc ***is su^rted hythc ** AGS 
se,JTnTmpl4e' the uTge fT1 rate °f «rowth of manufacturing output 
fm   t0 haVC. d,m,n,íed f anally in the last three five-year periods in all 

ccnHnT "fi0"" m ^ fr0m M *" CCmin the P«W 1955-1^0 to 7.7 per 
cent m the subsequent five years, and to 6.3 per cent in the years 1965-1969; 
or Latin America the corresponding figures are 6.2, 5.9 and 5.5 per cent; for 

all the developing regions together the rates arc 7.2, 6.8 and 5.8 per cent. 

emolovmlar8natC.   ^ ****?*** trCnd$ " °UtPUt havc Rations for employment ,n developing countries. In particular the reduced rais of growth 

laCnt2!ÌHKOUtPUt ft' drer riSC in dcmand for ncw manufacturing labour. Indeed, the growth of such employment-as recorded in the United 
2» See UNIDO, Industrial Development Survey, Vol. I, pp. 2 and 231. 

59 
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TABU. 29.   GROWTH OI I-MPIOYMKNT IN MANUI-A< TUHINI;, BY I < ONOMIC CROUPINC.1955—1969 
Arerage annual rate based on index numbers 

(Per cent) 

1955    i960 !%()  -/9ftf Jvh5     MM 9 t%()    1969 

Developing countries  4.3 4.3 2.1° 3 4* 
Latin America  2.9 1.8 4.4" 2.8* 
Asia  4.4 4.6 1.5" 3.4» 
Africa  

Developed market economics .... 2.0 2.0 1.4 1.8 
Centrally planned economics  3.8 3.8 3.5 3.7 
World, excluding centrally 

planned economics  2.6 2.9 t.5* 2 4* 
World total  2.9 3.1 2.2* 2 7* 

N t'   S°srre; ^ off • .1,',Sl'd °" U,,ÍtCd Na,io^s• SMIiltir"1 yearbook, and additional data supplied by the United 
0 1965-1968. 
11 1960-196H. 

Nations employment statistics—appears to have dropped from 4.3 per cent 
per annum in the periods 1955-1960 and 1960-1965 to 2.1 per cent in the 
years 1965-1968 (sec table 29). For the nine-year period of the 1960s, manu- 
facturing employment in developing countries expanded at an average annual 
rate of 3.4 per cent. Tabic 29 shows that the rates of expansion in the industrially 
more advanced economic groupings were even lower in general than in the 
developing regions. In the developed market economies, growth in manu- 
facturing employment (averaging 1.8 per cent in the 1960s) was consistently 
slower than in the developing regions, and except for the latest sub-period growth 
was also somewhat slower in the centrally planned economies, even though 
these achieved a steady progress. Through the influence of this final sub-period, 
the centrally planned economics registered a higher rate of employment expansion 
(3.7 per cent) for the nine years of the 1960s. In viewing these data, however, 
it must be remembered that most of the countries of the industrially more 
advanced economic groupings have passed into a phase of development in which 
the share of manufacturing in total employment is no longer growing rapidly, 
so that manufacturing no longer plays such an important direct role in the crea- 
tion of employment as it did in earlier phases of development. 

Table 30 presents the year-to-year growth rates of manufacturing employ- 
ment in the major economic groupings for the latest four years for which data 
arc available. As in the longer periods dealt with in table 29, table 30 also shows 
great fluctuations in the rates for the developing regions and for the developed 
market economies. Only the centrally planned economies appear to have ex- 
panded their manufacturing sectors at a rate consistent with a rapid and relatively 
steady growth of employment. Table 30 indicates that the growth of manufactur- 
ing employment in Latin America in the period 1965-1968, as shown in table 29, 
was characterized by a steadily falling rate of expansion from year to year. 

Some rates of manufacturing employment growth recorded in developing 
countries were lower than those of other sectors (see table 31). This should be 
considered m relation with the situation prevailing in these countries. In particular, 
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TABIT. 30.   GROWTH OF EMPLOYMENT ,N MANUFACTURE, BY ECONOMK: c«,u«Nr. , %S-1 969 
Average annual rate based on index numbers 

(Per cent) 

„    , "        ^ "à ^T       Jw       ms-im 
Developing countries        , .„ 3 6 Q9 —- - 

Latin America       6.5 44 -^ - jl 

A««;-::::::::::::::::::::;:: °:9    21    °'9 & 
Developed market economics  .... 2 9 —0 9 ¿9 ?H               i "A 
Centrally planned economies  4.7 3 6 14 íí                \l 
World, excluding centrally ' " 3'5 

planned economics  2 H no nn 
World total         28 1« ?'. - U 

         ¿B 1-o iß ... 2.2" 

N.UK>„Si5tk-aToffi^a,Cd °" Uni,Cd Na,iun'' S""isM *'«*«*• >"d addition»! data supplied by «he United 
" 1965-1968. 

population and labour force in most of these countries are growing much faster 
than m the more advanced regions. As a result, there is fn many develop „g 

Ztofll 71 PT ?d rWÍng UncmPloymcnt (frequently exceeding «fpe? 
cent of the labour force) and great pressure for jobs in industry and elsewhere 30 
There are ev.dcnt grounds to fear that the acceleration of growth in population 
and » the labour force in the Second Development Dccfdc will ¿Ll2 the 

penod.3« Considering the availability of both human and natural resources 
therefore   there ,s both an urgent need and a potential for faster growth 0f 
industry than was achieved in the First Development Decade 

Despite the vital role of the manufacturing sector in stimulating economic 
growth, ,t has to be recognized that this sector can create at best only a Zi 

sm nnío« d rCdCd Ín thC 19'°S- Th
L
e manui^-g -tor is s'till quite 

sn all ,„ most deyelopmg countnes.32 Furthermore, it is apparent that, except 
for a few anomalous cases, each increment to manufactured output seems to 
reqture a smaller percentage increase in employment than in earlier periods. 

Comparing the growth rates of manufactured output for all developing 
countnes (see first page of this chapter) with the corresponding growth12 
for manufacturing employment (table 29) reveals that each per cent of increase 
m manufacturing output in the periods 1955-1960 and 1960-1965 was associated 
with 0.6 per cent growth in employment. This "employment coefficient" 
fclUowever, to 0.4 ,n the years 1965-1968.33 m the latter period, a low and 

UNíbPo;L„^^^ ^OP-S "-ion,, «50-1980, « 
32 Industrial Development Survey, Vol. I, p. 250. 

«.pcc^o^outpT10^^ COefficient" » the e,"*'«»y of manufacturing employment mth 
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clearly diminished coefficient is observed also for the Asian region. This tendencv 
w not seen, however, in the Latin American region,* y 

Exceptional development in Latin America in the last few years does not 
alter   he genera   picture of relatively low employment coefficia s of   Z 
growth over the longer run nor of an apparent decline ,n the grow lof employ 
ment ,., the second half of the 1960s in other regions  esoccnlk    , r£   P   Y~ 
modern (i.e. factory-oreinizedi mrr „f A r        tSpcCIall> in thc motc 

,A   i i   or8,,n,ZctV Part »f the manufacturing sector. Thc fimire 
on page 64 shows the growth rates of output and employment for nine  eptr 
manufacturing industries in Asia and Latin America for the three p ^ T 
upper ¿agonal Ime connects point, having an employment coeffic  nt of 
the lower Ime represents coefficients of 0.75. Only 4 of the  SO noinV!   I 
coefficients greater than 1 and only 6 lie between 0.75 and 1 **"* ^ 

The number of new jobs created in a particular industry is not an adequate 

iNor docs the internal development of a manufacturing sector tell thc whole 
story ofthat sector's impact on the process of economic growth m gen ri| 

I«W ImÍ" '      ri"" SCCOndary rpl0ymCnt Cfcs ^»B W industry linkages and the generation of new income which reach beyond the 
original industry and beyond the confines of manufacturing as a who e" Besi 

spread  of tecLT      ^       . °   ^ MoV»* COmt•< for cxamP'^ the 
However  therein      .   Tt^ " """  C^table inco•  distribution. However, there s very little basis for empirical research on these phenomena 
or on the general mfluenccs extending outside the manufacturing sector" 

In seeking a disaggregated picture of manufacturing employment by sinelc 
countries or b   sub.scctors of manufacfuri      onc is Jn^Jh;lZ^ 

madeouacy of the statistic, With respect to manufacturing cmploymeTh? 
«ans »es published by the United Nations Statistical Office L agP

grLted ii o 
broad industry groups at the level of whole regions and give ft beToni y a 
rough picture of the global trends, without much detail.36ßThcsc stat^ tics can 

toK:zioy coun.try data publ,shcd,by the in*•1 La"- «m 
onlv ¿«Ï    f  , U   rTm °n manufacturi»g employment usually cover 
only sizable factory-organized enterprises and tend to exclude small and artisan 

in the years 1965-1968 when the „m^ „» e V*5' but .these were suddenly reversed 
of output. In the food' Ceraie! f »A ,, employment jumped to 0.8 of the growth 
employment growth• aDSs    , hí,       ,     TV gr°Up ÍT in the texti,e indu«'y. 

/*«fopi5 Wy:V
driSrStdHr toZäSr? ^"^'V** UNIDO, Industrial 

would call for data from L^SJiL   PP £f maJor «sturai changes in employment 
discussed in WoliV^I^&^T^-^"1^ ? the CCn5USCS ^r the 1*0. were 
carried out in 1970"areS^ •£to^ T Tabulations of thc VW**• censuses 

with ÄSfitlÖ ***"• »«ce works 
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census changes of manufacturing cmploy,„c„t L dcvc^^ons ""*• 

counts Ä Ä^?"^ fr ' *°* •»'» -f *vclopi„g 
manufacturing cmpC• uX ÄÄ"^. f ^ •? ^ 
such as Puerto Rico   f hin, /T •       \    i_    „      .. h a fcw exceptions, 
and Zambia. ^L^T^^^^ *"«• "ong^ong 
very small increases or showed dccreascsTK I I ? "V•'^ attained 
facturing in this period 7K „ft „ ,  !CVC' °f •P'°ytncnt in manu- 

althougf small. AoTetp „ J XC• ¿:'r it T^"* ^ 
parts of the economy. Table 3 ZUTÏr A t" non-^cdmn\ 
the non-agricultural lectors as a £h„n A "»Hoyment growth for 
formation^ the  •  °c   t J s ""A' "W" *" MM 0l" ¡"*- 
complete, which „Xsf« ,o dT 0l"s'd<: 'Mm,fMtllrin« is <"» 6« 
manufacturing empio• „,i„•ld Ì7"T ^VT^ '° «P««*»». 
non-ag„cul„,L aLfc grew f«rïî ^ *C °U,Pllt rf «"* °*er 
be that the failure of „„„ErinTto l^d T 1Ct"•g °UtpUt- " could 

wider use of lar,„..r .   n"'actTnB to <"d '"Job creation is explained by the 

ment in the non-aJSmra^ , Y,   .      !^ .W• growth ofcmplov- 
origtnally esûblLd *'"" '""'" '"«^ ,r0m * «X *e data were 

and bi rLTheavv t,^ ""^P'"6 COl,n,ri« in thc »H5"g«c 

more U^^ZÄS» aPPCan t°.,UVC abSOrbed nCW lab0Ur 

I%5-I968,ywhen «EÄ1Z&1T '" U"" f"* fa ,he P«"*1 

bc-ow tha, m ,igh, ma„PufaUggrtt Ä ££3? « *«* 

d,gitEax„Txn;Srs1 t,a in ubk 33 ¡° «*»isic •» 
ágnmcn, regionafAftSinÄTt", ",,'"7 'K'"11 ^ P0""' » 
and mos, widespread am3 KT.    T1,e,tcxnle lnimaY> °• of the oldest 

'«duce the »al« ¿ru* «g««,« Uta fiï a^lft*", *** Suc" °•»i°• gmtly 
„ _.— „„_ ,.„, «upc inai 

tmploymcnt Programme. 
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in 1968 in Asia and stagnation in that year in Latin America. Another large 
industry group- food, beverages and tobacco -showed the second lowest rate 
of employaient growth in Asia in the 1960s (2.1 per cent) and also in the de- 
veloping region as a whole (2.6 per cent), although it provided one of the faster 
growing sources of employment in Latin America (3.3 per cent per annum). 
One could perhaps relate these low rates of job creation to the sluggish advances 
in output of these staple consumer goods.•** 

Significant regional differences in employment growth occurred among 
the heavy manufacturing industries. The basic metals and the metal products 
industries, which showed high rates of employment growth in Asia for the 
period 1960-1968 (7.0 and 6.4 per cent per annum respectively), did not ex- 
perience particularly fast employment expansion in Latin America, although 
they recorded faster growth there than the average for all Latin American 
manufacturing. The difference between employment growth in these industries 
in the Latin American and Asian regions could be attributable to the existence 
in Asia of greater uncxploited opportunities for import substitution. 

Increasing attention has been focused recently on the importance of ex- 
porting to the development of the manufacturing sectors of developing countries 
and its corresponding role in generating employment. A high rate of output 
growth normally has a corollary in rapid growth of employment. These two 
variables arc closely related in the data of table 34. A similar relationship has 
been observed in the industrially more advanced countries.• When focusing 
on the separate role of production foi exports, however, no such close relationship 
may be found for developing countries, largely because of the still marginal 
size of manufactured exports from these countries. A study of these exports 
shows that they generally involve only 1 to 10 per cent of the output of the 
manufacturing sector, except for China (Taiwan) and the Republic of Korea 
where these exports account respectively for 36 and 18 per cent of output.*» 
In spite of the remarkable growth of manufactured exports from certain countries 
it is clear from the data that, with few exceptions, they are only a minor part 

•'» The demand for finid, beverages and tobacco is typically regarded as inelastic with 
respect to income increases in production and employment being limited largely to those 
neded to supply the increase in population. However, when migration to urban areas takes 
place, there is likely to be an increased per capita demand for certain necessities produced by 
he manufacturing sector It is likely that the relatively quicker growth of the fo& beverages 

and tobacco industry m Lat.n America derives in part from the higher rate of migration 
from rural to urban areas in that region. 8 

i •     if ?°e M • Kaldor\1p""" °fthc s'"«' *«* of Economic Growth of the United Kingdom 
^S^^^^^r^d "'*"". « sdryM Europe Ä 

RvviZ £• wT• TradC PoHcie,,in »^loping Countries",  The American Economic 
weree ¿imIdi  rhf rccnta8" °f manufactured exports in output in 1968 and 1969 
Pakistani   wU MÌ Í   mT V V„ArKentina 2; Chi,c * Philippines 3; Mexico 5; 
ñat       he' iKbS?     :     ff    °f K?rCa 18; ChÌna (TaÌWan> * II » worth notin* nat in the Republic of Korea and Taiwan a large part of their manufacturing for export » 
organized either under international subcontracting or in industrial free pr^eMiní^e 
with only a limited reliance on indigenous raw materials processing «mes 
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TABIR 34.   GROWTH OF MANUFACTURING OUTPUT  *«,». ~~ 
°mu»«c c„rCs', S-Î4m> EMPLOYMFNT IN S— 

Compound annual rate of growth 

Period                       mm!""* Exports Manufacturing 

Latin America     —-     r     _     (MCJ-3)_ 
Argentina   1%f)   1Q^ 
Urazil"                2S~S              32 178 -04 i-uji,,                          I'M*)—1968               43 ^u "•* 
i
Chlc,V;      1960-1968              5 4 ^ 19 

Colombia       1960-196«               = ? "• 3-5 

Ja"**»**-'  1ÏÏL5Ï      • T2 
I•*•      1960-1968             ,,7 -»* 3.5 
Sn

S
n
a!Vad(,r      1960-1968              40 "¿'Ï °5 

Honduras                         1<w>   ,_,.              '*•" 36.2 151 
Mexico'                 1960-1966             12.o 37 7 

n,\ 
y      C°,       1960-1968               «i L[ 30 

Manama'                        1QWi     £**              M-4 7.4 73 
pcru                         1960-1968              9H 37 H 'f 
VeLuel/      1960-1968              „.5 -1,5 Ji 

J,                      1960-1968               7.7 ' * J8 

Chin^Taiwani.'.::::;;;;••     ÎÏ2~!Ï2             «o ~10 

'"*?             Ï£~"K             '<? Ä1 10.1 Iran'                   "•     J£?   ,ïî              6J 43 44 
î"^.:::::::::::  g:*;     ;« i« 
Phll,pP'"C>       1960-1968               6i *j í2

0¡ 

°xpor,S 

» M«ÄSS5 SR Ä Ä affi íi£ &2S ^* 

whole » „ot cloely related to the export performance in 
facturing sector as a 
this sector.42 

5 count,«, exported manufacture, wiA a gTo« vatel S r ^ J1 P" «•¿ the rc"»«** 
otal „ports, with China (Taiwan) and £ReSlil* 3 5er ?" of ^ vaIuc of »»*£ 

that thcic »hares refer to the gfoï v3« «f «S?„  f Kor" **lead-,l mu* »* «cognized 
and not to the value added bymtnufarturinj ,Vmg ""•* man«&«««ng proving 

fr «¿.iiîS^Krî'Jî StSZSSi• « tib,C ? <U'H comP-W« data 
^¡nation (Ä2) Cq^j toTsS ÄffSe r^^'T^ bn* a «****»' of 
by X and the rate of «owth of m«Silg ,    *rowril of exporti of manufacture! 
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Exporting of manufactures is, however, a relatively new experience for 
developing countries. Although it has not yet emerged as an effective stimulus 
to the over-all growth of employment in manufacturing, the experience of 
exporting constitutes an important incentive to innovation and product im- 
provement and to the upgrading of technical and managerial skills. Moreover 
the history of developed countries and of a few developing countries confirms 
that exports can potentially become a dynamic component of output growth 
and a stimulus to the development of inter-industry links, and ultimately to 
employment. 7 

To conclude tins review  of employment growth it is relevant to turn 
bneHy to labour productivity.  Estimates of value added per person engaged 
in manufacturing in 1963 indicated that the level of these data for developing 
countries was only about one sixth ofthat for industrialized countries 43 This 
figure  reflects   many  variations  in   production  processes,   including  different 
output mixes and widely diverse ratios of capital to labour. There were some 
industries with much higher relative levels of labour productivity, but these 
are few and rather isolated cases.-" Tl,c hm.ted scope of the high productivity 
industries is reflected in the fact that ISIC two-digit industries/in which value 
added per person engaged was at least 75 per cent of the average for all in- 
dustnahzed countries, accounted for only 1.1 per cent of total manufacturing 
employment in all developing countries.« Even if one should drastically lower 
the standard of high productivity in developing countries to include all industries 
with productivity at least 50 per cent as high, these industries would still employ 
only 4.2 per cent of the manufacturing manpower. 

Statistics on the growth of output per person engaged suggest that since 
1963 the developing countries have attained smaller productivity increases than 
the developed market economies or the centrally planned economies. The re- 

TMT TrÍT    T ^onomif groupings for 1968 were 120, 127 and 128 

rouir ' u ?P m,,abour Productivity ^vvcen the developing counts aml thc mdustm!lzcd       ioM to have P   * 

on of „creases of labour productivity in all industry is not a prime objective 
f development. The appropriateness of the production technique hJto be 

Hgcd w,th reference to development objectives (income growth acceleration, 
employment creanon, greater equality in income distribution etc.) and to facto 

Sri'" rCSPCCr CT0m,C gr0lW Bc$ides the differing   Z 
ductiv ty, changes may reflect other influences, such as. diverse changes in the 

STdc^ZT a S,OWCr rrCa^Ìn rCal WagCS rdatlVe t0 —hine-time costs in developing countr.es; less effective competition among firmv or fewer 
opportunit.es for cconomics of ^ Thc ^ ^ . ^ fa J^•£ 

*} Sec UNÍJXX Industrial Lkvtlopmrnt Survey, Vol HI p 7 

CaJll 'ZS^i^lt^Uiï £¡ GTh Ì^'i^s,ry--mS Edition: Vol. I: 
iV,,/,/,,,,,,,, ^Mnv,; vlfm, pp 74^75.(SaIcS N°': 70XV»1«); >nd UNIDO, Industrial 

« IVrro Rio> is cxcluck-d from thc developing countries i„ this comparii. 
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Income distribution is also said to contribute to the low rate of job creation 
by manufacturing in that it influences the pattern of consumption. This pattern 
is reflected in the differences between the labour content of domestic goods 
purchased mainly by the rich and those consumed by the poor. The higher 
import content of the purchases of higher income groups is also significant. 
The negative effects of the pattern of income distribution in some Latin American 
countries on their level of employment have been stressed earlier in many studies 
and reports.47 These influences do not appear to be peculiar to Latin America 
but are relevant to industrial development and employment in other regions 
as well. 

Finally, in considering the relatively low labour absorption in manufacturing 
one must mention the likelihood that the expansion of factory-organized pro- 
duction supplants to some extent enterprises in the artisan sector.48 The artisan 
sector of manufacturing continues to participate widely in many lines of pro- 
cessing in developing countries. Even in some of the industrially most advanced 
developing countries, the artisan sector in its various forms engages about half 
of the total manufacturing employment.49 There are a number of reasons for 
this displacement, some of which have been alluded to above, for example, 
shifts of demand towards factory-made products stemming from urbanization, 
advertising and other forces bearing on consumer tastes. Second, there are the 
advantages of factory methods for supervision, efficiency and quality control. 
It is also true that credit and government assistance arc more often available 
for larger industrial concerns than for smaller ones. 

There is no uniformity in the quantitative significance of this displacement, 
however, since the artisan tradition has been developed and preserved to different 
extents in various countries. The main point is that the substitution of factoiy 
methods of production for the traditional ones used in various artisan and semi- 
artisan activities represents a major technological change in developing countries 
with considerable employment implications.50 

«7 "The very diversification of manufacturing production in response to the changes 
in the demand and the possibilities of import substitution has led to more rapid development 
of the production lines that tended to be less labour-intensive in comparison with the tradi- 
tional branches, whose naturally slow tempo of growth has been made even more sluggish 
by persistently regressive features in income distribution." See United Nations, 771«" Proci-.« 
of Industrial Development in Latin America, New York, 1966, p. 74. 

** To the extent that such displacement has in fact taken place, the industrialization 
process of the past two decades might have resulted in a growth rate of a total manufacturing 
employment smaller than 4 per cent per annum credited earlier to the factory-organized 
sector in developing countries. Indirect employment effects stimulated by new manufacturing 
activities might have increased employment opportunities in some other sectors including 
the artisan sector. 

«« See United Nations, The Process of Industrial Development in Latin America, New York, 
1966, p. 75. 

*> The distinction between the so-called "modern factory sector" and the "traditional 
one hes mainly in the amount of power and equipment used and system of management, 
and does not necessarily presuppose the size of establishment. It follows that various forms 
of employment under subcontracting, including home workers, belong to the modern sector 
if they work for a factory-organized firm. 
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The employment effects of this technolog.cal change in developing countries 
differ significantly from those experienced by the developed countnes ^the 
time when they were undergoing industrialization. The differì in ««S 
intensity between mdustrial and artisan manufactunng was clearly sma 1er in 
those umes than it is now, and productivity of industrial wor J s wT o r- 
spondmgly less, so that additional workers m manufacturing dispiaccia much 
smaller number of artisans than would be the case today. 

There is little empirical evidence concerning the separate growth patterns 
of artisan and factory employment in various types of manufactunng in develop 
mg countries. The available data pertain mostly to Latin America  WhI  has 
occurred there, however, may have some relevance for other developing rein 
s-nce this region ,s the most advanced in industrialization. Factory emp öymenTin 
Latin America ,„ 1960 accounted for 48 per cent of the total JfmanK 

ment in the region increased at the rate of 3.2 per cent per annum. Since em- 

c mThe? tC artmn Tt0r T^ Ìn thlS ^riod « thc • °"' cent, the resulting growth rate for all manufacturing employment was only 
2.3 per cent." Examination of the trends of manufacturing cmpLymcn^ La" Í 
America in the preceding two and a half decades (1925-1950) indka es tha" 
artisan employment increased in that period at a much slower rat   han employ 

ofC4 8mJ I Tty *""•while factory cm*l°ym• V• * » »Ä of 4.8 per cent per annum, art.san employment increased at only 0.8 per cent 
peranum, y,eldmg a 2.2 per cent growth rate for the entire LnufLturmg 

of i^laCer1Cm °rthC arlÍSan Seft0r' thercfore' has takcn Placc °»h i" terms 
1 °^ma"l,^tunng employment but not in terms of a decline in the 
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to obtain an empmcal measure of the effects of modern industry's growth on 
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Apparently, in contemplating the future growth of industry in developing 
countries, one must reckon with a continuing decline in labour intensity and the 
displacement of artisan enterprises. It may be suggested, therefore, that greater 
selectivity in mechanizing factory functions and resorting to subcontracting 
to the artisan sector whenever practical would create more new jobs and prevent 
dislocation from existing ones without harming efficiency. On the other hand, 
selective mechanization and upgrading of the management of artisan shops 
would help to improve efficiency there. The establishment of institutions to 
provide technical, marketing and financial services to the artisan sector would 
help it to make the most of opportunities to integrate its activities with those 
of the faster growing sectors of the economy, including modern agriculture 
and the services. 

Before concluding, it is important to review employment prospects in the 
export-oriented industries upon which much emphasis is now being placed in 
industrial planning. As indicated earlier in this chapter, the experience of clearly 
export-led industrial growth in developing countries is still limited to a very 
few countries, mainly in East Asia, and is too sparse and specific to warrant 
general conclusions about the potential impact of this development pattern 
on employment. It should be noted, however, that the importance of ever- 
expanding foreign-exchange earnings to sustained development may leave 
little scope in export industries for compromising efficient production through 
schemes to force the absorption of labour. Nonetheless, a careful selection of 
export industries to be promoted, and of items to be produced, may take employ- 
ment into account as an objective. Developing countries may choose sectors 
which, although employing modern technology, have at the same time a higher 
relative employment capacity as well as a greater potential demand on the world 
market. Such industries-for instance, electronics, optical goods and machine 
tools-may be developed under international subcontract. Further, a judicious 
choice of measures to attract suitable activities to industrial free processing zones 
may enhance job creation through the exports of manufactures, cither directly 
or by leading to greater employment opportunities in related services and input- 
producing industries. 

INDUSTRIAL EMPLOYMENT IN THE SECOND DEVELOPMENT DECADE 

The International Development Strategy for the Second Development 
Decade calls for an annual rate of growth of at least 6 per cent in the gross do- 
mestic product of developing countries as a group. Achievement of this goal 
tor the whole economy implies an 8 per cent annual growth of industrial output. 
This target growth rate for industry is higher than the actual performance re- 
corded m the First Development Decade when about 7 per cent per annum was 
attained. No specific employment objectives have been formulated under the 
International Development Strategy. It is recommended only that "each develop- 
ing country should formulate its national employment objectives so as to absorb 
an increasing proportion of its working population in modern activities and to 
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the growth and modernization of other sectors of the economy, and it must 
achieve a vigorous expansion of manufactured exports. The types of activities 
that contribute to these other goals, however, do not always generate large 
numbers of jobs. A job-oriented strategy within industry typically emphasizes 
modernization of the artisan sector and its integration into the rest of the economy. 
All of these objectives must be blended into a co-ordinated strategy. Provision 
and upgrading of managerial and industrial skills and of applied industrial research 
emerge as a vital link serving both of these aspects of industrial development. 



Chapter IV 

INVESTMENT AND INDUSTRIALIZATION 

This chapter considers investment in manufacturings« and its contribution 
to the expansion of output First, the rate of growth of investment in manu- 
facturing is estimated for those developing countries for which the necessary 
»«formation exists. Second, the level of fixed capital formation in each country 
and its distribution among types of capital good are analysed with attention 
focused especially on mvestment in machinery and equipment, which is regarded 
as particularly relevant to manufacturing. Third, the relationship of investment 
.n machinery and equipment to manufacturing output is investigated. Finally, 
the flow of capital to developing countries from abroad is examined. 

The contribution of investment to increasing output has sometimes been 
exaggerated ,n the past. As demonstrated in Volume III of the Industrial Develop- 
ment Survey, the devotion of a high proportion of GDP to investment does not 
guarantee rap.d growth of output.» Differing capital-output ratios of various 
product.«« processes and possible changes in rates of equipment utilization and 
retirement complète th., relationship. Investment of a high rather than a low 
proportion of GDP however, i, generally considered more favourable to output 
growth, and capital remains one of the important factors in the development 
equation. r 

GlOWTH OF INVESTMENT IN MANUFACTURING 

Investment in manufacturing and other sectors for 13 developing countries 

ÌTveZ V    and. I9" W? T*? Ï V0lume l °{thc ***« •*~« Survey* Volume IIIconadered „milar data for 23 countries for differing period, 
betwee^960 and 1967.« It is possible to expand these list, of countries by 

nat Jalïonï Ìcco^ÓfÌnr^Tfa.Ct^Ìng "< "* °f thc lca« <****V item, in thc 

n«h Ä œvSA^X6 «t""****** however, since all rfìSEE 
by coWy       y ' 0ther ,OUKe conta"" ^ that "»Y ** compared country 

5» See UNIDO, Industrial Development Survey, Vol. Ill, pp. 103—106 
i57   « UNIDO, Industrial Development Survey, Val. I, table 56, pp. 154-155, and pp. 153- 

•' UNIDO, Industrial Development Survey, Vol. HI, pp. 80-81 and table 39, pp. 82-83. 
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referring to the growth of investment in all types of machinery and equipment 
as a proxy variable for the growth of investment in manufacturing, where data 
on the latter are lacking. 

Many of the developing countries, when reporting to the United Nations 
on their capital investment, classify these investments by "type of capital good".«1- 
Within this classification, investment in machinery and other equipment (here- 
after referred to as "machinery") serves most nearly as a proxy for investment 
in the manufacturing sector. Machinery does not include transport equipment 
but does encompass certain other kinds of equipment not used in manufacturing, 
for example, agricultural machinery. 1 able 35 compares the rate of growth of 
investment in machinery with the growth rate of investment in manufacturing 
for 13 countries for which it was possible to obtain this information for a period 
covering at least four years in the First Development Decade. The figures for 
growth of investment in machinery roughly parallel those for investment in 
manufacturing, thus demonstrating that they provide a good indicator of the 
growth of investment in the manufacturing sector.6-* 

Certain developing countries report investment by type of capital good 
without distinguishing transport equipment from machinery and other equip- 
ment. If the growth of investment in transport equipment is included in the 
comparison, the sample of countries for which data exist may be expanded from 
13 to 16 (see table 35). The addition of transport equipment to the category of 
machinery does not alter essentially the correlation between investment in 
machinery and investment in manufacturing.«* 

Table 36 gives the growth rates of fixed capital formation by types of 
capital good for selected developing countries. The growth rates arc based on 
data at constant market prices, making possible comparisons among countries, 
and they arc taken for the longest possible period in the First Development Decade 
i n most cases 196(1 -1968. 

Seven of the 14 Latin American countries had growth rates of total fixed 
capital formation in excess of 10 per cent. However, the unweighted average for 
this growth rate in Latin America, 8.2 per cent, was the lowest for the three 
developing regions. This reflects the decline in fixed capital formation in Ar- 
gentina and Uruguay, and the slow growth of this variable in Chile and Co- 
lombia.65 

v    .M.Fo'^.definition of the various categories, see United Nations Statistical Office 

« Calculated on the basis of the 19 observations in table 35, the Krowth of investment 

fyTiSv^ »Y: o s1 AedTh°the grr•*of inrm•in -"¿f vSn is 0 87     l   Un Y     L" + °95 A  The correlation coefficient between the two variables 

in ,» ? ^a!culatcd on.thf b,asis of thc 24 observations in table 35, the growth of investment 
»Aî^^z Yù " lehtCd t0 the grOWth of ¡»vestment in^ansjo    equTpme 

StatMc^Xrt^S* n0t 7aiIablr Ï Vuitcd Natkms' Ye**°* of National Accounts statistics, for Brawl and Mex,co, two of the largest industrial countries in Latin America. 
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Data on growth of investment in machinery, used here as a proxy for growth 
of investment in manufacturing, were available for only six of the Latin American 
countries. This information indicates that the capital formation in the manu- 
facturing sector, though not necessarily the output of that sector, has been 
growing especially rapidly in the Dominican Republic and Paraguay and, to 
a lesser extent, in Panama.«* Investment in manufacturing appears to have ex- 
panded slowly or not at all in the other three countries for which data arc avail- 
able-Argentina, Colombia and Venezuela. If growth of investment in machinery 
and transport equipment is used as a proxy for growth of investment in manu- 
facturing, eight additional countries may be considered. This enlarged sample 
gives a somewhat more encouraging over-all picture. If judged from'these dat? 
industrialization in this region appears to have been widespread in the First 
Development Decade, as evidenced by the fact that investment in manufacturing 
in 9 of the 14 Latin American countries in table 36 grew at a rate in excess of 
10 per cent. 

The average growth rates for 9 Asian countries, shown in table 36   give 
an impression of better performance in total capital formation and investment 
in manufacturing than do those for the Latin American countries. The averages 
for Asia   however, arc influenced preponderantly by the situation in  China 
(Taiwan) and the Republic of Korean If these two countries are excluded  the 
averages for the growth of fixed capital formation and of investment in machinery 
and transport equipment are reduced to 7 and 7.1 per cent respectively, or rates 
lower than those for Latin America. Both India and Pakistan arc omitted because 
no comparable information was available on these countries. 

m¿oFCl ChÍna (Taiwan) thc avcrage annual growth rates over the period 1960- 
1968 were 17.5 per cent for fixed capital formation, 22.2 per cent for investment 
m machinery and 21.6 per cent for investment in machinery and transport 
equipment. For the Republic of Korea the Corresponding percentages were 
even higher 23.5, 25.7 and 28.3 per cent respectively. China (Taiwan) increased 
its share of the total manufacturing output of Asian developing countries from 
S   Pu,.CCntrm 1963 to 4-9 per cent in 1968. The corresponding figures for the 
Republic of Korea were 3.6 per cent in 1963 and 6.2 per cent in 1968. If these 
trends continue, these two countries will soon possess industrial economies of 
considerable importance. Of the remaining seven Asian countries listed in table 36 
Thailand appears to have made the most progress in raising thc level of invest- 
ment in manufacturing. Ceylon and Indonesia made the least industrial progress 
over the period 1960-1968. p*«M«-» 

Ar/lT í thC ft' Lfricf ,COUntriCS listcd' namdy KcnP» the Libyan 
c^l^f" 1C *Í anta> ¥ CXCePtionally high growth rates for fixed 
capi al formation during the mid-1960s. In these three countries, investment in 

S^ tramP°rt Te15•nt also cvid•ccd a high growth rate. However, 
m Libya this component of fixed capital formation reflects the heavy investmem 

the DT>nT¡nican^kÍouWichanHhpgr°Wth Í ^ %^C of «""»during output in GDP in 
3Ppoif n^Ä^^ »Lac was d.V 

" It must be remembered that these are unweighted averages. 

J 
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made m oil extract,•, and in Zambia it reflects the expansion of the cop• 
nun«. Hence, ,t is not clear whether these high growth rates implv snnlrk- 
highrates for investment in manufacturing. Of the countries listed   M  aw 

andern Leone show the smallest increase in investment in their m"^^ 

LEVEL AND STRUCTURE OF INVESTMENT 

of cwmTT; 7TáTthc lcvcl of fixcd capital formation -* p— *& of (.DP ,„ selected developing countries, and the distribution of this investment 
among five types of capital good. Special attention ,s paid in this IK 
machinery and transport equipment,  the two types of greatest   e^c   o 
mciustnahzatio, Tables 37, 38 and 39 show these components as pea ,"" o 
GDP over two tune periods m the First Development Decade for Latin AiSrican 
Asian an   African countries/, rabk, 40 and 4, ^ »  ^ 

io., of these countries by the percentage of GDP allocated to fixed capital forma- 
Non and to machinery and transport equipment in each region om the \Z 
period indicated in tables 37, 38 and 39. 

The Latin American countries had the best performance ,f judged bv the 

it.ble 38H,,d 17( ]' 7 T^d W,th 18 Per CCnt f0r thc Asian countli" 
h t   0 oi t of ho EVT A r    C AfnCan COUntriCS (tablc ^ Tablc 40 indic«eS n  o Zr r   P T Amencan countries were investing more than 18 per 

tint of thcr GDP in fixed capital in this same period. This generally higher level 

«on pohc.es pursued by these countries. These policies placed heavy emphasis 
- .mport substitute, which, in comparison with the policy of export p2 
mot.on foüowed by certain countries in other regions, requires more JZ\ 

UrinTn^r^ !t Pr0bably alS° rtflCCtS hlghc! Per ^ '«^ 
Although it was established earlier in this chapter that thc growth of in- 

vestment m machinery and transport equipment could serve as a proxy for the 
growth of mvestment in manufacturing, the levels of the two variables do not 

H ecC f\í * SmCC r VCStment ? machinCry and CWmcnt ^compasses 
II sectors of the economy from agriculture and mining to transport and com- 

•ZTHT;    
,S mtCrCSí!n8ut0 n0tC' h0WCVer' that the Latin Am<^ countries also tended to invest a higher proportion of GDP in machinery and transport 

equipment; thc averages for this category in the later period of the decade were 

Fifteen "Î t f m AinerÍCa' 75 PCr Cent in Asia and 7A Pcr cent in Africa. I .ftccn of the 18 Latin American countries listed in table 37 invested more than 
per cent oi GDP in machinery and transport equipment (sec table 41)   Bv 

comparison, table 41 indicates that only 8 out of 16 Asian countries and 7 out 
ot 15 African countries spent in excess of 7 per cent of GDP on this type of 

(•>! 
68 Wherever possible thc periods covered 1960—1%2 ,nd iQtó   io¿a   c 

-ntr.es. however, data were available only for otn^eaSrfthedccSc"       " ** "** 
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TABLE 40.   FRFQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 01 COUNTRIES H Y PER I INI Oí 

GDP DEVOTED TO FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION* 

Pe i cent 

28.0—32.9 
23.0—27.9 
18.0-22 9 
13.0-17.9 
8.0-12.9 

Total 

Xumber of countries 

I ittin Am 

0 
3 
7 
7 
1 

18 

Asi.i 

0 
3 
5 
(, 

Aftii.i 

I 
-i 

-> 

7 
3 

• Percentages arc for the Liter period indicated for countries listed in tables 17 
38 and 39. '   ' 

TABLE 41.   FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OI COUNTRIES BY PER CENT 01 

CÌDP INVESTED IN MACHINERY AND TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT* 

Xumber of countries 
Per cent 

Latin America ."H.i Africa 

13.0 and over 1 1 0 
11.0-12.9 5 3 1 
9.0—10.9 3 1 3 
7.0- 8.9 6 3 3 
5.0— 6.9 3 4 4 
3.0- 4.9 0 4 4 

Total 18 16 15 

3H J1ld"39CrCCn,a*t, "" f0r ,he latCT Period indicated for countries listed in tables 37. 

capital good. This generally higher investment in machinery and transport 
equipment reflects the higher degree of industrialization in Latin America as 
well as the greater mechanization of the agricultural sector in this region.*» 

The data for Latin America are encouraging with respect to this region's 
over-all prospects for economic growth and more rapid growth in the manu- 
facturing sector. The ratio of fixed capital formation to GDP decreased in only 
three countries-Argentina, Chile and Colombia. The most spectacular increases 
in this proportion were recorded in the Dominican Republic and Guyana. 
Argentina and Colombia were the only two countries in table 37 to record a 
fall m the proportion of GDP invested in machinery and transport equipment. 
If an increase in this proportion is a necessary prerequisite for an acceleration 
in the growth rate of the manufacturing sector, most Latin American countries 
met this condition. 

r Jíf ?*** f<,r. A"a reVCal thc 8reatcst varhti°n» »n investment as a percentage 
of GDP (see table 38). In Indonesia, only 8 per cent of GDP was allocated to 

¡n iiA^rfA&«=ït Sift « issa« 

i 
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fixed capital formation in the second period   1%*    iv«       11 
%ure for the R,p„bl,c of V^N«,'« S.    £ c m'Ä 7* 
lowcit figure m ehe other two renom w.s 121 ,,., r    i    , Tlu' 
»d dun,. The mo* marked in^óJem•   ¡, ,,   r „"" f      b°"' °W^ 

«sieSSBsi 
." ...»chmerv and transport equipmene in the second p.•«l [«• abfcïl) 

. Lx,c z; °•ron (scc tablc 40)-A hopcfui * fe *^>«ÏÏ 

d.s.rib.,,,0» oft:   »by t ¿—"oVfiS ^ ffg "* ^ 
-o nrachincry and ^^iJä^r ^ 

of «piauldfolir' ,hCu di!"ibutioî "'"'»v^matt among ,he differ«,, types 
h, *TtB       •   l  Tí    0adly S,,n,lM Pa,tcm in moM ">•»¡« («e table 42) 
of fitdÎT?' 0f thC F'm DCTel°P">•' Decade, on the average  one h  f 

^SySTj'i"* *""• ,0 U"d"»P'ovements, dtEg 

..«h^vTr^^-1 h,fh? prorrion of facd "Piu| fo•«• » macniner,  than the countries of the other two dcvclopine rceions   This ,< 

AïS "oTint ;ndrial -rin utin A" -Syt; relative to the non-mdustnal sector than it is in the other regions  and ani- 

¡Ä rfí£ arC alT mr hÌgh,y mCChaniKd- Thus' » 15 öS 18 cn
0 - 

o rn^in i"0"than ? PCr CCm °f the fixcd caPital fo«•ion was devoted to machinery and transport (see table 45). «tvoica 
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TABLF 45    FHKQIJKNCY DISTRIBUTION OI  COUNTRIES BY IM R CUM 01 

UXUl)' CAPITAI    ;-)RMATIC)N   DEVOT. O   TO   MAC HIN! RY    AND   TRANSPORT 

EQUIPMENT" 

l\r c'irti 

60.0 and uvei 
50.0—59.9 
40.0 -49.9 
3(J.O—39.9 
20.0—29.9 

Total 

Smnher ii/n'nm V.< 

Latin Amt r/iii .•ISM .-Orini 

3 
7 

1 0 
2 

5 
3 

() 
4 7 

0 

18 

3 1 

15 

» Venentabs arc for the later period ¡mlieated for countries listed in tables 42. 

43 ami 44. 

The chance in this proportion over tunc may reflect the change in the 
climate and opportunities for industrial investment and the emphasis placed 
on industry in government policy making. Information on investment in ma- 
chinery alone was available for only eight Latin American countries. Halt ol 
these countries showed an increase in the proportion of fixed capital formation 
allocated to machinery. The largest increase in this proportion was in Costa 
Rica, while Argentina recorded the largest decrease. Eleven of the 18 countries 
experienced an increase in the percentage of fixed capital formation devoted to 
machinery and transport equipment combined. Taking this percentage as an 
indicator of the emphasis placed on manufacturing, it is evident that major 
shifts in favour of manufacturing investment occurred in Costa Rica, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Honduras, Peru and Uruguay. Of these, Costa Rica maintained a 
high over-all investment level, while the level in the other countries was more 

moderate.70 

As it docs for total investment, the distribution of fixed capital formation 
bv type of capital good shows more variation in the Asian developing countries 
than in Africa and Latin America. The percentages of fixed capital devoted to 
machinery in the second period of the decade in the Asian countries included 
both the highest and the lowest figure of the three regions. For the Republic 
of Viet-Nam, the relevant percentage was 47.9 per cent, and the figures for 
China (Taiwan), Singapore and the Syrian Arab Republic were close behind. ?' 
At the other extreme, the figure for Jordan was only 15.4 per cent. 

A similar pattern emerges when the amount of fixed capital formation 
devoted to machinery and transport equipment together is considered. In the 
Republic of Viet-Nam, 65.6 per cent of the fixed capital formation was devoted 
to these two types of capital good in the second period, in this case 1963 — 1965; 
this was the highest percentage observed for the three regions. In three Asian 

70 Sec tabic 37. It should be noted that the data for Honduras, Peru and Uruguay arc 
limited to 1960-1964. As will be demonstrated later in this chapter, these shifts in the com- 
positum of investment are not always reflected in the pattern of manufacturing output. 

7i The Republic of Viet-Nam had a low over-all level of investment (sec table 38). 
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countr.es, Ceylon, Jordan and rhc Khmer Republic, iess than 30 per cent of 
fixed capital was invested in machinery and transport equipment in the second 
period; all three had a lower percentage of investment in this category than any 
country m Latin America and Africa. 6   y y 

As regards the direction of change over the First Development Decade 
substantial increases in the percentage of fixed capital allocated to machinery and 
transport equipment were made in China (Taiwan), Iraq and the Republic of 
Korea. These Asian countries appear to have experienced the greatest changes 
in the structure of their economics in favour of industry (among the countries 
hstcd ,n table 43) Otherwise, however, fewer than halfVf the cLntriestth 
sample-only 7 of the 16-increased the proportion of fixed capital devoted 
to machinery and transport equipment over the two periods considered n 

African countries recorded the lowest average share of fixed capital forma- 
tion allotted to machinery and transport equipment. This is indicative of the 
generally lower level of industrial development in this region and of the heavier 
emphasis on investment in infrastructure. The African countries show the greatest 
similarity ,n the percentage of fixed capital devoted to machinery and transport 
equipment. Over the second period, 12 of the 15 countries invested between 
30 and 50 per cent of fixed capital in this type of capital good (see table 45). 

An encouraging observation concerning African industrialization is that 
none of the eight African countries with relevant data experienced a decline 
in the proportion of capital formation allocated to machinery. Only 4 of the 
15 countries listed in table 44 reduced the proportion of fixed capital invested 
in machinery and transport equipment over the two periods, and in no case 
was the reduction substantial. The largest decline was observed for Sierra Leone 
which, however, registered one of the highest percentages of fixed capital forma- 
non invested in machinery and transport equipment. In the United Republic 
ot Tanzania and Zambia the allocation of investment shifted substantially in 
favour or machinery and transport equipment. 

INVESTMENT AND INDUSTRIALIZATION 

The pace of industrialization can be measured in two ways. The usual way 
is to consider the actual rate at which the industrial sector is growing. However 
to compare the physical growth of the industrial sector of various countries' 
requires data at constant market prices, and these are available for only a few 
developing countries An alternative way to measure the pace of industrialization 
js to ascertain for each country the rate at which the share of manufacturing in 
GDP is increasing or decreasing. An advantage of this approach is that the 
number of countries covered may be expanded substantially by including those 
tor which data on manufacturing and GDP exist only at current prices. (The 

because k rlíLeSíf a
Irra

q;¿°WCT' *' cha?*e• the Wortion might be misleading, 
measuredJfK ? modc,f FTh of »vestment in machinery and transport 
measured against slow growth in total fixed capitel formation (see table 36) The sharTof 
hxed cap.taT formation in GDP actually dropped over the period whik'that of macSLv 
and transport equipment rose only slightly (¿Be38) nucmnery 
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TABLE 46.   CHANCü IN SHARE OF MANUFACTURING VALUE ADDED IN GDP, AND OF MACHINERY 

AND TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT IN FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION, FOR 18 LATIN AMERICAN COUNTRIES 
(Per cent) 

Manuf.k luring output Change in share of 
machinery una 

Perici transport equipment 
Stunt of Change in 

share of GDP h 
infixed capital 

formation' 

1960-1962 

GDP» 

Argentina 32.4 
1966-1968 34.7 2.3 —6.4 

Bolivia 1960-1962 13.7 
1966-1968 15.2 1.5 -9.5 

Chile* 1961—1963 24.9 
1966-1968 26.9 2.0 4.7 

Colombia 1960—1962 16.8 
1965-1967 17.5 0.7 —4.4 

Costa Rica7 ' 1960-1962 15.5 
1965—1967 16.4 0.9 11.0 

Dominican Republic'1 1960-1962 17.2 
1966-1968 16.2 -1.0 2.9 

El Salvador7 1960—1962 16.2 
1965—1967 19.1 2.9 7.0 

Guatemala' 1960-1962 13.1 
1966-1968 15.3 2.2 8.8 

Guyana 19Ó3-1964 13.3 
1966-1967 12.3 -1.0 -2.5 

Honduras 1960-1961 13.0 
1963-1964 14.3 1.3 6.0 

Jamaica7 1960-1962 13.8 
1965—1967 15.1 1.3 -2.7 

Nicaragua 1960-1962 10.5 
1966-1968 14.3 3.8 1.5 

Panama 1960-1962 13.9 
1966-1968 16.6 2.7 3.3 

Paraguay' 1962-1964 16.0 
1966-1968 16.2 0.2 4.1 

Peru'* 1960—1961 16.7 
1962-1963 17.3 0.6 5.7 

Puerto Rico 1960-1962 23.0 
1966-1968 25.2 2.2 -2.7 

Uruguay 1960—1961 22.6 
1962-1963 22.3 -0.3 15.4 

Venezuela' 1960-1962 13.0 
1966-1968 14.8 1.8 -3.2 

Unweighted average for first period 17.0 
Unweighted average for second period 18.3 1.3 2.2 
Latin American region 1960-1962 23.3 

1966-1968 23.9 0.6 ... 

Source: UNIDO, bated on United Nation», Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics, 1969, Vol. I. 
• At constant factor cost. 
» Second period percentage mimu first period percentage. 
* Prom tabic 42, defined at second period mini» fint period. 
* At coûtant market prices. 
* Manufacturing at a percentage of net domestic product. 
I At current f.ctor cost. 
* Manufacturing includes mining and quarrying. 
* Manufacturing a> a percentage of gross national product. 
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TABLE 47.   CHANCE IN SHARE OF MANUFACTURING VALUE ADDED IN rnp „• 

('Per rewf) 

Pffi'orf   
Manufacturing output 

Share of 
GDP* 

Ceylon 

China (Taiwan)* 

Cyprus 

indonesia' 

Iran1* 

Iraq 

Jordan"' 

Khmer Republic" ' 

Korea, Rep. of 

Lebanon"' 

Malaysia" 

Philippines* 

Singapore" 

Syrian Arab Rep.' 

Thailand' 

Viet-Nam, Rep. of* 

1960—1962 
1966-1968 
I960—1962 
1966-1968 
1960-1962 
1966-1968 
1960-1962 
1966-1968 
1960-1962 
1965-1967 
1960-1962 
1966-1968 
1960-1962 
1966-1968 
1962-1963 
1965-1966 
1960-1962 
1966-1968 
1964-1965 
1966-1967 
1960-1962 
1964-1966 
1960-1962 
1966-1968 
1960-1962 
1966-1968 
1963-1965 
1966-1968 
1960-1962 
1965-1967 
1960-1962 
1963—1965 

Unweighted average for firit period 
Unweighted average for lecond period 
Asian Region 1960—1962 

1966-1968 

4.9 
8.9 

17.4 
21.* 
12.7 
11.9 
9.0 
8.8 
8.9 

11.2 
9.7 
8.8 
7.7 

11.1 
19.2 
19.0 
13.6 
20.6 
14.1 
14.1 
8.5 

10.3 
17.8 
17.4 
;.8 

11.5 
12.0 
13.5 
11.5 
14.0 
11.1 
11.1 

11.6 
13.4 
13.2 
14.9 

Change in 
share of GDP" 

4.0 

4.5 

—0.8 

-0.2 

2.3 

-0.9 

3.4 

-0.2 

7.0 

0.0 

1.8 

-0.4 

3.7 

1.5 

2.5 

0.0 

Change in share of 
machinery and 

transport equipment 
in fixed capital 

formation' 

1.8 

1.7 

-9.5 

10.9 

—0.6 

3.8 

-1.1 

8.0 

-8.3 

2.0 

9.9 

-0.4 

-0.5 

-1.2 

-0.1 

5.3 

-1.1 

3.0 

1.3 

^^S&S^T "*•" N*k*"' **•«* «»«*»>* A•* S***,. 1*9, Voi. I. 

' ATCAì^A* -KC0Od PttÍOd "***fl«P"iod- 
* A« cmttant market prices. 
. M»»wcwrtBg include» mining and uuarryinc. 
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TAILS 48.   CHANCE IN SHARE OF MANUFACTURING VALUE AI>DED IN GDP, AND OF MACHINERY 

AND TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT IN FIXED CAPITAL FORMATION, FOR 14 AFRICAN COUNTRIES* 
(l\r cent) 

Period 

Miimif.i luring out pul Change in thate of 
machinery and 

transport equipment 
Share of Change in infixed capital 

  ..       CDl'" share of CW formation * 

Ethiopia" 1961—1963 6.4 
1965-1967 7.6 1.2 4.1 

Ivory Coast' 1960-1962 7.7 
1964—1966 8.9 1.2 7.2 

Kenya 1964-1965 10.4 
1967—1968 9.9 -0.5 —0.2 

Libyan Arab Rep. 1962-1964 3.8 
1966—1968 2.4 -1.4 1.6 

Malawi' 1960—1961 5.9 
1962-1963 5.4 -0.5 4.6 

Mauritius' 1960—1962 15.5 
1966—1968 15.2 —0.3 5.0 

Morocco 1960-1962 13.8 
1966-1968 13.8 0.0 -0.4 

Nigeria 1960-1962 5.1 
1964-1966 5.7 0.6 6.2 

Sierra Leone 1963—1965 5.9 
1966—1968 6.2 0.3 -3.9 

Southern Rhodesia' 1960-1962 16.6 
1966-1968 18.3 1.7 5.8 

Tanzania, the United 1960-1962 3.4 
Rep. of 1965-1967 5.3 1.9 10.1 

Togo* 1963-1964 4.5 
1965-1966 8.6 4.1 -1.6 

Tunisia' ' 1960—1962 13.7 
1965—1967 14.9 1.2 2.7 

Zambia' 1964—1965 6.7 
1966—1968 9.6 2.9 9.8 

Unweighted average tor first period 8.5 0.9 3.6 
Unweighted average for second period 9.4 0.9 3.6 
African region 1960-1962 7.3 

1966-1968 8.5 1.2 

Source: UNIDO, bawd cm United Nations, Yearbook of National Accounts SuHsrks, 1969, Vol. I 
* Ghana ii not included «nee data on the share of manufacturing in GDP were not available. 
* At constant factor COM. 
' Second period percentage minus fir« period percentage. 
* From table 44, defined at lecond period menus fir« period. 
* At current factor coat. 
' At constant market price*. 
' Manufacturing includes fishing and excludes basic metáis industry. 

assumption must be made that price changes in manufacturing and in the rest 
of the economy arc roughly equal.) 

Tables 46, 47 and 48 give country data on the change in the share of manu- 
facturing value added in GDP over the First Development Decade. The time 
periods and the countries covered correspond to those in tables 37, 38 and 39 
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TABLE 49.   FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION or COUNTRIES BY THEIR SHARE OF 
MANUFACTURING VALUE ADDED IN GDP* 

Per cent Xumher of countries 

Latin America 

30.0—34.9 
25.0—29.9 
20.0—24.9 
15.0-19.9 
10.0—14.9 
5.0— 9.9 
0.0- 4.9 

Total 

1 
2 
1 

10 
4 
0 
0 

18 16 

sta Africa 

0 0 
0 0 
2 0 
2 2 
9 2 
3 9 
0 1 

14 

47 and"48CrCentagei "** *"" thC '*'" fniod indicMed fur countries listed in tables 46, 

and 42, 43 and 44, with the exception of Ghana. 73 These tables also indicate 
the change in the share of fixed capital formation allocated to investment in 
machinery and transport equipment (or, by implication, to investment in manu- 
facturing), so that it may be seen whether this is related to change in the share 
of manufacturing in GDP. 

For the Latin American countries shown in table 46 the average share of 
manufacturing in GDP was 18.3 per cent in the second period. This share was 
well in excess of the corresponding value for Asia (tabic 47). The comparative 
underdevelopment of manufacturing in Africa (table 48) is shown clearly by 
the fact that on the average less than 10 per cent of GDP was generated by manu- 
facturing. The difference in the stages of industrialization reached by the three 
developing regions may be seen clearly from table 49, which gives the distribu- 
tion of countries by their share of manufacturing value added in GDP over the 
second period indicated in tables 46, 47 and 48. In 14 of the 18 Latin American 
countries, manufacturing accounted for at least 15 per cent of GDP. However 
the share of manufacturing exceeded 15 per cent in only 4 of the 16 Asian coun- 
tries, and in only 2 of the 14 African countries. An interesting feature, evident 
from table 49, is that the manufacturing sectors for the majority of countries 
within each region tend to be approximately the same size. Thus, the share of 
manufacturing in GDP for 10 of the 18 Latin American countries was between 
15 and 19.9 per cent; for 9 of the 16 Asian countries it was between 10 and 14.9 per 
cent; and for 9 of the 14 African countries it was between 5 and 9.9 per cent. 

The growth of industrialization, measured as an increasing share of manu- 
facturing in GDP, was widespread in Latin America in the First Development 
Decade. In the first period indicated, the unweighted average share of manu- 
facturing in GDP for the countries listed in table 46 was 17 per cent; this share 
had risen to 18.3 in the second period. The share of manufacturing in GDP 
declined in only three countries-the Dominican Republic, Guyana and Uruguay, 

,h,M
7,rGhaiiar" nt?' ilicluded in ** African countries listed in table 48 since data on the 

share of manufacturing in GDP were not available. 
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and in each case the reduction was slight.74 The aggregated data for the entire 
Latin American region, however, show that the share of manufacturing increased 
from 23.3 per cent of GDP in the 1960—1962 period to only 23.9 per cent in 
1966 — 1968. This reflects the fact that the large South American countries, which 
fared least well over the decade, weigh heavily in the aggregate figures. For 
the 16 Asian countries listed in table 47, manufacturing as a percentage of GDP 
averaged 11.6 per cent at the beginning of the decade ; this figure had risen to 
13.4 per cent in the :ccond period. If the aggregated figures for the entire Asian 
region are taken together, manufacturing accounted for 13.2 per cent of GDP 
in 1960—1962 and for 14.9 per cent in 1966 — 1968. For the majority of the 
African countries also, manufacturing output increased as a percentage of GDP 
(see table 48). Libya was the only country to experience a substantial decline in 
this ratio. For Africa as a whole, the average share of manufacturing increased 
from 8.5 per cent of GDP in the first period to 9.4 per cent in the second period. 
The aggregate figures indicate that manufacturing accounted for only 7.3 per 
cent of GDP in 1960-1962 and for 8.5 per cent in 1966-1968, implying that 
the larger African countries tend to have relatively smaller manufacturing sectors. 

If a Government wishes to accelerate the rate of industrialization as defined 
here (i.e. the increase of the share of manufacturing in GDP), it could be argued 
that it must increase the proportion of total investment allocated to the manu- 
facturing sector. This hypothesis may be evaluated on the basis of the data in 
tables 46, 47 and 48, taking the share of investment in machinery and transport 
equipment as a proxy variable for the share of investment in manufacturing. 

Except for Africa, the data show no evidence that the change in the share 
of manufacturing in GDP is related to the change in the share of machinery and 
transport equipment in fixed capital formation. For the Latin American countries 
listed in table 46, the correlation coefficient between these two variables is —0.13. 
The country showing the largest shift in the structure of investment in favour 
of machinery and transport equipment was Uruguay, which is one of the coun- 
tries where manufacturing output as a percentage of GDP declined. The largest 
increase in manufacturing output as a percentage of GDP occurred in Nicaragua, 
but it was accomplished by only a marginal shift in the structure of investment 
in favour of machinery and transport equipment. Six countries- Argentina, 
Bolivia, Colombia, Jamaica, Puerto Rico and Venezuela—recorded an increase 
in the manufacturing component of GDP over a period when the share of 
machinery and transport equipment in fixed capital formation was declining. 

A similar pattern was evident for the developing countries of Asia (sec 
table 47). China (Taiwan) and the Republic of Korea, the two countries with 
the largest growth in the share of manufacturing in GDP, also experienced the 
largest shifts in the structure of investment in favour of machinery and transport 
equipment. However, Ceylon and Jordan were the only two countries to record 
a substantial shift in the structure of investment away from these two types of 

'< Normal or even rapid growth in these countries may be obscured in these data by 
exceptionally rapid development in some non-manufacturing sectors. This seems to have 
been the case especially in the Dominican Republic and Guyana. 
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capital good, and yet these countries also registered a substantial gain in manu- 
facturing as a percentage of GDP. For all countries in table 47 taken together 
the correlation coefficient between the change m the share of manufacturing 
in GDP and the change in the share of machinery and transport equipment in 
fixed capital formation is only 0.05. 

Africa differs from the other regions in that there is some statistical cor- 
relation for the countries shown in table 48 between the change in the relative 
importance of manufacturing as a component of GDP and the change in the 
structure of investment. The over-all picture for these African countries is com- 
plicated however, by the situation in Togo, which experienced the largest gain 
in the share of manufacturing in GDP and at the same time a decided shift away 
from investment in machinery and transport equipment as a component of 
hxed capital forimtion. The next largest gains in manufacturing as a percentage 
of GDP occurred in the United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia where on 
the contrary there were substantial shifts in the structure of investment in favour 
of machinery and transport equipment. At the other extreme, for three countries 
that show a reduction in the share of machinery and transport equipment in 
fixed capital formation-namely, Kenya, Morocco and Sierra Leone-the 
share of manufacturing in GDP remained approximately constant. If Togo 
is excluded, a significant positive correlation coefficient (0.65) between the 
two rates of change exists for these African countries. 

The conclusion from the above analysis is that the encouragement of in- 
dustrialization requires more than a shift of investment in favour of machinery 
and transport equipment, or, that is, in favour of the manufacturing sector. 
In some countries the manufacturing sector has grown faster than the rest of the 
economy at a time when this sector appears to have been receiving a constant or 
declining share of the total investment. In such cases, there may be spare capacity 
in the manufacturing sector from investment undertaken in earlier periods, 
and the growth in manufacturing output may take place because of favourable 
changes in other factors. Among the more important of these other factors would 
be the growth of demand either from the domestic market or from overseas, 
the greater availability of persons with the necessary skills to operate the machinery, 
and the increased availability of necessary inputs for the manufacturing sector. 
Investments in infrastructure may also facilitate manufacturing. By contrast, in 
some countries investment has been concentrated in manufacturing only to 
create spare capacity; and the output of the manufacturing sectors has not grown 
as rapidly as other parts of the economy because the other necessary conditions 
have not been favourable. 

THE FLOW OF EXTERNAL FINANCE, INCLUDING FOREIGN PRIVATE 

INVESTMENT, TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

As indicated in table 50, the net flow of resources reaching the developing 
countries from all sources increased from 1960-1968 at a compound rate of 
6 per cent per annum. 75 The most significant increase over this period took 

« The net Bow is defined here as new capital inflow minus outflow of capital, interest 
and profits stemming from pre-existing investments. 
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place in the flows through multilateral agencies   Such flow, in,r       i   J    • 
the First Development Decade to more thaifth^ tim"heir hi t TA^ 
noteworthy feature indicated in table 50 is that h Totmtn of 1 n 1 ^ 
AssistanceCommittee (DAC) were directly res^X'Ä^Z 
of all aid reaching the developing countries. 7ft P        m 

Table 51 breaks down the disbursements from DAC countries to rh,   \ 

capital accounted for 34 per cent of the net flow ¿Z^C' °0 ^ Tn Í 
»ncreased to 40 per cent in 1966-1968 and to 46 per cent m 1969 

Unfortunately, precise data indicating the proportion of this private capital 
invested «n manufactunng are not available. Some of the largest coic^tratiôn 

such as o 1 copper and bauxite. However, there is clear evidence that mamifactur 
mg is taking an increasing share. This is esneciallv fr„, „f . mam,tact"r- 
from the United States, which amount dTn^Mf^"^* 
jnvestments received by thc developing countries in \m ¿i lltc^ 
hardly more than 10 per cent of net capital outflow from the U ted Statato 
the developing countnes was invested in manufactunng. In the first six v ^ 

4Í;«c^7?
CVClOPmCnt DCCadC' thÍS "^ • -n to a^oxnnSy 

Unfortunately   no current statistics are available on the flow of private 

ZSLivtH&fT* CaPUal by Latln AmeriCan' As,an -^African countries for 1965-1967, the most recent period for which information exists • 
This capital was very unevenly distributed. In Latin America, one coun v- 

usted in table 52. Brazil, Mexico and Venezuela together received well over 

••£^JT!° foreig,n T131 A•"* fnt° L- America in  h 

veioP;:^
e
UntíiS sr^iÄÄ1^«^ ^r of the/unds reaching dc- 

Unitd &       Nethcr,and5' Norw»y. Portugal, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the" 

" J" UNIDO, Industrial Development Survey, Vol. II p 94 
p. 202.  *****" Calcu,ated from UNIDO, Mtatf Develop,,»,« Survey, Vol. I, table 70, 

and I^SiÄ«fÄ!£^^it? r df'ned hT aS: ford8n direct i"vc«me»t 

monetary instSm  Ind SIT^ Í' mclud"l? 1°«* to local governments and private 
artk-ÄSSH^ÄJ Hn,!^8"tCrm 1,abil de,S (arisin*' for examP)c- fronftrans- 
profits i. noi"yet deducted Se? UniÄ?"8 T^ T,hc return «ow of interest and 
ment-lntermhnS K^W^^W F""",f/"* ^""o»«' **«*/<*- 69.II.D 10) p 63 y Lo"-?-rcr'M CaP,tal *»d Ofßcial Donations, 1963-1967 (Sales No. • 
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TABt,  52.     TCT.U  AND  PBR  CAP.TA   „«  RHCBIPTS OF FOHEK.N  PH.VAT.  CAPITA,   BV   I A• 

  AMERICAN COUNTRIES, 1965-l%r • 

-A--.--•  -  f*^ AS? «¡g. Argentina  : —    {mM"> 
Bolivia                  .J 22,897 0.0 
Brazil                                                   .¥• 4.446 4.9 
Chile                     4]t »3,890 5.2 
Colombia               ~ZL 8,922 _5.3 

CostaRica                         ^ 18.5% n.2 

Dominican Republic                                       ,? 1,S41 67.5 
Ecuador ....                                   ~ 3-754 6.7 
El Salvador                  5J 5.32<> 12.4 
Guatemala                             rj 3.°37 19.1 
Haiti                  • 4,575 19.2 
Honduras                                                 ¿ 4,486 0.7 
Jamaica                                             .?. 2,256 11.5 
Mexico                J44 1.839 78.3 
Netherlands Antilles.                                       ,! 44,145 20.5 
Nicaragua ...                           ,? 210 -76.2 
Panama*....                    J ».720 44.2 
Paraguay                                               „ 1.287 33.4 
Peru...              » 2'094 17.7 
Surinam                 *?2 12.012 15.8 
Trinidad and Tobago                  ,?I 350 162.9 
Uruguay                       "4 • 114.6 
Venezuela....                        • 2>749 6.9 

_.                    .J4! 9,030 38.1 
Total                                            - „s..                  
          2,904 240,157 12.I 

Ma" V7';                                                                        '      rc **' PP- ö»-W. «na AtowWy AM/ferúi „/ Statiuks 

Population doc» not include Canal Zone 

TABLE 53. 

Per capila 
receipts 
(dollars) 

DmuMmoN OF PER CAPITA RECEIPTS OF PORBICN PRIVATE CAPITAL   AND OF 

«NATION w LATIN AMEWCA, 1965-1967* 

Less than 0.0 
0.0- 4.9 
5.0- 9.9 

10.0—19.9 
20.0-49.9 
50.0-99.9 

100.0 and over 

Total 

Nwnbtf 

countries 

~~2 
3 
3 
7 
4 
2 
2 

23 

Tot«/ 

—63 
26 

478 
674 

1,370 
248 
171 

2,904 

Ptrtmof receipts •."",i 
fmuffen «Wb»;      to'« weI/XJ 

-2.2 
0.9 

16.5 
23.2 
47.2 
8.5 
5.9 

100.0 

Population 
(thousands) 

9,132 
31,829 
90,393 
47,896 
56,182 
3,380 
1,345 

240,157 

Per cent of 
total population 

U 
13.3 
37.6 
19.9 
23.4 

1.4 
0.6 

100.0 
Derived from table 52. 
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TABU; 54.   TOTAI AND PER CAPITA NET RECEIPTS or FOREIGN PRIVATE CAPITAI  BY ASIAN 

COUNTRIES, 1965—1967* 

'Votai Voptdation I'er capita 
net receipts in miJ-1966 receipts 

(milium dollars) (thousands) (dollars) 

Burma  — 25,246                       
Ceylon  —5 11,439 —0.4 
China (Taiwan)  192 12,811 15.0 
India*   36 498,703 0.1 
Indonesia   -18 107,431 —0.2 
Iran  271 25,543 10.6 
Jordan  4 1,974 2.0 
Korea, Republic o(  409 29,086 14.1 
Malaysia  206 8,298 24.8 
Pakistan   195 117,000 1.7 
Philippines  _7 33,477 __0 2 

Saudi Arabia  217 6,870 31.6 
Singapore  45 1,914 23.5 
Syrian Arab Republic  —14 5,384 —2.6 
Thailand  154 31,698 49 
Viet-Nam, Republic of  —7 16,543                   0.4 

Total  1,678 933,417       1.3 

Source: UNIDO, based on United Nations, The External Hiiancing of Economic Development- International 
Ma"' 197l"?'    "" fi      Donations l%.i~ 1967, tabic 42, pp. 61-63; and Monthly ¡iulletin of Statistics, 

" Net receipts of forcipi private capital are defined as: foreign direct investment and loans received (net 
ot repayments), including loans to local governments and private monetary institutions, ar.d changes in other 
long-term liabilities (arising, for example, from transactions in existing bond issues of developing countries) 
The return flow ot interest and profits is not deducted. ' 

» Population includes data for part of Jammu and Kashmir, whose final status has not yet been determined. 

TABLE 55.   DISTRIBUTION OF PER CAPITA RECEIPTS or FOREIGN PRIVATE CAPITAI, AND OF 

POPULATION IN ASIA, 1965—1967a 

Per capita 
receipts 
(dollars) 

Number 
of 

countries 

5 
5 

Total receipts 
(million dollars) 

Per cent of 
total receipts 

Population 
(thousands) 

Per cent of 
total population 

Less than 0.0 
0.0— 4.9 
5.0- 9.9 

-51 
389 

—3.0 
23.2 

174,274 
674,621 

18.7 
72.3 

10.0—19.9 
20.0—49.9 

3 
3 

872 
468 

52.0 
27.8 

67,440 
17,082 

7.2 
1.8 

Total 16 1,678 100.0 933,417 100.0 
• Derived from table 54 

Total capital flows, considered by country, do not necessarily give the best 
indication of the distribution of foreign private investment. For most purposes 
it is more informative to consider the per capita receipts; these are also given in 
tables 52, 54 and 56. For example Surinam, with less than 2 per cent of the total 
net private capital inflow into Latin American countries, received the largest 
per capita amount in the period 1965-1967. The next highest per capita receipts 
a,s° went to relatively small countries, namely, Costa Rica, Jamaica, Nicaragua, 
and Trinidad and Tobago. In fact, all these Latin American countries had greater 
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TA»LH 56.     TOTAL  ANO  PI, CAPITA  NBT  RBCK.PTS  0F I.RHK.N PR,VATE  CAPITAL  BV AlRK 
  COUNTRIES, 1965—1967" u AN 

., ,l0tai- Population p„..mM net receipts                in mid-1966 ZZ 
r~T~ '        (^onMlars) {^a^) J^ 

Etiopia':.::     -!?       30,1.39 ~~ ~ ._o.4~-— 
Ghana .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 130 23'H3 20 

Ivory Coast ... .. 7,945 16.4 
Kenya          £ 3,920 lli2 

Libyan Arab Republic6 .. \  _{t ?'J£ 3.7 
Malawi....   'f? 1'677 _76i3 

Morocco  11 4'025 2.7 
Nieeria                              13,725 ] 4 
'   gC•  439 5995! ', Sierra Leone  ... v ^,y^i 73 
Somalia ...                  ! 2'403 15.0 
Sudan                 (l 2<560 2.3 
Tanzania, Republic of.'.'.'  ,7 \4'}• 0.4 
Tunisia....                              ' 11-962 1.4 
Zambia....       ^ 4'• 34.8 
  16 3,826 42 

Total        «I l9xm 13 

of repa^triÄLÄ ÄÄÄ•^ f^"" dÌrm ÌnVeStmcl» •d •««•» «ecived („et 
k)ng-term liabilities (arwing, f« «Spk^ft^^JïïLpn-Vate """"f* «»«itutioni; and change Yn oh« 
The return flow of hU*Sri pro"!TnòAc"ì '" """"^ b°"d ÌSSUCS of ^toping^,^ 

" Dr j«rf population. 

TlArCíCÍPtS thuan thC hÌghcSt figUrCS °bscrved for the other two regions 
Table 53 indicates the extent to which the Latin American countries with smaU 
populations received higher per capita levels of foreign private capita    Th 
4 countries w,th per capita receipts fa, excess of $50 hJonly 2 per cen of the 
otal population of the 23 countries, and they received 14.4 per cent of the tota 

foreign private investment. The 8 countries with per capii receipts iexc 
of $20 received 61.6 per cent of the total private capital, although STpZl 
tions amounted to only 25.4 per cent of the total for the countrifs listed P ? 

In Asia, Malaysia   Saudi Arabia and Singapore received the highest per 
capita amounts of foreign private investment. In terms of population che" are 

SatTtnCS; eSPCCiaI1!; it" COmpared t0 ** ^oPnePsia and Pak ist 
The latter countries recorded low per capita levels offrivate foreign investmen a d aS a result>  h a„ ^ ^ ¿ g ment 

tíat fiTiSÍ 1^Cy°Tf1C fire [°r LatÍn AmcrÍCa and 42 per Lnt of that for Africa.«« Table 55 shows that the receipts of foreign private capital 

80 India, Indonesia and Pakistan received a n« »«r»i „fon    n-      •   c    • 
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TABLE 57.   DISTRIBUTION OF PER CAPITA RECEIPTS OF FOREIGN PRíVATE CAPITAL, AND OF 

POPULATION IN AFRICA, 1965—1967" 

Per capita 
receipts 
(dollari, 

Less than 0.0 
0.0- 4.9 
5.0- 9.9 

10.0-19.9 
20.0-49.9 

Total 

Number 
of 

countries 

2 
8 
1 
3 
1 

Í5 

Total receipts 
(million dollars) 

^139 
157 
439 
210 
164 

831 

Per cent of 
fottìi receipts 

-167 
18.9 
52.8 
25.3 
19.7 

100.0 

Popultition 
(thousands) 

31,816 
83,004 
59,951 
14,268 

_4,716 
193,755 

Per tent of 
total population 

16.4 
42.8 
31.0 
7.4 
2.4 

100.0 
• Derived from tabic 56. 

were more unequal y distributed in Asia than in the other two region». Five 

rn;hPCyf°v '"¿°nT ihc Philip['inC5' thc S>"ian A»b 4»Wic and 
c olTd for°.» 7       'ha? Vct °fw i private api'al- n« «—fa 
CI ÍV Ç" T °f ,he '0tal POP"1«»" °f «he 16 countries listed. 
Burma had a value of zero for net receipts offrivate capital, and 4 other countries 
^6 per r receipts of less than $5.0). At the othc/cxtreme, th 6 Z e, 
with per cap,!» receipts m excess of $10 accounted for 9 per cent of the toS 
population of the* countries bu, received almost 80 per cent of the tou ford• 
E:•1•.1' —« extent particularly in Aria, the uneven7«rZZ 

ÄSa• may U °fa by ' «""« ^Po-nmen, 

hi.¿°, f ""If"^' "*'*" rCCCipf °f forei8n priva,c ¡-vestment, Tunisia ranked 
high« for Afncan countne. «ridi per tap», receipts of $34.80. The next Ce« 
«noun« were $16.40 for Ghana and $15.00 for Sierra U„„c. I, wunoted eS 

LtdtPtCr th" Ìn ^"T.f ""^-"y hi«h ^«ntaTof GDP t 
devoted to mvestmen. m building and construction in the mid-1960s   Thi 

aÍrTW       »f
SUggC"! *" ** "*>* Wal «—«I '«S«'/ bTfordgn 

ÓXSstri•   'f1'PtS 0fuforC,,gn pr,iïaK CaPiul for Africa-acœunted for 
A'TccTts oft md I,0pUla,ÌOn (SCC *abk 57>- Th« ***«l<* of 
C 2? P^ ?gn ,pnVatt mv•nl"" ¡» Africa was heavily influenced 
by the large outflow of such capital from Libya. To conclude it i, TlTtf.« 
wdu» Ac three developing region, «Se distribution Ôf n^pt« c ¿"flot, 
« by no mean, proportion! to country ,i« a. mea,urcd by £*£? 



Chapter V 

INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE 
IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

It has become increasingly obvious to many observers that »«   * ~ 
promote economic development *h«.,M •, , \   I    7*•" " effort t0 

to help in „uidin» DXV 3 .?TJ° undmeand ,h"Pro«««d ultimately 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE ECONOMIC TRANSLATION 

rclaíed X' *'"<C0,,0mic mi* tiKy * «venhcle« clc~ly 

l°nKr£t"tL°[t,mUTni t•*"•«»» -h« took place ove, . 

tput wa. at high in the penod immedutely preceding the «art of tuaawed 
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TARIE 58.     LONG-RUN CHANGES IN THE SHARL OF MAJOR SECTORS IN  NATIONAL PRODUCT IOR 

SELECTED DEVELOPED MARKET ECONOMIFS 

(Per cent) 

Agriculture lmkistty                      Services 

France (GDP) 
1896              25.0 46.2                     28.8 
1963                8.4 51.0                    40.6 

Gnat Britain (NOP)" 
1801-1811               34.1 22.1                     43.8 
1907                6.4 38.9                    54.7 

Italy (GDP) 
1861-1870              54.3 20.3                     25 4 
1963—1967               13.1 47.4                     39.8 

Japan (NDP) 
1879-1883   62.5   375  
1963—1967               11.9 45.3                     42.8 

Netherlands (national income) 
1913               18.8 36.8                     44.4 
1963-1967                8.0 49 9                    42 1 

Sweden (GDP) 
1861-1870              38.3 22.6                    39.1 
1963-1967                6.5 54.5                    39.0 

United States (national income) 
1839             42.6 25.8                    31.6 
1889-1899  17.9 44_1 38.0 

Some*: Simon Kuzneu, Economit Crowlk of Salions, pp. 144—151. 
« The indmtrial sector exclude« and the iwvicei »ector include! tramport, Morale and communication. 

growth as that now exhibited by some developing countries; for example, in 
Italy in the 1860s, the United States in the 1840s and Japan in the 1880s agri- 
culture contributed from 40 to 60 per cent of total output.81 For most of the 
present developed market economies, the share of agriculture in output has 
declined to 10 per cent or less, and accompanying that change has been a marked 
rise in the shares attributable to industry and to the services sector. The typical 
gain for industry appears to be from a base of around 20 to 25 per cent early 
in the growth process to from 45 to 60 per cent as maturity is reached. 

In the process of economic transformation a decline in the relative im- 
portance of agricultural output and a rise in that of industry are accompanied 
by somewhat parallel changes in the labour force for the two sectors. Table 59 
contains data on changes in the proportion of the labour force engaged in agri- 
culture, industry and the services sector for the same selected developed market 
economics shown in table 58. The proportion of the labour force employed 
in agriculture prior to the acceleration of industrialization was quite high, ranging 
from 34 per cent in Great Britain to about 85 per cent in the United States and 

product ÏÎ ¿^¿ínTÍi^J-^ ÎTeVCr' *""««** « ««* «¡«»e had a per capita product oí at lea« $200 (1958 pricci). The currently developing countriei, having this tune 

(" îbrkE Ä? im. £ïg) lfumCt,> W"* G'»"k «"«*«>> * BSUUS^, 



TABLE 59.   LONG-RUN CHANCES tN THE SHAM • «.,„. 

—n» MVB^ L^• 
m THE

 
IA,OU

" •"* « 
(Per cent) 

France ~~ ~          —      --_..1_<",y.       _     _Setvitts 
1856   ~ 
1962         J*-7 28.5 i98 

Gnat Britain        ^ 43.6 x'4 

1801-1811«    
1907 ...   34'4 30.0 «* 

/»/?   64 38.9 547 
1861-1871    
1964 ;;;;;;;        "•; 25.8 ]67 

>/><»«   "^ 46.4 28 4 
1872   
i9*> .'.'.'.•.':::::::;""     Si *-6 ^ 
1964        «•* 25,4 

Netherlands   ¿7f) 37.2 35 0 

1849  
1960 ....      J5-4 29.4        25 2 

Sweden   ,,-° 50.5        335 
I860 ... 
1960  J40 18.8        172 

United States   13,8 52.7 33*5 
1810 .. 
1929 ;;;;;;        fi ——16.3  
1965 ;;  2J-2 38.0 mA 
 • ^^ 57 38.0 ^j 

pcriencc of ,he devcloL Zt7 »PI*» »mil* to (he lmtorical cx- 
¡hc relative lilis G¿P°T ^ì ''• "**** "* — •» 
h» declined and «h», tfTnoWv „H ~ ' i•" 'hc 'mpOTttnc,: «^culture 
countries, however ttttanZlri^.'Vr"^- ** mMt ^eloping 
we« behind the Ä^ Ä^"» ""•" .»S 

fore! wa, emp^dL .A? tn TT°VCTf ^rra,of,he^' 
P»ki«an more,ha» 70 pcfcTt « fa E^A "T *» » P» «««. and in 
force in agriculture in^Twa, ¿Í "1*•"«. *< Pinion of the labour 
Paginating in *£££$£££* »""«*» <* «- 
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TABLE 60.   CHANGES IN THE SHARE OF MAJOR SECTORS IN GDP AT CURRENT FACTOR COST FOR 
SELECTED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

(Per cent) 

Argentina 
1955-1956 .. 
1967—1968 ... 

Ceylon 
1955-1956 ... 
1967—1968 ... 

China (Taiwan) 
1955-1956 ... 
1967-1968 ... 

Colombia 
1955-1956 ... 
1967-1968 ... 

Ecuador 
1955-1956 ... 
1967-1968 ... 

Iraq 
1955-1956 ... 
1967-1968 ... 

Kenya 
1955-1956 ... 
1967-1968 ... 

Korea, Republic of 
1955-1956 ... 
1967-1968 .... 

Mauritius 
1955-1956 .... 
1967-1968 .... 

Mexico4 

1955-1956 .... 
1966-1967 .... 

Morocco' 
1955-1956 .... 
1967-1968 .... 

Peru" 
1955-1956 .... 
1967-1968 .... 

Philippines 
1955-1956* ... 
1967-1968'  ... 

Southern Rhodesia 
1955-1956 .... 
1967-1968   

Agriculture, 
forestry, 

hunting ¡mJ 
fishing 

Industry" Services h 

16.24 
14.91 

47.88' 
50.83 e 

38.50 
34.26 

52.27 
38.52 

18.% 
27.50 

28.77 
33.98 

33.20 
23.42 

31.27 
37.02 

35.71 
40.04 

37.45 
30.61 

29.95 
32.32 

32.60 
37.07 

36.49 
32.35 

26.87 
28.87 

36.64 
38.78 

18.95 
19.86 

58.69 
52.53 

22.36 
27.55 

42.26 
35.38 

24.01 
27.36 

33.67 
37.11 

46.96 
33.54 

17.83 
31.74 

35.21 
34.70 

31.56 
23.74 

39.12 
37.53 

29.32 
38.67 

21.08 
16.16 

36.57 
40.50 

42.52 
43.39 

32.70 
32.82 

25.82/ 

27.05' 
41.48' 
40.13» 

21.22 
17.55 

26.67/ 

30.93' 
52.11' 
51.48* 

39.03 
33.98 

22.00 
26.89 

38.97 
39.13 

21.55 
17.63 

41.17 
42.57 

37.23 
39.77 



TABUS 60 (continued) 

Agriculture,   
forestry 

hunting and Industry Stwk^ 
  —____                fishing 

Tanzania, United Republic of ~  
1955-1956.... J 

m7~i9<* :::::::::::::::    SS       SU 
Thailand" 1H13 31.19 

1955-1956   .... 1967-1968 ::::::::    St«       %% 
Trinidad and Tobaoo *>.n\ 

1955-1956..: ,e,n 
1967-i968 ;;;;;;;       "•» 52.88 3U3 

  8^ «•«> 23.35 

'*'• *JAÎ&vit* *'"*"'"'"" *""»« *-*•* '** V* F (Sale, No • 66 XV.I *  "¡ 

^5*«--, *—•—- - - ~„:;:; 
* At market prices of 1950. 
/ Tr^,^i!nci,ic Prod"ct at market prices of I960 

* At current market prices. 

w^'^Jt: ;tirr inenthe i??r»*~ °f <h< 
rise in the industrial labour force J?J• i ""^ by. 3 corresP°nding 
has tended to expand ove time H^- I,^T"1 Ìn thc *"*» «** 
the labour force an d^^'JSjÄ í«0-* «~wA of 
industrial labour force In min v TT °Wed a raPld «P^ion of thc 
in those with rapS ooouS ^T? "T•' however, and especially 
'"-vices has a^ growth of employment 
ment. Where ther7ha^ ^^^^^ 
and services have tended to bc^T^^T """^ b°th a«ric^e 

level of industrial Sw^faS^ 7**?"? ^^ whereas thc 

capital-labour cocS^Sl   he 1 / ^ tCChnÌCal con^erations as 
often results in •«^?Lî^ «^vestments. Population growth 

to abLrb a arge itr L„ «P eraPloyme" « not growing rapidly enough 
many new enfranHo ZI ¿T ?*"* "** Iab°Ur forc" In ^an areas 
marginal actúes "^ *"* "* fofCed int0 employment in 
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TABLE. 61.   ESTIMATED SHAMES OI MAJOR SECTORS IN (MM' AND IN TOTAI I AMOUR IOR< I  AI 

VARIOUS I IATI S Ol  (IROWril 

lie m li-nuirk imliw 
o/ÍV.W 

¡vr i-.i/n'fii Cl)l>" 
(MUm) 

Shan- 

Anîiïulttire 

i'/'.<I'|/iTS  III 

iniustry 
i¡vr ¡eut) 

;/•)/ 

s'en'ii ci . \ tra allure 

/ .M'lf.'l- 1/1 iiboi 

hiilu.'lry 
( ¡rr <enfi 

Xi'ri'hc- 

70 4S.4 .20. (, 3!.(! SO.3 9.2 10.5 
150 .V..S 26.3 3í>9 63.7 17.0 19.3 
31 Ht 2dA 33.0 4().í. 46.0 26.9 27.1 
5(H) 18.7 40.9 4(1.4 31.4 36.2 32.4 

1,(HH) 11.7 4S.4 39.9 17.7 4.5.3 37.0 

.S'.wre: Simun Kiiziiits, EI.'II.'.'I/Pí ( ,hvi>th ,<!' Wnions, pp. Ill .mil JU. 
" The U-ndi-m.irk \ .ìliu-s ut /n ,-,i/>i/,i CI H' WHO siicual In Linking ¡vr I.I/M'M (.DP fur ^7 nuiiitne-, ami 

usine .1 muviiii; .i\i-i.ini- on ^n-ups. Muivi urn  then fstiin.it'>! I«v Minplr inUTpol.ition. 

botli the productive capacity and the labour force. Although the data used in 
the estimates are for 1958. the income and product relationships should still 
pertain. As per capita GDI» grows, the proportion contributed by agriculture 
should decline unless the economy is closely tied to primary exports and in- 
dustrialization is not a goal. The estimated shares for the labour force, however, 
may be less valid now. Most new entrants to the labour force in 1958 were 
born prior to 1945, so that the rate of growth of the labour force in 1958 was 
closely determined by the growth rate of population 15 or more vears earlier. 
For many if not most developing countries the growth rate of population has 
increased steadily since the Second World War. The rising population growth 
rate is reflected in the rate of growth in the labour force. Since the current growth 
rates of the labour force exceed the rates shown in tabic 61, it is likely that the 
proportion of employment in agriculture is now declining more slowly than 
in 1958. This would occur if agriculture were a residual employment sector. 

Several reasons may be advanced to explain why sustained economic growth 
leads to a seemingly inevitable decline in the relative importance of agriculture 
and a rise in industrial importance. The more usual explanation stresses the 
long-term effects of income elasticities of demand. Demand for agricultural 
products generally exhibits a relatively low income elasticity, while the demand 
tor industrial products is generally more clastic. This phenomenon is implicit 
in Engci's law, which holds that as incomes rise a growing proportion of ex- 
penditures is for non-food products. In the developing countries, the income 
elasticity of demand for food is higher than it is in the developed countries, 
but still lower than that for manufactures, and, as in the developed countries, 
it falls as income rises. In terms of a national economy, therefore, sustained 
economic growth results in a relatively rapid rate of growth of demand for 
industrial products and a slower rate of growth of demand for food and fibre. 
To the extent that this pattern of demand is catered to by domestic production, 
a parallel transformation results in the national product. 

Empirical studies tend to support these generalizations. They show an 
income elasticity of demand for food in the developed countries of around 
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m question.« The implication of these coefficients k fllar tU , 1 8     Í 
of consumption of food beyond i rrrrn    I i long-term growth 

There aro certami,- other factors that explain ii, part the crowi• m. 
ponderanee of the „on-agricultural «tors. For Imple, the ,^"7 "ell    " 
«on of pr„due„o„ process which is characteristic of economie Ä 

» *c .ndnstria, ant, scrv.ccs sccto^ S ¡S*£ Ä^ttr 

MVAIìI, 
y S ,mX\ ""' J'rOr0rtiOn °f '-""&«uri„, vXadded 

(MVA) built upon a g,ven value of agricultural inputs. For example with the 
growth ,„ „„portancc 0f so-called "convenience foods", MvXpcT ÙÎ, Of 
".du«ml „„tpu, grows relat.ve to the value of the pruna^ ¡„puts P 

Da a on cotton consumption indicate that the growth of demand for a„i 

textile fibres grew from 4 5 to s 2 il 8 i^ "^ C°mumPtion of a11 

option of ¿ton ^^^ 

tr: nir;3'Vrs7ption for cotton is ,ar^ « äL: non of man-made fibres for cotton. Over the decade 1955-1964 the shue of 
cotton ,n total consumprion of textile fabrics fell by 8.4 percentage poms whüc 
that of man-made fibres expanded by almost one hilf. T&Tu^E^ 
of demand for cotton ¡, significantiv lowcr ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ c,ast^y 

It may easily be argued that the transformation of the labour force ensues 

cent growtïïSl¡d ior fo'oï'" ^ * ' P" '*"' ßr°Wth of in«• •'« - » 0.2 per 

Prmtin^OffKcJwVCBton.DÎràl     ßn Agntultural RcP°» No. 23, Government 

m cl^X^aai^"C
4l
ri,da' that SUch a transformation 

oran„1dustrialccLonycanïeim^^ C
K
Conom,c í•*' that the fruits 

of Primary exports. While his ¿$Sbitv mí Í T ««^ftc carncd throuKh thc B•"h 
of world demand wSÍA " y ** adn»"«d. "»certain that thc conditions 
developing countries  Smcc ESV 1^ ?gme °f *!°mh for a "»»«antial number of 
well, tnc SoriH^^^uradSuìf CXpettCd t0 h0ld *? °n a «lobal basis as 

for food products. The impKm for eiZ    f T ^ * nu,rc.raPid "tc than the market 

^¿ts^w obviou,: in 
«»»^^^^¿'.¿rshould achicvc ,growth 3out <—- 
extent found in inXst iatedtonoj^^lr^" ^ ("lcludi,]8 cducation) to thc 

to a large decree as aZr« J • °^om,cs- Sfrviccs, communication and transport develop 
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from the transformation of output. As industrial products and services activities 
come to dominate the output mix of a particular country, it might be expected 
that these sectors would also account for the preponderance of employment. 
The transformation in output has advanced more rapidly, however, than the 
transformation in the labour force. Several reasons may be advanced for the 
differential in these rates of change. Much of the growth in industrial output 
is accounted for by growth in productivity, whereas the debilitating effects 
of poverty, traditional techniques and inhibitory cultural patterns have tended 
to retard the introduction of more productive methods into the agricultural 
sector. The techniques used in agriculture have therefore remained relatively 
labour intensive. Also, agriculture tends to be a residual employment sector, 
while employment in industry is more strictly dependent on technical con- 
siderations. 

The foregoing generalizations are interesting from an historical viewpoint, 
and they may indicate the pattern of future development. They may also explain 
the tendency to identify economic progress with industrial development. They 
do not clarify, however, the effectual relationships between agriculture and 
industry. The following discussion examines the actual and potential causal 
relationships between agriculture and industry. 

THE MACRO-ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN 

AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY 

In addition to the links between agriculture and industry involving the 
cross-sectoral flows of products, there are other interrelationships that are more 
easily understood with the aid of macro-economic analysis. These concern the 
intersectoral flows of capital and labour which arc at the same time both the 
cause and effect of the process of transforming an economy from one dominated 
by traditional agriculture into one with the major features of a modern industrial 
society. Briefly, economists usually argue that in the early phases of develop- 
ment both capital and labour must flow from the agricultural sector to industry 
if this transformation is to take place. 

The transfer of resources between sectors 

At the beginning of the economic transformation national output originates 
predominantly in the agricultural sector and most of the labour force is occupied 
there. The critical element in the transformation is capital formation in the 
non-agricultural sectors, especially in industry. If it is assumed that no significant 
inflow of foreign capital occurs, the initial impetus of the transformation clearly 
will require financing by the agricultural sector. There are several possible 
avenues for channelling funds from agricultural to the non-agricultural sectors»»: 

inanuLlílA^cíJ ~*W ^biìitki indkat«1. «* »k to the agricultural sector of 
manufactured tnpu < and services such as transportation alio transfer* funds to non-agrkultural 
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(.) i_nts in non.farm activitics_ using rcsourccs drawn from agri_ 

(2) Taxa.• of agriculture combined wit], public investment in industrv 
(3) Dctcnoranon of agriculture's ¡n.crscctoral terms of trade y' 

If the initial stages of the transformation are to take place strictlv • ,1, 
basis of private decisions within the context of a m„t . . y       *c 

of the „on-agricultural  sectors Is   dependlar^y onTnv7'    ° ^ 
cumulated in the agricultural sector and .„vested by he ZiïZLT® ,*" 

most heavi.; on a   •   ifure    he 1 ITsecT "T"' ^ """^ •*h 

» P7ide La, LhT'cÄ r m^^rS„"d fnnaí 
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of foreign resources economic transformation must be financed initially largely 
by agriculture, not much empirical evidence has been gathered to prove this 
supposition, and its acceptance rests largely on the logic of the position. 

As an illustration of the complex nature of the interaction between the 
two sectors, data from a study of the economy of China (Taiwan) arc presented 
in tabic 62. Although the information applies to only one country and to an 
earlier period, the table is nevertheless instructive and may serve as a frame of 
reference for discussion. The estimates clearly indicate that a growing net outflow 
of capital from the agricultural sector occurred during a period of Taiwan's 
history when the relative importance of industry was growing. Taxes on agriculture 
were rapidly increasing at the same time that rent and interest payments and 
voluntary savings were important components of the outflow. The estimates 
in table 62 also demonstrate that the positive balance of trade enjoyed by agri- 
culture with other sectors was offset by the net outflow of capital. For example, 
in I960 the net outflow of goods amounted to $1,931,000 (NT$), and the net 
outflow of capital was in the same amount. The significant point illustrated 
by this data is that the capital flow to the non-agricultural sectors finances the 
net flow of goods from agriculture. Thus the flow of funds from agriculture 
furnishes the means of purchasing the physical agricultural surplus. This net 
flow of goods and funds from agriculture to industry should not be regarded 
as a one-way contribution to growth. The total flow of non-agricultural goods 
was obviously a key factor in agricultural productivity. These industrial goods, 
some imported and some produced domestically, were directly responsible for 
the agricultural sector's ability to produce a surplus.«'*) For example, while 
agricultural output grew by about 300 per cent from 1940-1960 (in real terms)«' 
and the outflow of agricultural products to other sectors grew by 240 per cent, 
that growth was supported by an inflow of intermediate and capital goods 
that increased by 350 per cent over the period. It is thus evident that the increased 
agricultural output needed to sustain a growing industrial labour force was made 
possible by increasing industrial inputs in agriculture, and the manufacture of 
these inputs was facilitated in turn by the transfer of funds from agriculture to 
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In summary, while it has not been proven empirically, the presumption 
is that net outflows of goods from agriculture sometimes occur in the early 
phases of industrialization. Since the non-agricultural sectors generally ex- 
perience higher growth rates, the direction of net flow may be reversed over 
time, most likely through public policy measures. Finally, as the output of the 
non-agricultural sectors contributes a growing percentage to total output, 
the proportional contribution of agriculture to non-agricultural capital forma- 
tion also declines. 

Another link between the sectors evident from table 62 concerns the role 
of the agricultural labour force as consumers of non-agricultural goods and 
services. Between 1940 and 1960 the flow of consumer goods into the agricultural 
sector grew significantly. This growth might continue despite a decline in the 
size of the agricultural work force, as a result of growing per capita incomes in 
that sector. 

The movement of labour from agriculture to industry is also advanced 
by economists as a necessary factor in the economic transformation. The fol- 
lowing statement is extreme but not atypical: "Industrial production can seldom 
be increased beyond narrow limits except by transferring the necessary manpower 
from agriculture."^ The two-sector (industry-agriculture) economic models, 
often used for planning purposes, incorporate the interscctoral flow of labour 
as an important variable. In one basic sense it may be argued that the labour 
flow is more important than the flow of capital. Whereas in an open economy 
industrial capital may originate abroad, labour is generally less mobile inter- 
nationally and must be transferred within the country. 

Is is not certain, however, that the flows of labour in reality occur as stated 
in economic development theory. It was noted earlier that the history of the 
present industrialized countries records a secular flow of labour from agriculture 
to both industry and the services, so that as agriculture's proportion of total 
output declined its share of the labour force also fell. However, the experience 
of the industrialized countries, from which the essence of economic transforma- 
tion models was derived, has several features that are not representative of the 
experience of the currently developing countries. First, the rate of population 
growth was slow relative to that in most of the developing countries, and the 
technical processes were much less capital intensive than today. It is often noted 
that the nature of the capital stock currently utilized in the developing countries 
reflects the factor endowment of economies now at the apex of industrialization 
and m which labour is relatively scarce. Given a more rapid rate of population 
growth and a less rapid rate of labour absorption by industry, it follows that 
for todays developing countries the transfer of labour from agriculture to 
industry is ess important than it was for countries in the process of industrialisa- 
tion several generations ago. 

The empirical evidence supports this thesis. For the period 1960-1968, 

IXvJopnS^A' Snífnd ïfT? Hclp ÎP, Establish the Rural Basis for National 
^^^¿¿¿¡HSÍ      P-JohnSton' Edï- m *«"' »*• ** ^imal Develop- 
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the two sectors to be interdependent. Space docs not permit an extensive dis- 
cussion of this complex interrelation. Some examples may serve, however, 
to illustrate its importance. 

First, a strategy designed to promote the growth of agricultural output 
will, if implemented, make certain general demands and impose some constraints 
on industry regardless of the nature of that strategy. For example, the growth 
of agricultural output calls for increased purchases o( manufactured inputs such 
as   fertilizers,   pesticides,   fungicides,   tools,   implements,   water   management 
facilities etc. Some of these items may be produced domestically and some 
may be imported. To the extent that the demand for these products is met by 
imports, the availability of foreign  exchange to finance the importation of 
industrial equipment, raw materials anil intermediate products is correspondingly 
reduced.9' If the programme to promote agricultural development is so ambitious 
that available foreign-exchange reserves are not sufficient to import the necessary 
manufactured inputs, its successful implementation would require the establish- 
ment of some domestic manufacturing capacity to produce import substitutes, 
although not necessarily the agricultural inputs themselves. In terms of the 
allocation of domestic resources for investment, furthermore, the opportunity- 
cost of increased investment in agriculture may be a reduction in investments 
in the non-agricultural sectors. 

A typical agricultural strategy is selected to illustrate some aspects of its 
impact on the industrial sector. An agricultural strategy that is often discussed 
and sometimes implemented involves the promotion of agricultural develop- 
ment on "family farms". If the agricultural sector consists of relatively large 
farms employing primarily hired labour, the implementation of this strategy 
first requires cither a reform of land ownership and/or the colonization of 
previously untillcd areas. 

Some cross-sectoral ramifications of such a strategy might be: 

- A shift in the agricultural capital mix. If the average size of the pro- 
ducing unit is significantly reduced, the agriculturists' investments may 
stress mechanization less and simpler tools and implements more; 

- Requirements from the industrial sector would include equipment to 
clear new land and to build roads, components for new dwellings and 
farm buildings, and irrigation and drainage facilities; 

- A redistribution of income and wealth, creating a broadly based market 
for low-priced consumer manufactures in contrast to the market for 
more sophisticated products and luxury goods fostered by the con- 
centration of income among large landowners; 

- A reduction of the rate of rural-to-urban migration, with the redistribu- 
tion of land and concomitantly of income. In countries with rapid 
population growth and with unemployment and underemployment, 
this strategy would alleviate some of the pressure on industry to absorb 

exd 
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labour. On the other hand, if the labour market were tight such -, 
strategy might be expected to force up industrial wages- § 

- More public investment in agricultural marketing infrastructure This 
would be at the expense of investment in other sectors, although mietine 
projects woukl undoubtedly have some linkages with imnuTctu„Ï? 
While larger farms may have been able to provide for their own tramoöf " 
tation and storage, these would be beyond the means of n oTS 
farms created by the land reform; 

A drop in export earnings, if a larger portion of the output of family 
farms were to be consumed on the prem.es than was L case w h 
larger producing units Further, « may be difficult to organize a sysT m 
among many small farms to promote exports. A decline in expo« 
earnings rmght m turn reduce the amount of foreign exchange avanXe 
for importation of capital goods for industrial project,. 

This listing, winch is by no means exhaustive, amply illustrates the cross- 
sectoral impact of a strategy adopted for the promotion^ agricX a  growl 
War influences radute from strategies to promote industriaron A common 

ratcgy for industrialization is import substitution, which uses the imrJtT 
a   a gu.de to the selection of new manufacturing projects and is usX im- 
plemented by polices designed to protect domestic manufacturers from ime n- 
.ona  competition. Some of the cross-sectoral ramifications of such a 2^ 

(and its attendant policies) are given below: gX 

- Policies to implement a strategy of industrialization through import 
substitution aim to orient the manufacturing output mix towards those 
consumer goods currently imported ,nd to direct foreign-exchange 
expenditures towards the purchase of the capital goods, raw commodities 
and intermediate products that go into the production of these con- 
sumer goods. The investments entailed to promote this strategy may 
therefore be at the expense of possible manufacturing projects that 
would produce inputs for agriculture and/or a range of relatively low- 
pneed consume goods for the rural market; 

- Some of the incentives used to promote du. strategy may raise unduly 
the return on manufacturing projects by comparison with agricultural 
investment opportunities, thereby channelling resources away from 
investment in agricultural development; 

- Protection used to promote industrialization through import substitu- 
te often removes the competitive pressure to reduce costs and thus 
results in inefficiency. This coupled with the fact that domestic pro- 
duction sometimes is promoted when the market is not large enough 
to permit efficient utilization of equipment means that domestic manu- 
factures are often relatively high priced. In such cases, the costs of agri- 
cultural investments may be increased and the cost of living raised 
including that in the rural sectors. 

- Reliance on imported technology often necessarily results in the utiliza- 
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don of capital-intensive techniques and minimizes the necessity of 
transferring labour from agriculture to industry; 

- Effort is diverted from the development of manufacturing sectors that 
would have substantial export markets and thereby earn foreign ex- 
change, some of which might be used to promote agricultural develop- 
ment. 

A comparison of the cross-sectoral implications of the two strategies under 
discussion reveals that in some aspects they arc complementary while in several 
basic ways they work at cross-purposes. The promotion of small family farms, 
if successful, should slow the pace of migration from agriculture to urban employ- 
ment pursuits. This should be efficacious for industrialization via import substitu- 
tion because of the generally capital-intensive techniques employed in the pro- 
duction of goods formerly imported from the developed countries.  In other 
facets, however, the two strategies are not complementary. Whereas the agri- 
cultural strategy would promote a broader distribution of income, the use of 
import data as a guide to manufacturing investment generally orients the range 
of manufactured consumer goods towards an upper income bracket. Even more 
fundamental to agriculture, scarce resources arc diverted away from potential 
projects to support agricultural development,  and the allotment of foreign 
exchange to these consumer-oriented industries severely restricts the agricultural 
sector s ability to import the necessary capital and other inputs. Further   as 
noted, there may be a tendency for each of these strategies to discourage exports 
they would therefore be noncomplemcntary in the sense that neither sector 
would be in a good position to make up losses in foreign-exchange earnings 
attributable to the other. ° P » 

THE TECHNICAL INTERRELATIONSHIPS 

If the interrelationship between agriculture and industry is viewed from the 
standpoint of their respective inputs, the interdependence of the two sectors 
becomes obvious. Each sector utilizes some type of output of the other in its 
own production processes. The manufacturing sector uses agricultural output in 
the milling of grains, the extraction of oil and sugar, and the preservation of 
rood through canning, freezing, drying etc. At another level of food processing 
various agricultural products are converted and/or combined into more coni- 
plicated products such as bakery goods, pasta, beer etc. Several manufacturing 
branches also process non-food agricultural products such as textile fibres, hide* 
and skins, wood products and tobacco. 

In its turn, the agricultural sector utilizes manufactured goods as key inputs 
m its production process and the degree of reliance on the products of industry 
increases as a particular branch of agriculture becomes more modem. The list 
of manufactured items includes fertilizers, agricultural chemicals, implements, 
machinery, construct.«« components, and materials for irrigation and drainage 
facilities, including pumps and the like. 
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TABLE 63.   AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATES OF TOTAL CROP OUTPUT, CROP AREA AND OUTPUT 
PER HECTARE FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES AND PERIODS, 1950—1967 

Africa 
Egypt   
Libya   
Morocco   
Tunisia  

Asia 
Burma  
Ceylon  
China (Taiwan)  
India  
Indonesia  
Iraq  
Japan     
Khmer Republic  .. 
Korea, Republic of 
Malaysia     
Pakistan  
Philippines  
Thailand     
Turkey  

Europe 
Bulgaria  
Greece   
Poland   
Romania  
Spam    
Yugoslavia     

Latin America 
Argentina     
Bolivia  
Brazil  
Chile    
Colombia    
Coita Rica     
Ecuador   
El Salvador   
Guatemala , 
Jamaica     
Mexico     
Nicaragua   
Panama    
Peru  
Uruguay  , 
Venezuela   , 

Period 

1950—1967 
1954-1967 
1950—1967 
1950—1967 

1954- 
1951- 
1950- 
1952- 
1951- 
1950- 
1950- 
1954- 
1950- 
1954- 
1950- 
1950- 
1950- 
1950- 

1950- 
1950- 
1950- 
1950- 
1950- 
1950- 

-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1965 
-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1967 

-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1967 
-1966 

1950—1967 
1950—1967 
1950—1967 
1950—1967 
1950—1967 
1950—1967 
1950—1967 
1950—1967 
1950—1967 
1950—1961 
1950—1965 
1950—1967 
1950—1966 
1950—1967 
1950—1967 
1950—1967 

Total 
output 

2.9 
3.7 

--0.2 
-1.9 

1.6 
3.2 
3.8 
2.8 
1.9 
2.3 
2.4 
3.9 
4.3 
3.7 
2.7 
4.1 
4.5 
2.2 

3.0 
4.1 
3.1 
3.5 
1.6 
5.4 

2.5 
3.5 
4.3 
2.2 
3.2 
3.7 
4.5 
5.4 
6.7 
3.4 
5.7 
7.9 
3.1 
3.3 

-0.5 
5.4 

Crop 
area 

- Per cent 

0.6 
5.7 

-0.2 
—1.5 

1.9 
1.1 
0.7 
1.3 
2.2 
2.1 

-0.8 
2.5 
1.5 
1.6 
1.2 
2.7 
2.4 
1.5 

-1.3 
0.3 

-0.4 
0.— 

-0.1 
0.4 

1.1 
2.3 
4.1 
0.7 
1.6 
2.3 
2.8 
1.4 
3.4 
28 
3.2 
4.4 
3.0 
2.1 

-2.4 
4.2 

Output 
per hectare 

2.3 
-2.0 

0.— 
—0.4 

-0.3 
2.1 
3.1 
1.5 

-0.3 
0.2 
3.2 
1.4 
2.8 
2.1 
1.5 
1.4 
2.1 
0.7 

4.3 
3.8 
3.5 
3.5 
1.7 
5.0 

1.4 
1.2 
0.2 
1.5 
1.6 
1.4 
1.7 
4.0 
3.3 
0.6 
2.5 
3.5 
0.1 
1.2 
1.9 
1.2 

rw.-jJSÜ'^iü- ^SS^ST gr^^io^Mr«. JECO«OH*4C Research Service, Efmmc PWfwu of Agncuhmt m 
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Role of industry in the expansion of crop area 
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munication systems and marketing services. These auxiliary components arc 
also directly linked to industry. 

Multiple cropping, which is a technique for expanding effective acreage 
without putting new land under cultivation, requires extensive support from 
the non-farm sectors. Besides water-management systems and techniques, 
successful practice demands fertilizer supplies, some minimum quantity of farm 
implements and possibly other devices, such as artificial driers. Since it limits 
the time available for breaking and preparing the soil and for harvesting crops, 
multiple cropping tends to rely heavily on the mechanization of these phases 
of agricultural production. Where support systems arc available, multiple cropping 
provides opportunities for increasing output and raising land and labour pro- 
ductivity. In Hong Kong. 80 per cent of the farmers planted over four crops 
a year and 45 per cent planted seven to nine crops. Studies in Malaysia show 
that the gross income from a paddy-sweet potato mix or a paddy-mixed vegetable 
combination was four to seven times greater than that from paddy alone.101 

Expansion of the area subject to multiple cropping is an important aspect of the 
Indian Fourth Five-Year Plan, and experiments are being undertaken in China 
(Taiwan), India  and the  Philippines,  where multiple cropping is practiced. 

In summary, projects for irrigation, flood control, drainage works and land 
preparation depend heavily on industrial inputs. The successful completion of 
such projects over a fairly long period of time and the care, maintenance and 
improvement of completed works offer considerable stimuli to domestic in- 
dustry. '02 As further efforts ar: required to expand agricultural output over 
the next several decades, projects of this nature will be important in a number 
of developing countries. 

Role of industry in the increase of agricultural yields 

For most of the developing countries the most important source of future 
growth in crop output will be increases in crop yields. As the data in table 64 
illustrate, it is possible even from the aggregate figures to discern a decided trend 
in this direction over the two periods 1948-1952 to 1957-1959 and 1957-1959 
to 1966-1968. In the earlier period, from 1948-1952 to 1957-1959, increases 
in yields accounted for 37 per cent of the change in production of major crops 
for the developing countries. In the later period, 1957-1959 to 1966-1968, 
this share had risen to 51 per cent. This basis for expanding crop production 
should receive more emphasis as unutilized land areas decrease and population 
pressures grow. 

Several factors contribute to sustained and significant increases in crop 
yields. Irrigation facilities, fertilizer inputs, agricultural chemicals and new seed 
varieties arc generally identified as being primarily responsible for the quite 

'Ol Ibid., pp. 131-132. 

J02 To imwove the impact upon domestic industry or regional producen, Governments 
might resist tied loans and attempt to retain some control over the technology used. 
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TAW M-   CHANGES IN YIElD « HECTA" °f 12 MAJO» «o«,' Bv DEmoreD AND 
DEVELOPING REGIONS • 

Change in yitlJ Contribution of change 
per hectare in yield to change 
(per cent) in production 
                                 (per cent of total) 

„    •                                 ._.. m?-,m    '«-'"« W7*,RW l9661l9u 
Developed regions  ->¿ «„             

Western Europe .'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.' {9 ?? 92 102 
Eastern Europe and the USSR 21 T¡Q 84 116 

North America ....                     '"41 2 W 108 

Oceania   .'.".".'.'.'.'   ' | f, ,51 106 

Developing regions  \ 1 !, 51 22 

Latin America ...                     1,- , 37 51 
ParEast              g < 43 19 
Near East                 a !? 36 57 
Attica ;;;;;      ;       » 24       62 Wt)f,J :::------    »5        5      g 
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The improved varieties of rice, wheat, maize, millet or sorghum offer 
considerable opportunities for v creased yields. The semi-dwarf varieties of 
wheat have yielded up to 120 bushels per acre. The short and stiff-strawed wheat 
and rice varieties will produce at from double to fourfold the amount of local 
varieties in a large part of the world's cereal-growing regions. Mexican wheats 
sown in Turkey on I70,(KX) hectares in 1%8 yielded more than double the pro- 
duction of the same area sown in native varieties. n>? Many of the improved 
varieties of cereals are not photosensitive and will mature a given number of 
days after planting. This characteristic permits the planting and harvesting of 
two or even three crops a year. However, maximum gain using these cereal 
varieties depends on a package of modern inputs and improved labour practices. 
The correct and timely application of water, fertilizer and pesticides is extremely 
important. Further, efficient facilities are neeess.;r • to ensure drying, milling, 
storing and transport. 

The application of fertilizers, up to certain amounts and depending on 
certain crop ami physical characteristics, can improve crop yields. Fertilizers 
are also economically beneficial for crops other than the newer varieties of 
cereals. The response of many local varieties of cereals and other crops to applica- 
tions of fertilizer is not significant, however, above a relatively low minimum 
level of application, which may vary locally. The question of appropriate and 
adequate use of fertilizers with the improved cereals, on the other hand, is par- 
ticularly important. A significant advantage of the newer varieties is their strong 
response to heavy fertilizer inputs. In fact, as more stress is placed upon increasing 
crop yields, through whatever means, the application of commercial fertilizers 
to replenish soil fertility becomes an absolute necessity. Further, the interaction 
effect may be considerable when fertilizers arc used in conjunction with other 
resources. Yield may be increased by fertilizers, by water-management systems 
or by pesticides, for example. While each of these has a certain effect by itself, a 
strong interaction effect is evidenced when all of these factors are introduced 
simultaneously. This interaction causes much higher yields than would be 
inferred by adding the mean increases from the three sources used singly. Of 
course, it is often not possible to introduce all three factors simultaneously, in 
which case the ideal may have to be arrived at in stages. 

In spite of the fact that with certain exceptions prices of fertilizer tend to 
be relatively high in the developing countries, the consumption of this very 
important manufactured agricultural input in these countries has grown con- 
siderably. The data in table 65, which indicate the rapid growth in fertilizer 
consumption, also show that the developing regions still remain far behind the 
developed countries in per hectare consumption. 

Effective yield increases can also be gained by preventing losses owing 
to insects, diseases and weeds. Agricultural chemicals such as insecticides, fun- 
gicides and herbicides are extremely important in combating these pests. (With 
regard to weeds, additional labour may be utilized to reduce crop loss.) These 
agricultural chemicals often give dramatic return. In the high valleys of Mexico, 

ios FAO, Provisional indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, Vol. I, p. 109. 
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protettive spraying again« blight has helped to mercase yields of potatoes bv 
90 per cent and to expand the area under cultivation bv two th.rds^Tjd Ï 
^junction with other inputs, they can be particularly effective and may com 

ltd        m0rC ,mp0rtant aS °thcr bamcrS t0 achicvi»S higher yields'arcTc- 

The storage of durable commodities and perishable products is an important 
comptent to production. By decreasing the quantities lost by the Xlu e 
after harvest, and by the middlemen between producer and conumram 
efficient storage system results in a net increase in food supplies. (Whetherle 
output increase ,s owing to expansion of area or to an increase in yie dT addi ona 
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facilities will become more important. In all cases, however, the provision of 
storage facilities requires manufactures, whether imported or locally produced 
such as corrugated metals, cement, lumber etc. Pumiced, 

Mechanical improvements may also ra.se productivity per worker and 
crop output. Various means of mechanization may be applied in clearing, levelling 
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Timeliness is highly important where multiple cropping or other innovations 

are depended on to make still other improvements economically feasible. In- 

creased mechanization may therefore be a necessity for the success of multiple 

cropping. 
Mechanization does not refer only to power machinery. Improved animal 

draft equipment, the shift from wooden to steel-pointed plows and from wooden 

wheels to rubber-tired wheels arc important. The use of animal-draft seed drills 

and planters can reduce planting time. 
The degree of mechanization in the developing countries is difficult to 

determine. Table 66 indicates increases in the use of tractors; however, it would 

also be relevant to know such things as the number of steel ploughs that have 

replaced "desi" ploughs in India. The question of degree and kind of mechaniza- 

tion is difficult to consider on an over-all basis. In parts of Asia it may be that 

draft animals can be used economically only in association with other farmers. 

The minimum size farm for the economic use of animal-draft mechanization is 

considered to be two hectares for an intensively worked, irrigated farm and 

from four to six hectares for dryland farms. A 40 horsepower tractor can be 

economically used on 15 to 25 hectares of irrigated land or on 40 to 100 hectares 

of dryland. A tractor of this size must be used a minimum of 600 to 800 hours 

for an economic return.107 Efficient mechanization usually requires an even 

greater effort to intensify production, an effort that in turn depends on increasing 

the use of fertilizers and other innovations and, perhaps, irrigation, all of which 

are closely linked to the manufacturing sector. 
In summary, growth in crop output is propelled by an expansion in cultivated 

area, an increase in yields per unit of soil cultivated, or by some combination 

of the two. As a country approaches maximum utilization of soil resources, the 

conversion from the expansion of crop area as a method of increasing output 

to a technology of increasing crop yield becomes a crucial factor in further 

development. It may be that the length of time required to make the change-over, 

TABLE 66.   GROWTH IN NUMBER OF TRACTORS USED IN AGRICULTURE IN DEVELOPING AND 

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES 

Annual averages of total numbers Antragt mutual increase 
( thousands) (per tent) 

—      — ]94V-Î95fl959^~l%rÎ949-i9SÏ 
¡949-1951   Ì959-196Ì  1966-1968 to to to 

                                                                                                1959-1961  1966-1968  1966-1968 

Developing countries . 197 554 906 11 7 9 
Latin America  121 335 525 11 7 9 
FarEait  12 60 126 17 11 15 
Near East  26 77 141 11 9 11 
Africa    38 82 114 8              5 7 

Developed countries .. 5,816 10,302 13,348 6              4 5 
Total  O.013 10,856 14,254 6 4 5 

Source: Bated on FAO, The Stau of Food m*t Agriculture, 1970, p. 142. 

»07 FAO, The Stale of Food and Agriculture, 1968, p. 95. 
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and the ability to do so, depends quite heavily on the non-farm sector. A sustained 
increase in yields, more so than expansion of cultivated area, appears to be 
sustained by and dependent on the widespread adoption of new and improved 
techniques and inputs, which are largely manufactures. In cases where new land 
accounts for the growth of agricultural output, the importance of additional 
manufactured inputs is concentrated on the frontier, which is always onb a 
small portion of the farm sector. On the other hand, when reliance is on increased 
yields, the additional manufactured inputs arc more widely distributed. It is 
rarely possible for fixed-area agriculture, with increases in output dependent 
for the most part on increases in yields, to exist separately from a country's 
industrial sector and still make a positive contribution to economic progress.108 

Gains in yields depend heavily on the non-farm sector and where this sector 
is relatively large, more rapid gains are possible. 

Key industries supporting agriculture 

From the preceding discussion it is obvious that the possibility of achieving 
greater agricultural output depends to a considerable degree on the possibility 
of achieving greater industrial output. It is highly significant that, apart from 
seed production, none of the new, improved inputs required by a progressive 
agriculture are produced in that sector, iw The construction materials for roads, 
irrigation and other water-control projects, and for storage and processing 
plants and power systems are industrial output. The electric or gas-powered 
pumps for water transfer, simple or more complex farm machinery or imple- 
ments, and agricultural chemicals are products of an industrial matrix. Although 
figures cannot be given, it is evident that for many countries much of this output 
must be produced by domestic industry if it is to be available, since the require- 
ments in foreign exchange would exceed their capabilities to import it. 

At this point it should be appropriate to examine those major branches of 
industry that provide the agricultural sector with inputs. 

Fertilizers. The potential contribution of fertilizers to raising crop output 
has been widely studied and it is now realized that reliance on them will eventually 
be almost total. In the developing countries the rate of increase in food production 
for domestic consumption for the period 1955—1958 to 1965-1967 was ap- 
proximately 2.6 per cent, falling slightly in the later part of this period to 2.4 per 
cent. Based on forecasts of population growth and changes in income, it has 
been estimated that the developing countries need to accelerate their rate of 
increase in food production to 4.3 per cent annually to avoid dependence on 
imports that would be impossible to support. At continued rates of growth in 
population, income and food output, imports would amount to more than 

,0» Of courte, primitive or traditional agricultural sectors, which presently employ 
no significant plant nutrients, may by the application of manure, for example, obtain increases 
in yield without industrial support. 

109 Historically, production of traditional farm implements began at the village level. 
This has also been the case in the presently developing countries. 
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one fourth of domestic consumption by 1985."° It should be noted that the 
required rate of acceleration in production is beyond the experience of any of 
the currently developed countries. While a part of this increase may be achieved 
by expanding the area under cultivation, a larger share, over time, will have to 
come from growth in yields, as previously discussed. Evidently, when grain 
requirements exceed a level of production of 800 to 1,200 kilograms per hectare 
and under conditions of insufficient soil fertility and insufficient quantities of 
manure, the use of fertilizer becomes essential.111 

Accordingly, fertilizer consumption in the developing countries has advanced 
rapidly. However, although the growth in the rate of consumption has been 
greater than that for the developed countries, the developing countries still 
consume less than 20 per cent of the world's commercially produced soil nutrients. 
Consumption figures by region are shown in table 67. In Europe in 1967/1968, 
the average consumption was 139 kilograms per hectare, ranging from 29 kilo- 
grams in Albania to 626 kilograms in the Netherlands. Average consumption 
in Asia was about 19 kilograms per hectare of arable land; in South America 
11 kilograms; and in Africa approximately 6 kilograms. "2 As shown in table 68, 
production in the developing regions has not been capable of meeting the ex- 
panding demand for fertilizers. '•-* On an over-all basis, the production of these 
countries accounts for about one half of their consumption. 

A forecast of fertilizer consumption in 64 developing countries is given 
in table 69. The forecast assumes an annual rate of increase in crop output of 

TABLE 68.   DOMESTIC PRODUCTION  AS PER CENT OI   TOTAL CONSUMPTION or NITROGEN, 

PHOSPHATE   AND   POTASSIUM   FERTILIZERS   IN   SELECTED   DEVELOPING   COUNTRIES,    1965 — 1966" 

Xitrogen Phosphorus ¡\ :,ish 

Latin America  77 50 12 
Africa south of the Sahara     — 54 
Near East and North-west Africa  ... 42 190 
Asia and the Far East  47 51 1 

Total     53 71       4 

Source: FAO, Provisional Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, Vol. I, p. 106. 
° The 64 countries included in the data accounted for 84 per cent of the population of the developing world. 

no FAO, Provisional Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, Vol. I, pp. 13 — 16. 
If present trends continue, domestic food production in the developing countries would be 
approximately $66 billion in 1985, total demand $92 billion, leaving $26 billion in imports. 
The current dollar figure at that time would be higher because the forecast used 1962 prices 
and took only 60 per cent of c.i.f. value of imports to make them comparable with production 
at producer prices. 

111 Frank W. Parker, "Fertilizer and Economic Development", in M. H. McVickar, 
G. L. Bndgcr, and L. B. Nelson, Eds., bertilizer Technology and Usage, Soil Science Society 
of America, Madison, Wisconsin, 1963, p. 9. 

»12 FAO, Fertilizers, 1969, Rome, 1970, p. 16. 
1,3 The increasing use of fertilizers, in combination with improved cereal varieties and 

other improved inputs, is the basis of the current optimism regarding food production, [t 
is also the reason for revised world forecasts, which anticipate difficulties for countries relying 
on cereal exports. (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service, World 
Demand Prospects for Agricultural Exports of Iwss Developed Countries in 19X0, by Anthony 
S. Roiko and Arthur B. Mackic, Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No. 60, Govern- 
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1970.) 
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approximately 4 per cent and a rise in the rate of expansion of demand for fertiliz- 
ers from 10.8 per cent a year (realized in the period 1954-1962) to 11.4 per cent 
a year. Although it will vary from country to country, a steadily widening gap 
between domestic demand and domestic production will create additional 
foreign exchange problems for most. Turkey, for example, expanded nutrient 
production from 8,142 tons in the middle 1950s to 81,015 tons in 1968/1969, 
but consumption rose over this period from 21,753 tons to 380,049 tons. In the 
middle 1950s, India produced an average of 89,883 tons of nitrogen, phosphate 
and potash fertilizers a year. Domestic production expanded to 776,000 tons 
in 1968/1969, but consumption over the same time span rose from 147,547 to 
1,682,000 tons. For the same period, Pakistani production went from 108 tons 
to 137,800 tons, while consumption increased from 16.230 to 391,800 tons. 
Production in Egypt rose from 39,509 to 172,000 tons, while consumption 
expanded from 130,742 to mere than 300,000 tons.114 The magnitude of these 
differences between production and consumption and the varied and cumulative 
demands made upon available foreign exchange have tended to encourage the 
establishment of domestic fertilizer industries, even where raw materials, manu- 
facturing equipment and skills must be imported. 

For developing countries in the early stages of agricultural modernization, 
fertilizers will surely have to be imported, even possibly when the country posses- 
ses one or two of the required raw materials. As domestic consumption rises, 
the possibility of national production improves. The question then often hinges 
on the cost and feasibility of using imported raw materials or intermediate pro- 
ducts and the cost of local production versus continued importation of the final 
product. The decision entails an evaluation of alternate uses of foreign exchange. 
For countries possessing the requisite raw materials, the feasibility of domestic 
production is naturally greater. 

Developments over the past decade have enabled several of the less developed 
countries io establish fertilizer production capacity and other countries to consider 
seriously domestic production. First, the expanding consumption of fertilizers 
has made them an increasingly important item on the import list and has centered 
attention on the possibility of an import-substitute fertilizer industry. Second, 
fertilizers have assumed increased strategic importance in raising agricultural 
output, and this has caused Governments to encourage their use. Target goals have 
been established of roughly 10 kilograms of nitrogen, 5 kilograms of phosphorus, 
and 2.5 kilograms of potassium on a per capita basis by 1975, subject to modifica- 
tion on a country basis.115 Third, a series of technical developments relating 
to major fertilizer inputs have opened up new alternatives.ll6 Technical advances 
in ammonia production and capacity increases have caused a drop in the price 
of ammonia. Ammonia may now be transported by the shipload and liquified 

"4 FAO, Fertilizer, 1969, pp. 133-137. 
1,5 UNIDO, Fertilizer Inétstry, Monographs on Industrial Development No. 6 (Sales 

No.:69.H.B39, Vol.6), p. 9. 
ii* Raymond Ewell, "Fertiliicr Outlook in the Developing Countries", in UNIDO, 

Factors Inhibiting the Indigenous Growth of the Fertilizer Industry in Developing Countries, Report 
of Ad Hoc Group of Experts from Fertiliicr Deficit Countries, Vienna, 1968 (Sales No. : 
69.IÍ.B.21), p. 80. 
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natitnil gas may bo moved by ocean transport. Production techniques now 
allow the commercial manufacture of nitrophosphate fertilizers, which removes 
the need for sulphur. It should be noted, however, that the desulphurization 
of fuels has created a sulphur surplus in the world, and in some areas sulphur 
is an important plant nutrient. Phosphoric acid can now be shipped by sea and 
superphosphoric acid will be available for transport by the shipload in the near 
future. Also, the economic transport of elemental phosphorus should soon be 
feasible. The major advantage in utilizing the foregoing items as production 
inputs is the high concentration of the intermediate product.117 

This series of developments has made it possible for more countries to 
consider domestic fertilizer production even when a country possesses none of 
the necessary raw materials. The ideal approach is to consider integrated facilities. 
Farmers can use straight fertilizers, but this requires several applications of varying 
amounts of nutrients. In addition, if nitrogen fertilizers are made available without 
phosphorus, the soil will become depleted in a few years of heavy yields. Mixed 
fertilizers, compounded on a regional basis in consideration of crop and soil 
characteristics, assure a proper input. In those developing countries where agri- 
cultural extension services arc scarce, and experience with fertilizers is limited, 
it is usually recommended that mixed fertilizers be applied. 

The construction costs of fertilizer plants in a developing country arc quite 
likely to be 25 to 50 per cent higher than in a currently developed country.1IH 

Such factors as an extended construction period, owing to lower on-site labour 
efficiency, higher engineering costs, the cost and transport of imported con- 
struction materials and equipment, and perhaps the need for stand-by generating 
equipment, tend to raise total construction costs. Operating costs arc affected 
by the need for rather large inventories of raw materials and by significant 
labour-training costs. The seasonal use of a product manufactured on an annual 
basis may also present storage problems which may be especially severe in 
developing countries. If adequate facilities arc not available for movement of 
commodities in bulk, an additional construction cost must be incurred. 

Questions of plant size and operating efficiency arc particularly important. 
Economics of scale weigh heavily in the production of fertilizers and the average 
percentage utilization of capacity is fairly critical. Where national demand is 
not sufficient to support a plant of minimum size, the cost of fertilizer increases 
quickly. If a large plant is constructed and then not used to capacity, however, 
the country has high-cost fertilizers and investment tied up in unutilized hard- 
ware. Where a plant of adequate size is built and must be operated at much less 
than 70 per cent of capacity, product costs per unit of output mount quickly. 
While there may be considerable variation from plant to plant, production at 
70 per cent of capacity may be taken as a typical break-ever point, below which 
the operation is uneconomic. ' '» Fertilizer plants in many developing countries 

I" One to:i of elemental phosphorus used in the "thermal" production process would 
supply as much P205 as 7.5 tons of phosphate rock and 2.2 tons of sulphur used in the "wet" 
process. 

"8 Asian Development Bank, op. cit., p. 560. 
1,9 UNIDO, Fertilizer Industry, Monographs on Industrial Development No. 6, p. 47. 
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operate at 50 to 60 per cent of capacity even with continuing imports of fertilizers 
The reason often lies in bottle-necks in the supply of raw materials, especially 
when the fertilizer industry must compete for scarce foreign-exchange reserves 
in order to import a key primary input, bottle-necks in transport and storage 
or inadequate labour skills. ^ 

Once fertilizer plants are in production, the actual process of manufacturing 
requires relatively little labour. However, planning officials may want to con- 
sider more than the direct employment effect of "the fertilizer 'industry alone 
Additional employment will also result from planting, harvesting and processing 
the larger output. The import content of capital equipment 'and parts must 
also be considered in choo-ing between expenditures on a fertilizer industry 
and on other heavy industrial projects. Where raw materials or intermediate 
products must be imported, foreign-exchange savings will of course be less 
than the previous import bill for fertilizers. When there is a significant foreitm- 
exchange savings, it may be that more fertilizer can be made available to die 
country's farmers from a domestic industry, even when some materials must be 
imported, than could be afforded by foreign-exchange expenditures for the 
final product. 

The backward linkages of the fertilizer industry may serve to promote 
development of a more sophisticated industrial structure. Sulphuric, nitric and 
phosphoric acids are basic inputs to the fertilizer industry and can be linked to 
a broadly based chemical industry. Synthetic ammonia is the prime ingredient 
in a variety of chemical products. Other ammonia products, such as urea, am- 
monium sulphate, ammonium nitrate and ammonium phosphate are used in 
the production of plastics and explosives as well as in the food industries anil 
in the production of some pesticides. The fertilizer industry also has important 
linkages to steel, heavy chemicals and petrochemical industries. '20 

Pesticides. The demand for agricultural chemicals which protect crops 
against pests, weeds, rodents and disease, will increase as agricultural develop- 
ment proceeds. Some of the new cereal varieties are particularly susceptible to 
disease and planting in contiguous cultivated areas raises the likelihood of wide- 
spread damage. From 1959-1964, the average rate of growth in the consumption 
of pesticides was 9.5 per cent."-' In some countries, however, there were quite 
large increases. The annual rate of increase in imports of pesticides, by value, 
for the period 1961 1965 for China (Taiwan) was 44 per cent; imp >rts grew 
at an annual rate of 37 per cent in India, 30 per cent in Pakistan and 26 per cent 
in Thailand. In 1965-1967, imports increased by 175 per cent in Ceylon.'22 
Nevertheless, consumption in the developing countries is quite low. These 
countries consume approximately 20 per cent of all pesticides on 70 per cent 
of the world's arable land.<23 More than three quarters of this consumption is 
imported, with the United States currently supplying more than one half of 
the world production. 

•• Ibid., p. 50. 
'2' FAO, Provisional Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, Vol. I, p. 212. 
122 Anan Development Bank, op. cit., p. 515. 
i" FAO, Provisional Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, Vol. Í, p. 209. 
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Owing to the rapid growth in demand, there is opportunity for domestic 
manufacture of pesticides or at least the establishment of formulation plants in 
a number of countries. The content of active ingredients in pesticides is quite 
low, and the importation of the final product means paying transportation 
costs on the inert ingredients. The establishment of formulation plants, obtaining 
inert materials locally or from nearby sources, is a distinct possibility and may 
be the first step towards eventual domestic production of the active ingredients. 
While local manufacture may be feasible in certain countries, heavy research 
support is a necessity, because many insects gain immunity to a given kind of 
insecticide after a time, and adjustments must then be made. The extensive use 
of these chemicals also presents other difficulties to a developing country where 
extension service is limited. Collective protection is advantageous because 
control measures arc more efficient when spread over a wide area. The benefits 
of isolated usage may not be great. 

Machinery and implements. The production of agricultural machinery is 
in many aspects related to the ability to support industrial expansion in general. 
For most of the developing countries, the demand for iractors and replacement 
parts is still too limited to support domestic production facilities. Data on re- 
levant questions concerning the production of farm machinery and power 
equipment are difficult to locate; therefore, answers to inquiries about minimum 
scale of production, investment needs and similar questions arc necessarily general. 
However, certain requirements for some products may be stated. For example, 
domestic production of tractors would probably require a minimum industrial 
capacity in an iron and steel industry capable of producing castings, forgings 
and malléables. Specialized manufacturing is also necessary for the production 
of components such as ball bearings, radiators, clutches, linings, electrical equip- 
ment, tires, fuel-injection equipment and diesel engines. 124 for the most part 
the industries producing agricultural machinery are still located primarily in the 
industrialized countries. Various machinery products, however, arc produced 
in several of the developing countries. Tractors are assembled in India, where a 
high proportion of the components are domestically produced, and in the 
Philippines, where parts arc imported. Argentina and Mexico also assemble 
tractors with more than half of the parts furnished by domestic production, and 
Brazil produced tractors, largely from domestically produced components. 
China (Taiwan) produces and exports small powered tillers. 

The domestic production of agricultural implements or tools need not 
initially be oriented towards the manufacture of sophisticated, automatic ma- 
chinery. In a number of countries implements such as plows and harrows are 
needed for use with animal power. India manufactures most of her own farm 
machinery, except tractors, and exports some of these products, as does China 
(Taiwan). In Latin America, Mexico and Argentina manufacture, and export 
to some extent, disk plows, harvesters, tillers and other plows. 

Water pumps are manufactured in several Asian countries. The local manu- 
facture and maintenance of equipment to apply agricultural chemicals such as 

12* FAO, Provisional Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, Vol. I, p. 234. 
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portable hand sprayers and dusters are also a practical proposition 125 Other 
equipment, such as pedal threshers, handcarts, bullock equipment and rice- 
mill.ng machinery may also be considered. The steady and rather predictable 
growth in demand for these goods makes them likely candidates for domestic 
industrial production 1» The production of this variety of goods does not 
require vast industrial complexes and can often take place in relatively small 
shops which can be easily expanded as demand increases. 

In summary, local production of the« items may offer significant foreign- 
exchange savings and also offer a satisfactory training ground for both entre- 
preneurs and labour force for subsequent industrial progress. Small-scale plants 
can draw on local capital sources not available to larger enterprises, and thus 
foster further industrial involvement.'27 These plants mav also be widely dis- 
persed so as to distribute employment opportunities. 

Industrhl processing of agricultural products 

The particular segments of industry that utilize the output of farms forests 
fisheries and grasslands perform a valuable function for the agricultural sectoi 
and they are relatively strategic for economic development. These industries 
promote the utilization of raw materials by making them available to the non- 
farm sector in a more convenient form for consumption. By taking up, improving 
and adding to many of the functions previously performed by members of a 
rural society, these industries open up new investment and job possibilities for 
an urbanizing society. 13y co-ordinating purchases, offering storage and preserving 
functions, and stressing uniformity and quality of output, they stimulate agri- 
cultural output and productivity and have a beneficial effect on incomes in the 
agricultural sector. Many of the industries using agricultural products as inputs 
arc traditionally pioneer industries in a developing economy. Historically these 
products were among the first to undergo transformation in the present indus- 
trialized countries. 

The processing cf agricultural commodities covers a broad range of activities 
which may be grouped under food processing and non-food industries. The 
milling of staple food grains is generally the largest food industry in developing 
countries. In a number of countries the wheat-milling industry has grown rapidly 
and has become widespread in the past two decades. Modern wheat mills are 
highly capital intensive with relatively small employment requirements. Original 
investment costs run into several millions of dollars with a noticeable decline 
m operating and capital cost per unit of output the larger the mill. However, 
in many countries with poor transportation systems and inadequate or insufficient 
storage for large quantities of grain and output, smaller-size mills are practical. 
Although direct employment benefits may be small, the indirect effects may 
be substantial, particularly where there are small baking shops. 

'" Asian Development Bank, op. cit., pp. 567—573. 
»• FAO, 7 Tir Stale of Food and Agriculture, 1966, p. 126. 

'" ÎïflTï,5**1^ ?*d Richard Mo"c. Modem Stnall Industry for Develops Countries, 
raw-Mill Now Vrn-t  1Q£C ~ 01* ' • r  •* ' McGraw-Hill, New York, 1965, p. 236. 
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Ricc-milling is an important activity in many ot the less developed countries 
and for much of the world's population. Large modern mills, which require 
high capital costs, are advantageous in that paddy drying and storage facilities 
are available and a higher percentage of the input may be recovered. Further- 
more, only large-scale modern milk could ensure the recovery ot the most 
valuable by-products, such as high-grade edible oil and protein-rich bran, which 
could contribute largely to the economy of the rice-producing countries as well 
as to the competitiveness of the rice processors and exporters. Such mills are 
not always feasible, however. The larger mills require concentrated paddy pro- 
duction in order that they might be operate J throughout the year. Transportation 
facilities in many of the Asian countries hinder the development of such mills. 
Under the circumstances, smaller mills ma) be considered feasible. These smaller 
mills may be located close to the sources ot supply and they are not so dependent 
upon a source of continuous supply. The smaller mills vary in degree ot efficiency 
and in the range of services offered. The recovery rate troni paddy may vary 
between 57 to 65 per cent and the milled rice may contain a substantial pro- 
portion of broken rice. In many ot the Asian countries, such as Ceylon, Indonesia, 
Pakistan and the Philippines, milling machines and hulling machines are locally 
manufactured. I:H Although quality milling and hulling machines may be im- 
ported, it appears that strong support from local manufacturers in efforts to 
improve the performance of their product would be beneficial. An increase in 
the recovery rate from rough paddy of two or three percentage points may 
effectively increase rice production. 

A prerequisite for the efficient functioning of large-scale mills is the adequate 
procurement ofpaddy. This involves a restructuring of the traditional in-between 
paddy trade and revised organizational and legislative measures. Attempts have 
been made in this direction by the establishment of official grading systems and 
central paddy purchasing boards; these efforts are noticeable and deserve every 
support. 

In a number of developing countries maize and sorghum are the mort 
important cereal crops and they may serve as the basis for food processing, 
feed production and other industrial uses. 

Sugar manufacturing also promotes the development of other industries. 
The manufacture of alcohol from molasses and pulp and paper from bagasse 
are prime examples of by-product industries. Sugar is a requisite commodity 
for the expansion or development of several other food-processing industries, 
such as fruit canning, confectionary, fruit juices and various beverages. The 
demand for processed fruits and vegetables is not likely to be initially high in the 
developing countries, although demand expands as income rises. In many cases, 
of course, export markets may be utilized. Aside from considerations of demand, 
other factors inhibit the faster growth of this industry. The quality of raw material 
may be low and may vary considciably. These plants also requne a continuous 
supply of raw materials and this problem may prove a serious obstacle.129 

128 Asian Development Hank, op. cit., p. 574. 
I" FAQ, The State of Food and Apiculture, 1966, pp. 100—101. 
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The processing of meat and dairy products also expands as urbanization 
commues, income mc and the products of feed grains increase. Bu hese 
.ndustnes may encounter problems when initial operations are based on larg 
scale facilities and Western-type markets, but rely on traditional sources for fhc 
supply of raw materials. Ghana for exampb, has two large, modern slaughter- 
houses and refrigeration plants, but one is operating at 10 per cent of caparitv 
and the other at 2 per cent. 130 6 v r caPacity 

The establishment of food-processing industries offers several possibilities 
to induce growth. Thar development should stimulate demand for traZr^ 
tion, packing materials, tin-plate and glass containers. »1 Where these industries 
induce expansion m agricultural output there will be allied effects upon demand 
for fertilizers, agricultural equipment, pesticides and animal feeds. 132 In certain 

cases, food-process,ng industries may provide important export opportunities 

to^Lilra,,)' ilCXamP C' HaS C°-°rdinated its Sl»g" •* p.ncappk industries 
to establish a rapidly growing canning industry based on exports. Originally 
«Jymg on canned pineapple, the industry has expanded to encompass a wide 
variety of products. From 1960-1966, exports of canned mushrooms increased 
in value from $150,000 to $25 million. Exports of canned asparagus have abo 
grown rapidly, increasing from $411,000 ,n 1964 to $14 million in 1966 These 
rndustr.es have been developed largely along integrated lines and the Govern- 
ment, private industry and growers' associations have co-ordinated their efforts 
to increase the quantities of raw materials available in improved and standard 
quabacs. Aspects of this co-ordination are evident from field to factory to mar- 

Among the more important non-food industries processing agricultural 
output are those based on the natural fibres, cotton being the most important, 
followed by jute, kenaf and allied fibres. Although these fibres have suffered 
from the competition from man-made fibres, they are still extremely important 
•n the industrial structure of the developing countries. By 1966, the developing 
countries accounted for 42.6 per cent of the world production of cotton cloth- 
up from 30.6 per cent in 1954-and produced 83.3 per cent of jute and allied 
fibres. They consumed about 43.7 per cent of the world output of cotton apparel 
cloth, up from 35.1 per cent in 1954.134 

The textile industry has significant backward and forward linkages. The 
demand for fibre can stimulate domestic cotton production, and the production 
oi textile cloth provides an input to the clothing industry. Although they ac- 
counted for only 5 per cent of value added in manufacturing in 1967 in the 
developmg countries the clothing, footwear and made-up textile industries 
grew at a higher rate from 1960-1966, at 6.5 per cent, than did the textile sector, 

>*> FAO, The Stale of Foad arti Agriculture, 1970, p. 119. 

a «¡J.3,! !• mU?}* rec
J°8ni2ed tha* •" »he abtence of domeitic production capabilities such 

a stimulation of demand may constitute a drain on foreign-cxchJnge «ierres 

(S»Ic.,^i^"S.S^^^"**y, Mon0*raPhi °" indu«'ial development No. 9 

'« Asian Development Bank, op. cit., p. 576. 
>•" UNIDO. Textile Industry, Monographs on Industrial Development No. 7, pp. 12,18. 
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thus supplying new jobs in these countries.1'5 While in sonic of the developing 
countries rates of increase in textile production have been quite high, there is 
apparently opportunity for much greater production and consumption in these 
countries. In 1964—1965, in the United States, per capita consumption of all 
textile fibres was 17.4 kilograms, but cotton supplied 9.8 kilograms. Per capita 
consumption of cotton textile fibres in the developing countries in the same 
period was only 1.9 kilograms. Although demand for cotton textiles tends to 
decline at higher income levels, a stimulus for this industry exists in the developing 
countries where incomes are increasing from low to moderate levels. '-^ Some 
observers question whether the proposition that the demand for cotton textiles 
declines at higher income levels would apply to tropical countries. 

Textile production offers several advantages to developing countries. From 
the viewpoint ot production there is some opportunity to mix capital and labour 
in combinations more suitable to the employment needs of the less developed 
countries. Capital costs vary considerably even among the developed countries. 
Cotton mills generally tend to be less capital intensive and to require less fuel 
and power per worker than the average manufacturing plant in the developing 
countries.|;7 Jute bag manufacture can be undertaken with modest capital 
outlays, and the production of cordage and other products from hard fibres 
need not employ capital-intensive processes.1-18 

Wood-products industries are also a vital link between agriculture and 
industry. There has been an increase in the use of tropical hardwoods for construc- 
tion in Europe, and the United States imports large quantities of plywood, 
mainly from Asia and the Far East. The Philippines export hardwood logs 
to Japan for further processing and Indonesia exports significant quantities to 
the Republic of Koiea. Malaysia and Singapore export plywood and veneer 
to the United States.1-*9 These and other countries are making ai. attempt to 
further process forest products before they enter the international markets. 
Cameroon, the Ivory Coast and Zaire, for example, have raised, or intend to raise, 
export taxes on unprocessed logs. The development of particle board has allowed 
the use of formerly waste wood and smaller-size timber. The progress in the 
technology of semi-chemical pulping methods further encourages the develop- 
ment of the pulp and paper industry, which is of course linked to timber pro- 
duction. 

Leather and leather-products industries utilize agricultural by-products 
as their basic input. A large proportion of the world supply of hides and skins 
comes from small producers in the developing countries. From the point of 
view of supply, many developing countries appear to have great potential for 
sustaining investments in the tanning industry, based on large cattle populations. 

135 UNIDO, Industriai Development Survey, Vol. II (1970), pp. 22, 31. 35. 
»« John L. Sinclair,  The Production, Marketing, and Consumption of Cotton, PracRcr, 

New York, 1968, pp. 46—47. 

>" FAO, The State of Food and Agriculture, 1966, p. 110. 
13* UNIDO, Textile Industry, p. 46. 
>» FAO, The State of Food and Agriculture, Í970, p. 87. 
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However, it must be cautioned that there » considerable competition in the world        krt f d hidcs and problcms ofton P    non        h 

of hides of livestock horn many developing countries. When ft comes of    S 
athcr products the developed market and centrally planned econoni.es do,   n to 

the industry, as is demonstrated by the data on value added in table 70 
In summary, agro-related industries are of considerable importance in the 

developing countries as indicated by their relative contribution to   otal manu- 
facturing output (see table 70).i« As the developing countries beg.n industrX- 
ion, possibly by exploiting import-substitution  opportunité,  hi,h £owm 

rates may be achieved m these industrial categories. Table 71 gives die growth 
rates  or vanous agro-related industries. It is of interest to note th    V iH 
xcepuon of textiles, the rate of growth of these industries is consistently <reate 

fo   the^dcvelop.ng countries than for tbo developed market economics.^ the 
early stagcs of industrialization, agro-related industries may tend to lead the 
drive to industrialize, but as the economy grows, diversifies and becomes inore 
sophisticated  the re ative importance of these primary industries declines  The 
i casons for the decline correspond to those discussed earlier for agricultural 
products in general, namely relatively low income elasticity of demand 

The data presented in table 11 indicate that such trends are indeed at work 
in the developing countries. The two industry groups of food, beverages and 
tobacco, and textiles (ISIC 31 and 32) declined as a percentage of totahnanu- 
factunng output for the developing countries over the First Development 
Decade and the downward trend was true for all three developing regions The 
share of paper, printing and publishing (ISIC 34) of total manufacturing output 
declined somewhat, but the trend in Latin America was slightly upward fo 

ft.r„irü "'KT ,n 'i' ****,thC COnt"bl'tio» * wood products and 
ft.rn.turc (ISIC 33) grew, but was down slightly for Latin America, while in 
Asia tins industry group manifested significant gains. For the developing countries 
as a whole, the share of the industries listed in table 72 as a percentage of total 

The evolution of the importance of agricultural processing industries can 
be amply stated. In primitive economies the food and fibre are grown pro- 
cessed and consumed to a large extent within the same units. As economic 
development begins, the growing division of labour leads to an increasing physical 
separation of the processing from primary production units. Initially, the agri- 
cultural processing industries account for the bulk of output in the incipient 
manufacturing sector. However, after some threshold level is crossed, the 
processing of food and fibre generally becomes increasingly of less relative 
importance in the total manufacturing output. This cycle of evolution is not 
evident for the dependence of agriculture on industry, however. As the agri- 
cultural sector modernizes, it becomes more and more dependent on manu- 
factured inputs. For example, land accounted for 41 per cent of agricultural 

rr,,..f? U ,-hOUlr ** n0tcd' howevcr. tl»t textiles and furniture manufacturing also involve transformation of some non-agricultural materials. ««.wring aiso involve 
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TABLE 71.    AVERAGE ANNUAL RATES OF GROWTH OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES PROCESSA 

AGRICULTURAL RAW MATERIALS 
(Per cent) 

   '«M_-/»«0__ /960- 1965         1965-Í969 
Food, beverages and tobacco (ISIC 31) "  
World    '  47 48 

Developed market economics  3 8 3 9                 *"¡? 
Centrally planned economics   77 6 5                 . 
Developing countries  54 ¿.                   * 

Latin America   ^ ,'.                 *-8 

Africa  .•.'.'.•.'.'.'.".•.'.':.•.'.• 4° 
Asia                                '" ¿e ' 

Textiles (¡SIC 32)                        4¿ 6-6 

World     43 

Developed market economies  3 2 37                 tl 
Centrally planned economies   6.3 37                 17 
Developing countries  39 4'7                 TL 

LatinAmerica   ¿3 39                \] 
Africa   *"' 
Ana  jQ _.                 * ' • 

Wood products and furniture (ISIC 33) 
World        ' 57 55 

Developed market economies  2.9 49                32 
Centrally planned economies   HI ¿^                 ,'. 
Developing countries  6"5 9'2                ?'? 

Latin America   À A /ft                *": 
Africa  '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'. . 
Asia  9 y .. I                 ' ' • 

Paper, printing and publishing (ISIC 34) 
World    '  5 3 5 { 

Developed market economies  5 0 51                 53 
Centrally planned economics   7 j 7\                -. 
Developing countries  79 J'Q                ." 

^mcrica;::::  6.5 TI           6.2 

Ali'  12.5 9£ 71 

Sourte: UNIDO, btied on ditt luppUed by the United Nation« Stttiitiral Office. 

output in China (Taiwan) in the mid-1960s but for only 15 per cent in the United 
States, which has such vast areas offertile land."» Capita] is estimated to have 
accounted for 67 per cent of agricultural output in the United States in this period. 

Aspects of the impact of technological change on the future of processing industries 
The seed-fertilizer revolution baaed on new wheat and rice varieties is 

hailed as giving many developing countries a fresh chance to promote the 
production of basic food grains."* When these improved cereals arc grown, 

of AÌ!LÌÌ£'J^TF*?*? °írA,gríCUiS Econo,nic Research Service, Economic Progress 
LX^ m ÙtPÌTf "%%"' 195°-1968. Foreign Agricultural Economic Rcjort 
No. 59, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C* 19$, p. 36. 

comp^lTih^^dTi^ Pm °f ** reVO,UtÌOn' bUt the CXtCm °f thcir U* »,imi,ed 
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TABLE  72.   CONTRIBUTION   of  VARIOUS  MANUFACTURING   INDUSTRY   GROUPS  TO TOTAL 

MANUFACTURING OUTPUT,   I960— 1969 
f Per c etti ) 

Food, beverages mid tobacco f ¡SIC 31) 
World   ...'  15.00 13.84 12.67 
1 )cvcloped market economics  12.43 11.43 10.40 
Centrally planned economics     17.93 16.47 14.84 
1 developing countries  27.76 25.60 24.82 

Latin Anurie i   28.14 27.16 26.19 
Africa  31.56 30.15 
Asia  26.49 22.72 22.41 

Textiles (1 SIC 32) 
World     6.17 5.51 5.04 
Developed market economics  5.27 4.81 4.43 
Centrally planned economics     6.10 5.13 4.69 
Developing countries  14.79 13.72 12.63 

Latin America  9.66 8.92 8.11 
Africa  16.55 14.38 
Asia  21.59 19.59 17.69 

Wood products ami furniture (ISIC 33) 
World     4.32 4.14 3.80 
Developed market economies  4.21 4.04 3.69 
Centrally planned economics     4.76 4.41 4.01 
Developing countries  3.63 3.98 4.04 

Latin America   3.15 2.92 2.80 
Africa  5.88 5.82 
Asia  3.87 4.94 5.37 

Paper, printing mid publishing (¡SIC 34) 
World     6.25 5.89 5.56 
Developed market economics  8.54 8.14 7.91 
Centrally planned economics"     1.11 1.06 
Developing countries   4.66 4.65 4.57 

Latin America  5.12 5.25 5.30 
Africa  3.48 4.14 
Asia  4.24 3_99 3.98 

S.-urre: UNIDO, based on data MippUed by the Umted Nation! Statistical Office. 
* Excluding printing and publishing. 

using fertilizers and other appropriate inputs, large increases in yield may result. 
This prospect lias been particularly attractive to countries that have been im- 
porting sizable quantities of cereali and has been the basis for import-substitution 
policies in agriculture. »«* There are, however some severe constraints on the 
ability of cereal-based agriculture to serve as a key factor in long-term economic 
growth. 

i«J It should be noted that the use of subsidies and various incentive packages to promote 
import substitution in agriculture may have hidden costs similar to those experienced in 
mdustrialiution through import substitution. Whereas a number of important studies 
have been made of the effective rate of protection of domestic manufacturing, this hai not 
been adcquatclvVudicd for agriculture. 
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It has been pointed out that increases in agricultural output entail increased 
reliance on manufactured inputs and this is even more emphatically the case 
with the new seed varieties. The provision of a suitable physical environment 
free rom drought and flooding with an assured, adequate and controlled water 
supply is necessary as arc adequate supplies of such inputs as fertilizers and other 
agricultural chemicals. Further, an efficient marketing system is required to 
handle drying, milling, storing and transport. It is thus apparent that shortages 
of manufactured inputs will serve as a constraint on the adoption and/or pro- 
ductivity of the new seeds. Where no domestic capacity exists, these inputs 
may have to be imported. The extent of foreign-exchange reserves and alternative 
priority uses for them may place limits on this possibility, however. 

Another constraint is likely to be of great importance within the next 
several years. For many countries at present national self-sufficiency in cereal 
grains is a priority goal. 144 Countries that are able to achieve self-sufficiency 
m cereals may regard the export market as a next stage, but pursuance of the 
goal of self-sufficiency tends to dry up the export markets. According to FAO 

there is overwhelming evidence . . . that the world cereals productive capacity 
is far m excess of foreseeable demand and a growing possibility that by 1985 
the problem of over-production might begin to affect developing regions as 
it already does the high-income countries". 145 This obviously places some limits 
on the growth prospects of cereal-based agriculture. 

Finally, in the context of the national economy it has been found that as 
per capita income rises, the pattern of demand for food products shifts away 
from cereals and towards meat, poultry, vegetables and fruits. These latter 
require to some extent a different set of inputs, and the output has a different 
relationship to the manufacturing processes as well as to the market. 

Technical advances in the manufacture of food products and textile fibres^ 

It is generally thought that the developing countries are comparatively more 
efficient in the production of primary products than of manufactures. To whatever 
extent this is true, some technological advances in textiles and food processing 
have created considerable problems for these countries. The growing importance 
of man-made cellulosics and synthetic fibres tends to shift textile production 
from the less developed countries to the more developed. In 1954 only a little 
more than 12 per cent of the world output of apparel yarns were synthetic, 
but by 1966 about 17 per cent consisted of man-made fibres (cellulosics). While 
cellulosics can be produced from materials indigenous to many developing 
countries, e.g. wood pulp and cotton linters, the production of synthetics requires 
petrochemicals. An additional obstacle to the entry of the developing countries 
into the production of synthetics is the fact that the extensive research applied 

»•4 L. Brown, Seeis of Change: The Green Revolution and Development in the i970's, 
Pall Mall Press, London, 1970, p. 157. 

I«' FAO, Provisional Indicative World Plan for Agricultural Development, Vol. II, p. 542. 

14* Forest products are of courte a part of agricultural output. The demands of space, 
however, do not permit treatment of this important sector separately. 
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by the existing industry develops new materials and processes at a rapid rate 
which might cause a developing country's investment to become obsolete long 
before the physical equipment was worn out. Also, as a result of large-scale 
production there is generally a downward price trend Tor synthetics.147 

In the area of food processing, the increasing sophistication and specialization 
of the consumer in the developed economics has been both the cause and result 
of rapid changes in food-processing technology. As per capita incomes in the 
developed economics have risen rapidly, the demand for convenience and for 
high quality have had a great impact directly on food processing and derivatively 
on the organizational structure of agriculture. These trends in the developed 
countries arc important to the developing countries for two reasons. First, as 
the developing countries experience sustained growth in per capita income the 
new consumer habits will probably be reflected in the domestic demand for 
food. The second reason is of more immediate concern. As was noted earlier, 
food and beverages tend over a period to decline as a proportion of manufactured 
output as economic growth progresses. If a developing country finds that most 
of its domestic resources and long-run potential seem to lie in agriculture and 
its prospects for industrialization appear best in food processing, it might be well 
advised to look to the international market.148 Even countries that have a diversified 
resource base may wish to exploit the potential for agricultural processing to 
the fullest extent by producing those processed food products that show growth 
prospects on the world market. To compete in that market, however, paramount 
consideration must be given trends in quality and convenience. 

"There is a trend in food manufacturing towards building larger and fewer 
factories to keep unit costs down through highly mechanized, automated, 
high-capacity production."149 The low unit costs rcsultingfrom modern technology 
must be weighed carefully by the developing countries in arriving at their invest- 
ment decisions.150 There are several other prominent trends in food processing 
which arc especially noticeable in the developed market economies and which 
must be considered by a country contemplating entry into that market. Con- 
venience foods, foods of gourmet quality and snack foods are becoming in- 
creasingly popular. The concentration of foods to cut storage and transportation 
costs, and pre-blending, arc both important trends in the international markets 
and will also become important in the domestic markets of the developing 
countries. 

For the developing country that contemplates entry into these growing 
markets for processed foods, the problems to be faced are complex and sizable. 

147 UNIDO, Textile Industry, Monographs on Industrial Development No. 7. 
'*• If the climate allows, production might be oriented towards such traditional crops 

as bananas and coffee, but the manufacturing content will be low and the international markets 
tend to be saturated and the competition stiff. 

149 UNIDO, Food Processing Industry, Monographs on Industrial Development No. 9, 
p. 15. 

>*> In some cases there may be the possibility of utilizing relatively labour-intensive 
techniques if the resulting output is competitive in terms of both unit costs and quality. 
Certain functions of a partly automated process may be made labour intensive where local 
factor prices warrant, packaging being one of the most logical. 
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í hese include organizing the output of private farmers, controlline the aualitv 
of both the raw material and the final product, keeping up with chantU  on 
sumcr preferences, and finding market outlets at a price Lfoften C^comZl 
withthat of output from ultramodern enterprises in cfcvdopcd^STK 
the developing country with scattered small farms, little or no agricultura 

marketing fanht.es, and no experience with world Markets for modern pro CSsd 
food products, the problem might understandably be viewed as mZmen  1 

nrobîr    d   lWCVCr' f0r a dCTtP,ng COUmry t0 m,nimizc »» of the forTgoit 
tAdñí TheT TTd f00d Pr0dUCtS Ín thc hands «Consumers arou t the world I-M Thc key that for many countries may open the door to this on 
portun.ty is integrated food processing. P * °P~ 

By the phrase integrated food processing is meant the vertical integration 
of all the various stages, beginning with production of the raw material, through 
he steps of processing, and culminating with marketing the product Vrrta 

integration requires that to the extent possible all stages of the production proc 
be planned, organized and managed by one organization, which may be viewed 
,s an industrial combine and which utilizes an industrial approach to n ce7a 

mte^t rnd for ÍtS Pr0dl,CtS7hc °^niZation and *£*» of su h an 
SttheTT nCCdS COmidcrabIc

L 
ma^rial -Put,  usually a scarce 

undoX Î   dcVeIoP1^ COUntries- ?n *« o^er hand, the integrated approach 
mdoubt dly requires less in terms of organizational structure and administrative 

talent than a programme that attempts to base processing industries on small- 
hold agriculture assisted by agricultural extension services and decentralized 
coHcction stations, credit input distribution etc. Investment in integra" 
processing ,s made on the basis of established market opportunities. It is a mistake 
o limit project identification to industries for processing an existing agricultura 
u plus or expected surpluses from existing crops. This procedure unduly restricts 

the operation to the processing of traditional crops for which market prospects 
may not be bright, and it overlooks the possibilities of producing Tmee 
growing H.:aand for processed food products for which there may be no recent 
crop history but for which soil and climate are appropriate. An important way 
or approaching project identification is to study the potential markets of the 
developed countries and, on the basis of trends, select those products that show 
he greatest growth potential and for which local climatic and soil conditions 

are favourable.!« The process is then organized on the basis of supplying a 
high-quality product at a sufficiently low price to en.SU/e .successful .entry into 
the existing market. 7 

The assurance of high quality requires more than attention to the selection 
ot the proper manufacturing process and the acquisition of good equipment 
The location of the plant and the organization of crop production are of vital 
importance When the raw material is highly perishable, as is the case with 

and igfÄSS SSSfXttTSgTiff»prefcrence •*— 
Physical ÄÄ^^ * 

J 
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most fruits and vegetables, the processing facilities must be near the source of 
raw material supply. "A tomato cannery, for example, must be close enough 
to the field so that the tomatoes can be transported to it in a matter of hours 
after harvesting. For prime quality, green peas should be in the processing plant 
within an hour or so after picking and be frozen or canned within three or four 
hours." 153 Inability to meet these requirements results in forfeiting the chance 
to sell in the growing markets of the developed countries, which account for 
the bulk of consumption of such processed food products. In addition to the 
necessity to move the crop quickly from the field to the processing plant, the 
raw material must be of a uniformly high quality. These requirements place 
rigid constraints on the possibilities for the organi, jtion of the production of 
raw materials. It is doubtful therefore that a modern food-processing industry 
could be established on a base of traditional agriculture. 

In many developing countries the majority of the agricultural population 
works on very small holdings that arc often fragmented, and participates in the 
market economy only to the extent that a particular crop produces a surplus 
over domestic requirements. With very low pe~ family incomes there is little 
chance for them to accumulate capital to improve their situation significantly 
These agriculturists do not have a working knowledge of the newer plant varieties 
and cultivation techniques, nor is credit available to enable them to acquire 
the new inputs. In the many countries where per capita GDP is very low and 
where the majority of the population is engaged in agriculture, it will take 
several generations before domestic resources can provide for adequate research 
extension services and credit facilities to transfer the majority of the agricultural 
population from the traditional sector to the modern. Traditional agriculture 
is often dependent on rainfall and a scarcity or surplus of rain can drastically 
reduce the volume and often the quality of output. To ensure that the crop is 
or sufficient quality and delivered so as to facilitate processing, there must therefore 
be some form of centralized control over the seeds and other inputs used, the 
planting and harvesting dates and often the management of water. To achieve 
this control the structure of traditional agriculture must be modernized   An 
agricultural organization that achieves vertical integration can upgrade its share 
oí the agricultural sector in a small fraction of the time required through the 
general provision of extension services, credit and the like. Thus one organiza- 
tion that controls all stages of the production process from the field to the final 
consumer may greatly compress the time required to modernize agriculture. 

The investment in integrated organization is based on studies showing a 
tirm market; the processing equipment is chosen to give quality and cost efficiency 
adequate for competition in that market; and agriculture is organized to provide 
high-quality raw materials on a rigid time schedule to the processing plants. 
The management of the organization provides its agricultural work force with 

i« UNIDO, Food-Processing Industry, p. 6. Whil? many faeton influence the location 
ot tood-proccssmg plants, such as power ancl water ava.lability, traiiied laboSÍ hol i.»ÍT 
prox.m.ty to the raw material i, paramount with highly perhhab c^TS*rE&rf 
gram nufls, however, may depend more heavily on the other factors; 
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seeds, chemical inputs, water and transportation, and exercises quality control 
roughout. In such an operation the production of the raw material is an in*ga 

part of a unified process. To organize on a disaggregated basis would very hkcly 
mean that the manufacturing process could not operate profitably 

Often the organization of rood-processing production should go beyond 
the provision of the baac crop and its processing. One of the mo/impoS 
developments ,n food technology is the organization of production, and   h 
degree and rate of progress in this area in the developed countries has had such 
an impact on efficiency that if developing countries wish to compete in   ne 
world markets they must match the developed countries in cost efficiency. To 
do th,s each project must take advantage of all feasible linkages, in addition to 
the aforementioned vertical integration.  This means that by-products  must 
be utilized to the fullest extent possible and ancillary inputs must be produced 
when possible  As an example when the processing of meat is considered the 
basic project the feasibility of several related projects should be considered in 
ddition to the integration of cattle production with meat processing and market- 

mg Cattle feed might be produced from oil-bearing seeds which can be produced 
by the combine. To assure that cattle attain weight on schedule and that they 
are of desired quality, the provision of high-quality feedstuffs is necessary. 
Because of transportation costs domestic production is mandatory and its location 
withm the combine is desirable. The production of oil-seeds would also allow 
for the production of vegetable oil and vegetable-oil products. Further, a tannery 
might be set up to utilize the animal hides. The animals from a well managed 
combine would be of high quality, whereas tanneries in developing countries 
often experience difficulty with the hides of animals raised by scattered small 
holders and slaughtered in local abattoirs. Thus, in addition to the production 
of one raw material, two raw materials, cattle and oil-seeds, are produced and 
m addition to one manufacturing plant, there may be three, meat processing, 
o,l processing and a tannery. There might also be a r "ant for producing margarine 
and/or vegetable-o,! shortening and one or more plants for producing leather 
products. In such a combine meat products may for practical purposes be con- 
sidered a by-product Whereas if taken singly a meat-products industry might 
have been of doubtful profitability, the combine might show a reasonable return 
on investment and market its meat products at a competitive price 

Thus, the integration of the complete food-production process from the 
field to the final consumer allows a developing country to compete in the growth 
markets of the developed countries. Such an organization provides for centralized 
punning and management of all aspects and for quality control throughout 
the process The farm as well as the factory use modern management techniques, 
which build into the project agricultural research and extension services, credit, 
transportation and infrastructure. Further, through linked projects the timely 
and economic provision of vital inputs is assured and waste products are utilized. 
While it ¡nay be argued that for such an investment the resources required arc 
substantial especially in terms of skills, these requirements are small compared 
to those that would be necessary to sufficiently upgrade traditional agriculture 
and also to provide the required infrastructure. 
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1. Gnwtk offres domestic product by economic pouping, 1960-1969 
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2. Manufacturing output (ISIC 3) by economic çroiipinv, I960 -1970 
(1963      KU» 
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3. Manufacturing employment (ISIC 3) by economic sroupinq, 1960—1969 
(1963 - 100) 
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4. Manufacturing output, employment and GDP, 1960—1970 
(1963 - 100) 
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(V) t'entrally planned a/onomks 
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(>. Heavy mtmñicturmz outpul (¡SIC 341, 331-354, 36-JK) by economic omomo   I'W)-I9?() 
(1963      UHI) 
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(b) Developed market economics 
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H. Destination of export < from developing countrie<, 1960-1969 
(1963 - 100)' 

(a) Exports SITC 0—9 
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9. Source of import* to dwcbpinq countries I960 -1969 
(196.Ì ,= Ï00) 
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(c) Import» SITC 5—8 
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10. Production of selected industrial products, 1960—1969 
(1963   - 100) 

(a) Pig-iron and ferro-alloys 
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196.1 production:   12 million tons in developing countries; 
175 million tons in developed market economies. 
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225 million tons in developed market economics. 
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(c) Nitrogenous tcrtilÌ7crs 
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1%3 production:   1.1 million tons in developing countries; 
10.9 million tons in developed market economics. 

(d) Cotton yarn 
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